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Preface 

The Joint Planning and Development Office (JPDO) is developing a Concept of Operations 
(CONOPS) for the Next Generation Air Transportation System (NGATS). The final version of 
the CONOPS will provide an overall and integrated view of NGATS operations in the 2025 
timeframe, including key transformations from today’s operations.  

The development of the CONOPS is an iterative and evolutionary process that will progress 
using input and feedback from the aviation community. This is Version 0.2 of the document.  It 
provides an initial presentation of air traffic management (ATM) operational concepts focusing 
on the “block-to-block” operations for a day of flight in the NGATS.  

The purpose of this document is to provide the aviation community with a preview of the 
NGATS CONOPS and receive their comments for improvements.   Details of the JPDO 
comment and review process can be found at the Tech Hanger of www.jpdo.aero. Future 
versions of this document will include accepted comments as well as expand upon the NGATS 
concepts to include: 

• Aerodrome operations and mission support 
• Air traffic management planning and mission support services 
• Flight operations planning and mission support services 
• Layered adaptive security services 
• Network-enabled infrastructure services 
• Shared situational awareness services 
• Safety management services 
• Environmental management services 
• Compliance, regulation and harmonization services 

This document identifies key research and policy issues that need resolution to achieve national 
goals for air transportation. In many cases, this document presents “aggressive” concepts that 
have not been validated but are envisioned to maximize benefits and flexibility for NGATS 
users. Many potential futures are possible and much will depend on the insights gained by the 
evolution of the CONOPs. Comments to refine these research issues are requested. 

The following page outlines the current and expected development chronology of this CONOPs.  
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Document Revision Register 
n DocuVersio ment Content Added Reviewer Release Date 

0.1 Initial document that includes the major “day-of- JPDO Staff and May 9, 2006 
flight” air navigation elements that support Integrated Product 
operational activities of a flight moving from Teams 
“block to block” 

0.2 Major comments from Version 0.1 review Aviation July 24, 2006 
Stakeholder 
Community 

1.0 Major comments from Version 0.2 review  Submitted to JPDO  
Board for Approval 

1.1 Initial addition of remaining key NGATS concepts 
that supp

JPDO Staff and  
ort operations from “curb to curb” as well Integrated Product 

as planning and strategic support functions Teams 

1.2 Major comments from Version 1.1 review Aviation  
Stakeholder 
Community 

2.0 Major comments from Version 1.2 review  Submitted to JPDO  
Board for   Approval

2.1  Operational scenarios, additional definitions, and 
pre

JPDO Staff and  
vious comments not included in prior versions Integrated Product 

Teams 

2.2 Major comments from Version 2.1 review Aviation  
Stakeholder 
Community 

3.0 Major comments from Version 2.2 review  Submitted to JPDO  
Board for Approval 

3.1 and Additional versions developed as needed   
above 
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Executive Summary 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The Concept of Operation (CONOPs) provides a common vision of how the Next Generation Air 
Transportation System (NGATS) will operate in the 2025 timeframe.  This concept provides an 
operational view of the transformations necessary to achieve the NGATS overall goals.  These 
transformations affect how air traffic and airports are managed, how security is provided to 
protect our airspace and people, how the environment is protected and enhanced, and how safety 
and efficiency are achieved. 

The CONOPs forms a baseline to initiate a dialogue with the aviation stakeholder community to 
develop the policy agenda and encourage the research needed to achieve national and global 
goals for air transportation.  

The goals for the NGATS are aimed at significantly increasing the capacity, safety, efficiency, 
and security of air transportation operations and thereby improving the overall economic well 
being of the country.  These benefits are achieved through a combination of new procedures and 
advances in the technology deployed to manage passenger, air cargo, general aviation, and air 
traffic operations.  The NGATS Vision briefing (2005) identifies eight key capabilities to achieve 
these goals: 

• Network-Enabled Information Access 
• Performance-Based Services 
• Weather Assimilated into Decision Making 
• Layered Adaptive Security 
• Broad-Area Precision Navigation 
• Aircraft Trajectory-Based Operations 
• Equivalent Visual Operations 
• Super Density Operations 

To meet the NGATS goals, the vision for NGATS is a transformed air transportation system that 
allows all communities to participate in the global marketplace, provides services tailored to 
individual customer needs and capabilities, and seamlessly integrates civil and military 
operations.  Some of the significant NGATS characteristics are: 

• User Focus 
• Distributed Decision-Making 
• Integrated Safety Management System 
• Internationally Harmonized 
• Capitalizing on Human and Automation 

Capabilities 
• Integrated Weather Operations 

• Environmental Stewardship 
• Robustness and Resiliency 
• Scalability  

Provide feedback on this document at  http://TechHangar.JPDO.aero
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The current draft of the NGATS CONOPs is described in several key areas: 

• Air Navigation Service Operations 
• Flight Operations  
• Net-Centric Infrastructure Services 
• Shared Situational Awareness Services 
• Security Management Services 

Additional topics such as aerodrome operations, safety management, and regulation will be 
covered in subsequent versions. 

AIR NAVIGATION SERVICE OPERATIONS 

The overall philosophy driving the delivery of services within the NGATS is to accommodate 
user preferences to the maximum extent possible.  Achievement of many of the NGATS 
objectives relies on the transforming roles and capabilities of the aircraft and flight crew, along 
with changes in air traffic management (ATM) capabilities and decision-making authority.  
Using these new roles and capabilities, ATM services provided by the Air Navigation Service 
Provider (ANSP) shifts from managing the tactical separation of aircraft to the strategic 
management of traffic flows. 

Performance-based services align ATM assets with user demand. New kinds of flight 
operations—such as autonomous operations, in which aircraft mange their own tactical 
separation from each other, and ANSP flow operations, in which precise execution of agreed 
trajectories allows much higher traffic throughput than is possible today—dramatically improve 
en-route productivity and capacity. Conflict detection and resolution—both airborne and ground 
based—are highly automated, allowing for reduced and encounter-specific separation standards.   

Significant transformations in the area of air traffic management are summarized in the table 
below:  

Significant Transformation NGATS Capability 

Trajectory-Based 
Operations 

• All operators share flight intent information via four dimensional 
trajectories (4DTs); the level of specificity varies according to overall 
system needs to handle demand 

• Automation manages greater amounts of information on overall 
demand and forecast conditions and better incorporates 
probabilistic data to reduce the likelihood of overly conservative 
decisions 

• Metering, Controlled Time of Arrival (CTA)  exchange, and more 
flight-specific adjustments increase overall throughput and operator 
efficiency 

Provide feedback on this document at  http://TechHangar.JPDO.aero
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Significant Transformation NGATS Capability 

Performance-Based 
Operations and Services  

• Regulatory definition of operational requirements in performance 
terms rather than specific technology/equipment enables private 
sector innovation 

• ANSP service levels aligned with aircraft performance capabilities, 
allowing aircraft operators to realize the full benefits enabled by 
their equipment capability 

Collaborative Traffic Flow 
Management (ANSP and 
Flight Operators) 

 

• Focus is on allocating NAS assets to maximize capacity to meet 
user demand 

• Integrated strategic and tactical flow management (TFM) with more 
agile management of TFM to capitalize on evolving conditions 
exists 

• Better decision support increases ability to use capacity in presence 
of uncertainty 

Allocation of Airspace • Airspace allocation is flexible over different time horizons to meet 
demand, and flexible over different geographic and vertical 
boundaries. Airspace restrictions for aircraft capability are applied 
only when needed 

• Changes to airspace configuration are provided dynamically to flight 
crews so that maximum trajectory flexibility to utilize all available 
airspace  

Separation Management • Separation provision, both airborne or by the ANSP, relies heavily 
on automation support, allowing reduced and performance-based 
separation standards for different airspace categories 

• 4DTs of many aircraft following similar routes may be aligned to 
nearly eliminate conflicts 

• Trajectory changes required for separation assurance are 
communicated via digital communications  

Weather/Automation 
Integration 

• Enhanced probabilistic forecasting coupled with network-enabled 
operations and decision support tools predict best options and 
facilitate 4DT planning and execution for minimal weather disruption

 
Future aircraft will have a wider range of performance than today and will support enable 
varying levels of operations via onboard capabilities and associated crew training. These 
operations will include performing airborne spacing, airborne separation, and airborne self-
separation tasks to safely avoid weather effects and precisely exchange and execute 4DTs. The 
minimum aircraft capability for operation within managed airspace is a cooperative surveillance 
system. In trajectory-based airspace, all aircraft also have a capability to receive, transmit, and 
execute 4DTs and air traffic clearances.  

Runway capacity is the primary limiting factor in NAS operations today at the busiest airports; 
therefore, more efficient runway use is very important. Even with the maximum possible 
efficiency gains, some aerodromes may need additional runways to accommodate the expected 
NGATS traffic growth. Implementing super-density terminal procedures, such as new parallel 
runway procedures, will enable new runways to be built much closer to an existing runway and 
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still achieve the throughput of a single arrival runway, regardless of ceiling and visibility. 
Surface operations in the NGATS timeframe at medium- and large-demand aerodromes will be 
highly integrated with other ATM functions, including departures, arrivals, and collaborative 
traffic management. In addition, non-ATM functions, such as airport landside and airside 
operations, will benefit from information exchange of aircraft surface position and movement. 
The following table shows a summary of the major surface operation transformations: 

 

2006 NGATS 

Ground surveillance available to ANSP limited. Cooperative ground surveillance at most 
Mostly p illance rimary, some secondary surve aerodro tion mes, including state vector informa
capabili f ty installed. Limited effectiveness o (e.g., ai  rcraft speed/direction), with more
runway incursion prevention automation. effective runway incursion prevention 

automation. 

Essentially no cockpit surveillance of other Integrated e of ground traffic, along surveillanc
ground f traffic/vehicles, other than visual (out o with aer  odrome layout and taxi routes, with
the window). cockpit warning of runway incursions. 

Surface movement inform hbacks, ation (pus Updated pushback information provides 
departures, taxi delays, etc.) are mostly not improve rture management. d surface and depa
integrat nt ed with TFM. Difficult to impleme Surveillance of surface movement provides 
flight-specific traffic management initiatives. basis fo nd taxi r more accurate departure time a

delay estimates. Availability of improved  departure time estimates significantly improves 
capability of Flow Contingency Management 
and Tac light-tical Trajectory Management. F
specific traffic management initiatives are 
handled via automation and data 
communications. 

Many non-towered aerodromes. Automated Virtual Towers or better where 
economically feasible. 

Inefficient one-in-one-out operations at smaller Elimina ut restrictions at tion of one-in-one-o
aerodromes without approach controls or most aerodromes for equipped aircraft. 
towers. 

 
FLIGHT O

ircraft operators are individuals or organizations that directly or indirectly operate an aircraft. 
 for example, those who operate aircraft for commercial and business 
military training or homeland defense. The types of aircraft operated 

 

PERATIONS 

A
Aircraft operators include,
purposes, personal travel, 
can range from lighter-than-air vehicles and gliders to highly sophisticated aircraft and space 
vehicles. Aircraft operators include those who operate traditionally piloted aircraft and those who
operate aircraft remotely such as Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS). In organizations that 
operate aircraft, multiple individuals may be involved in roles related to flying an aircraft, 
planning and selecting flight trajectories, and defining strategic objectives.  
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New levels of technology and additional automation capabilities alter the role of the flight c
and operators in the NGATS. The transition from pilot to aircraft systems m

rew 
anager will continue 

to evolve. In addition, the functions of UAS will be further refined. The roles of the flight crew 

of 
ic density supported at the 

time of the operation. The basic capabilities for TBO will include an area navigation system, 

NGATS can achieve the operational improvements envisioned by developing and deploying a 
terprise services give operational entities 

within the NGATS environment a common picture of the operational information necessary to 

ation. 

in the NGATS include the following primary functions: supervisory override, aircraft system 
manager, participant in collaborative traffic flow management, and the more traditional “see and 
avoid” visual flight operator. These roles are more focused on aircraft operators with greater 
capabilities and on performing trajectory-based operations (TBO). 

The capabilities required of an aircraft operating in the NGATS will largely depend on phase 
flight, aircraft type, operating environment, and the level of air traff

aircraft-to-ground (A-G) two-way communications, and cooperative surveillance to track and 
monitor aircraft. 

NET-CENTRIC INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES 

comprehensive suite of enterprise services. These en

perform their required functions. 

Enterprise services can be characterized by the net-centric infrastructure services that provide 
connectivity and universal access to information and by the services that provide the collection, 
processing, and distribution of inform

Key transformations of infrastructure services are summarized in the table below: 

Enabler 2006 NGATS 

• Limited or no ATM (e.g., • More common ATM information Network-Centric 
Information Sharing traffic) information in 

coc
provided to the ANSP service provider, 
cockpikpit; often, non-common 

data shared among actors
t, and aircraft operators (see 

Figure 2-1)  

• ave Not all stakeholders h
access to data they need 

• Flexible delivery of needed information 
and services independent of user 
geographical location 

• All stakeholders can obtain access to 
data they need 

• Stakeholders use custom 
data sources 

• No data communications for 
ATM and operational 

• 4DT, short-term intent, and other data 
routinely transmitted between aircraft 
and ANSP 

Aircraft Data 
controlCommunications 

• Limited access to real-time 
weather and aeronautical • Data communications are routine for 
data ATM; in airspace reserved for TBO, 

voice communications used only for • Voice communications are extraordinary purposes routine for ATM 
• Capability to permit extensive 

negotiation between air and ground of 
4DT 
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Enabler 2006 NGATS 

Infrastructure 
Management Services 

• Limited ability to maintain 
operations when a major 
facility goes out of service 

• e Limited ability to reconfigur
resources to maintain 
operations when a major 
outage occurs 

• Network-centric information sharing and 
ability to reconfigure resources to 
maintain operations when a major 
outage occurs results in ability to 
maintain normal operations when a 
major outage occurs 

 

SHARED SITUATIONAL AWARENESS 

aw e le t  
 the n . The  

services and their transforma

Key shared situational 
NGATS and transform

ar ness (SSA) services enab
ational air space operation

he fundamental operations of the 
 table below highlights these key

tions: 

 

Enabler 2006 NGATS timeframe 

Weather Information 
Services 

• ather Limited common we • Single authoritative source of 
information; requires use of accredited weather information 
skilled interpretation 

• Limited use in de
facilitates more consistent decisions 

cision 
sup s;

among stakeholders 
port system   • Presents data tailored to user 

operational needs 
• Uses integrated weather/decision 

support systems heavily 

• Limited on-board weather 
information available during 
flight 

• Provides automatic updates to users 
based on operational need 

Broad-Area Precision 
Navigation Services  

• Air routes are mostly 
defined by fixed ground-
based navigational aids 

• AV Expanding use of RN
and RNP procedures 

• d Costly ground-base
infrastructure in parallel with 
space-based infrastructure 

• Air routes are independent of the 
location of ground-based navigation 
aids 

• RNAV used everywhere; RNP used 
where required to achieve system 
objectives 

• ets operationSystem performance me al 
needs to service the demand 

Surveillance Services • d coverage  Limite
• Limited airborne traffic 

situational awareness 

• Coverage to the surface and in remote 
areas; capable of meeting NGATS 
operational needs 

• Common surveillance data available to 
all stakeholders (ANSP, defense, 
security, aircraft operators) 

Flight Planning 
Services 

• Limited interactive flight 
planning capability 

• Limited ability to receive 
projections on anticipated 
conditions that affect aircraft 

• Flight planning information services 
provide the user with extensive and 
interactive flight planning capability 

• Operators receive feedback on 
anticipated conditions associated with a 

flight plans filed 4DT 
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Enabler 2006 NGATS timeframe 

Flight Object Services • Multiple similar calculations 
of flight trajectory, airspace 
penetrations, time of arrival, 
etc. leading to inconsistent 
information about a flight 

• Information about a flight is 
specific to an application or 
location and is inconsistent 
across applications and 
locations 

• Information about a flight is 
dispersed through many 
owners 

• Flight information is shared in such a 
way that that leads to consistent 
trajectory information which can be 
provided to all authorized flight data 
users as a service 

• Flight information is consistent across 
applications and locations and available 
to authorized flight data users 

• Information about a flight is contained in 
one logical unit  

Flow Strategy and 
Trajectory Impact 
Analysis Services 

 

• High reliance on oral and 
textual communication of 
strategies and concerns 

• High reliance on data communications 
and graphical presentations 

• a, Significantly increased access to dat
models, and tools  • Limited access to both data 

and tools 
• Limited decision support 

capabilities leads to 
conservative planning 

• port to increases Better decision sup
ability to use capacity  

• Common trajectories and analysis 
capability to improve quality and 
consistency of decision-making  

• nformation services to Automation and i
increase awareness of constraints and 
strategies under consideration 

Aeronautical 
Information Services 
(AIM) 
 

• AIM is provided Much of the 
by hard copy or voice 

• Most of the AIM data is text or graphic 
presentations; data is consumable by 
automation for processing 

• Users are supported by automation 
capabilities to exchange real-time 
information regarding airspace  

• d Limited ability to receive an
process information 
regarding airspace 

 
Layered Adaptive Security Services 
 
NGATS will provide effective air transportation system secu
civil liberties by embedding security measures from reservat pts of 

aptive secu y lu

Integrated Risk M a
• Secure People 
• Secure Aerodromes 
• Secure Checked Baggage 
• Secure Cargo / Mail 

 

rity without limiting mobility or 
ion to destination. Key conce

the layered, ad

• 

rit  (LAS) within NGATS inc de: 

an gement 

• Secure Airspace  
• Secure Aircraft  
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1   Introduction 

 
This document describes the operational concepts supporting the Next Generation Air 
Tra p TS) in the 2025 timeframe. These concepts provide an operational 
vie of s are managed, how security is provided to protect our airspace 
and people, how goals for protecting and enhancing our environment are achieved, and how 
pro ss nd in civil organizations provide increased safety and efficiency.  

he ir transportation system is a complex global system with many public and private sector 
akeholders. The system includes national defense, homeland security, air traffic management 
TM), commercial and general aviation operators, and airports that support passenger, cargo, 

recreational, and military flights. The NGATS will integrate national defense and civilian 
capabilities to provide services to both civil and military users that are harmonized on a global 
scale. The integrated capabilities of NGATS will provide the capacity needed to meet the 
nation’s need for air travel in the most effective, efficient, safe and secure manner possible.  
Figure 1-1 provides an overall environment supported by NGATS.  

Figure 1-1: The NGATS Scope 

 

This document forms a baseline to initiate a dialogue with the aviation stakeholder community to 
develop the policy agenda and encourage the research needed to achieve national and global 
goals for air transportation. As such, this document not only provides an operational view of air 
transportation in the future and highlights key research and policy issues. 

ns ortation System (NGA
w  how air traffic and airport
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1.1 BAC

A ma oyment of an air transportation system to meet the nation’s 

between the Government and the private sector.  
The air transportation system tra eed for aviation to grow and 

The 

KGROUND 

ndate for the design and depl
needs in 2025 was established in the “Vision-100” legislation (Public Law #108-176) signed by 
President Bush in December 2003. The legislation also established the Joint Planning and 
Development Office (JPDO) to carry out this mission. 
This document is a product of the JPDO and describes the 
operational concept for the NGATS as envisioned in 2025.  

The JPDO is a joint initiative among the Department of 

The United States (U.S.) aviation system 
must transform itself and be more 
responsive to the tremendous social, 
economic, political, and technologic
changes that are evolving worldwide

al 
. We 

 

 
ple 

Transportation (DOT), Department of Defense (DOD), 
Department of Commerce (DOC), Department of 
Homeland Security (DHS), National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA), and Office of Science and 
Technology Policy in the White House. In addition to 
these government agencies, the JPDO includes the 
NGATS Institute, which provides access to the knowledge 
and skills of many in the private aviation stakeholder 
communities, enabling a two-way communication process 

are entering a critical era in air 
transportation, in which we must either
find better, proactive ways to work 
together or suffer the consequences of …
[losing] $30B annually due to peo
and products not reaching their 
destinations within the time periods we 
expect today. 
-- NGATS Integrated Plan, 2004 

nsformation is motivated by the n
continue to serve the nation and international community while responding to tremendous social, 
economic, political, and technological changes worldwide. Over the next two decades, demand 
will increase for a system that can provide two to three times the current air vehicle operations; is 
agile enough to accommodate a changing fleet that includes very light jets, unmanned aircraft 
systems (UAS), and space vehicles; addresses security and national defense requirements; and 
can ensure aviation remains an economically viable industry.  

NGATS Integrated Plan (2004) recognizes these national needs and identifies 6 national and 
international goals and 19 objectives for the NGATS (see Table 1-1). Separately, each goal 
represents an ambitious agenda. Meeting these goals and objectives requires a transformation 
that embraces new concepts, technologies, networks, policies, and business models.  

In 2005, the JPDO developed a high-level vision to communicate the key operating principles 
and characteristics of the NGATS. This vision emphasizes a shift in how information is accessed, 
allowing those who use the air transportation system to have more direct access to information 
affecting their operations. The goal of this Concept of Operations (CONOPS) is to describe a 
system that meets these national goals. 
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Table 1-1: NGATS Goals and Objectives 

Retain U.S. Leadership in Global Aviation Expand Capacity 

• Retain role as world leader in aviation 
• Reduce costs of aviation 
• Enable services tailored to traveler and 

shipper needs 
• Encourage performance-based, 

• Satisfy future growth in demand and 
operational diversity 

• Reduce transit time and increase 
predictability 

• Minimize the impact of weather and other 
harmonized global standards for U.S. disruptions 
products and services  

Ensure Safety Protect the Environment 

• Maintain aviation’s record as safest mode of 
transportation 

• Improve the level of safety of the U.S. air 
transportation system 

• Increase safety of worldwide air 
transportation system 

• Reduce noise, emissions, and fuel 
consumption 

• Balance aviation’s environmental impacts 
with other societal objectives  

Ensure Our National Defense Secure the Nation 

• Provide for the common defense while 
minimizing civilian constraints 

• Coordinate a national response to threats 
• Ensure global access to civilian airspace 

• Mitigate new and varied threats 
• Ensure security efficiently serves demand 
• Tailor strategies to threats, balancing costs 

and privacy issues 
• Ensure traveler and shipper confidence in 

system security 

 
The role of the JPDO is to transform the air transportation system. Part of this transformation 
involves integrating and reusing capabilities across all aspects of air transportation so that the 

ts of 

• For ATM, many of the concepts build on the National Airspace System (NAS) Concept of 

A point of departure for NGATS is its scope.  NGATS encompasses all air transportation, not 
just ATM. In addition to technological innovation, NGATS emphasizes changes in 
organizational structure, processes, strategies, policies, and business practice, including shifts in 
government and private sector roles that are required to fully exploit new technology.  

entire system operates as an interconnected structure. In many cases, this operational concept 
builds on visionary material that captures the aviation community’s goals for different aspec
transportation.  

Operations and Vision for the Future of Aviation (RTCA 2002) and International Civil 
Aviation Organization’s (ICAO) Global ATM Operational Concept, which represents a 
globally harmonized set of concepts for the future.  

• Additional foundational and related conceptual documents will be referenced in future 
versions of this document. 
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1.2 OVERVIEW OF TH

The goal o se the safety, capacity, efficiency, environmental 
compatibility, and security of prove the overall 
econom
new logy d l o, and air 
traf g (20  that will 
help achieve these goals: 

• ccess: Through network-enabled information access, 
ble, securable, and usable in real time for different communities of 

inte ir transportation domains. This greater ac
distribution of decision-making and improves the speed, efficiency, and quality of 

o c sers with a 
s well as available to users not ied as new needs arise. 

al d ers 
nt practices to enhance safety.  Cooperative surveillance 

t constantly transmit their position, will be used 
with a separate sensor-based non-cooperative surveillance system as part of an integrated 
fed

orman - l 
tion a  in 
 techno . The performance-based 

definition and delivery of services and lev  
innovation and enable efficiencies throughou n situations involving high 
demand such as congested airspaces as well as special situations such as natural disasters 

to Decision-making: By assimilating weather into decision-

d 
 probability information and tailoring 

weather data to individual user needs significantly increases the effective use of weather 

• Layered Adaptive Security: Though layered adaptive security, the security system is 

ective while 

son, the 
system can handle attacks and incidents with less overall disruption. Layered, adaptive 
security adjusts the deployment of security assets in response to the changing profile of 

E NGATS 

f NGATS is to significantly increa
air transportation operations and, by doing so, im

ic well-being of the country. These benefits can be achiev
in the techno

ed through a combination of 
ep oyed to manage passenger, air carg procedures and advances 

fic operations. The NGATS Vision briefin 05) identifies eight key capabilities

Network-Enabled Information A
information is availa

rest (COI) and a cessibility enables greater 

decisions and decision-making. Informati
known need a

n an be automatically provided to u
previously identif

Information access improves operation ecisions, enabling system operators and us
to make use of risk manageme
for civil aircraft operations, where aircraf

eral surveillance approach. 

• Performance-Based Services: Perf ce based operations provide a foundationa
transformation of the NGATS.  Regula s nd procedural requirements are described

logy or equipmentperformance terms rather than specific
els of service will encourage private sector

t the NGATS.  I

and law enforcement, minimum performance levels may be required to maximize 
capacity during specific hours. Service providers can use service tiers to create 
guarantees for different performance levels so that users can make the appropriate 
tradeoffs between investments and level of service desired to best suit their needs. 

• Weather Assimilated in
making, weather data collection and forecasting improve. In addition, the management 
and use of information improves as weather information is directly integrated into 
automation to allow decision-makers to take into account the uncertainties of weather an
better understand weather effects. Applying weather

information and minimizes adverse effects of weather on operations. 

constructed of “layers of defense” (including techniques, tools, sensors, processes, 
information, etc.) that help reduce the overall risk of a threat reaching its obj
minimally affecting efficient operations. Layered security is additive; failures in any one 
component will not have a catastrophic effect on other components. For that rea
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risks; responses to anomalies and
involved individuals or cargo. 

 incidents are proportional to the assessed risk of 

 

 

• : Improved information availability allows aircraft to 
t, 

• to 
al 

ng and 
of 

ort 
 

These e
separat
remain  
broader ny buildings, 
ins la

1.2.1 

In the N
signific
overall
of fligh

• Broad-Area Precision Navigation: With broad-area precision navigation, navigation 
services are provided where and when needed, in accordance with demand and safety 
considerations, to enable reliable aircraft operations in nearly all conditions. Instead of 
being driven by geographic constraints, navigation allows operators to define the desired 
flight path based on their own objectives.  

• Aircraft Trajectory-Based Operations (TBO): The basis of all operations in the NAS 
is an aircraft’s expected flight profile and its expected departure and arrival times. 
NGATS uses four-dimensional trajectory (4DT) management as the core for managing 
the ATM system, ensuring that, to the maximum extent possible, resources are allocated
to match known demand and demand is not limited to relatively static resources. The 
specificity of 4DTs matches the mode of operations and the requirements of the airspace 
in which an aircraft operates. A major benefit of 4DT is the ability to assess the effects of
proposed trajectories and resource allocation plans, allowing both service providers and 
operators to understand the implications of demand and identify where constraints need 
further mitigation. 

Equivalent Visual Operations
conduct operations without regard for visibility or direct visual observation. For aircraf
this capability, in combination with broad-area precision navigation, enables increased 
accessibility, both on the airport surface and during arrival and departure operations. This 
capability also enables those providing services at airports (such as ATM or other ramp 
services) to provide services in all visibility conditions, leading to more predictable and 
efficient operations. 

Super-Density Operations: With increasing demand, an even greater need exists 
achieve peak throughput performance at the busiest airports while protecting loc
communities. New procedures to improve airport surface movements, reduce spaci
separation requirements in place today, and better manage overall flows in and out 
busy metropolitan airspace provide maximum use of the highest demand airports. Airp
terminals also maximize efficiency of egress and ingress, matching passenger and cargo
flow to airside throughput while maintaining safety and security levels.   

ight capabilities support the NGATS operational concept. Although not detailed 
ely, they are incorporated in the concepts described in the following sections.   For the 
der of this document, the aerodrome term will be used in place of airport.   Aerodrome is a
 term for airport and is defined as an area on land or water including a

tal tions and equipment used for the arrival, departure, and surface movement of aircraft 

NGATS Environment 

GATS timeframe, demand for air transportation services is expected to grow 
antly from today’s levels in terms of passenger volume, amount of cargo shipped, and 
 number of flights. With respect to air traffic, changes will occur not only in the number 
ts but also in the characteristics of those flights. Figure 1-2 illustrates some of the 
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potenti e of 
passeng d with a potential range in the distribution of passengers 
to aircraft, m
mu be
overall

al variations in demand characteristics. For example, a range in the potential increas
ers exists. This range, combine

ay result in a wide range in the number of flights in the NGATS. The NGATS, thus, 
st  flexible to manage variations in number of passengers, types of aircraft flown, and 

 number of flights. 

Figure 1-2: Planning for a Range of Futures 

Flights 
1.4-3X

Passengers 
1.8-2.4X
Passengers 
1.8-2.4X

2004 20252025

B
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el
in
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2004 Baseline
• Current Flight Schedule
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2004 Baseline
• Current Flight Schedule
• Current Capacities

1X 
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Biz shift
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Biz shift
• Smaller aircraft, more airports
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will use OEP & FACT Capacities
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Biz shift
• 2% shift to micro jets

Biz shift
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passengers per flight
Increase of over 10 
passengers per flight

In the N t 
varying . 
Many aircraft will have the ability to perform airborne self-separation, spacing, and merging 
task an  
hav a
automa
perform
climb a
or remo
operati

modes. 
e 

s), 
 

e siness operators with regular customers), and unscheduled, 
n al events (e.g., lifeguard flights, personal trips, and law 

AS that 
nt 

 

GATS, aircraft are expected to have a wider range of capabilities than today and suppor
 levels of total system performance via onboard capabilities and associated crew training

s d precisely navigate and execute 4DTs. Along with navigation accuracy, aircraft will
e v rying levels of cooperative surveillance performance via transmission and receipt of 

tic dependent surveillance broadcast (ADS-B) information. In terms of flight operational 
ance, a wider range of capabilities regarding cruise speed, cruise altitudes, turn rates, 
nd descent rates, stall speeds, noise, and emissions will exist. Aircraft without a resident 
te pilot (e.g., some UAS) will operate among regular aircraft; domestic supersonic cruise 

ons will also be more prevalent. 

Aircraft operators are also expected to have a diverse range of capabilities and operating 
Many operators will have sophisticated flight planning and fleet planning capabilities to manag
their operations. Operating modes include all of today’s modes, such as traditional hub/spoke 
operations, point-to-point flights, military/civil training, and recreational flying. Operational 
demand may vary among highly structured flights (e.g., today’s air carrier, cargo, or operator
irregularly scheduled flights with frequent trips to regular destinations with variable dates and
times ( .g., air taxi operators or bu
itinera t flights driven by individu
enforcement missions). In addition, new types of operations are expected, including U
perform a wide variety of missions (e.g., sensor platforms and cargo delivery) and more freque
commercial space vehicle operations (e.g., suborbital flights to low-earth orbit payload delivery 
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and return missions). Commercial space transport operations are also expected to grow overall, 
increasing pressures to efficiently balance competing needs for airspace access and efficiency. 

Overall, the NGATS is expected to accommodate up to three times today’s traffic levels wit
broader aircraft performan

h 
ce envelopes operating within the same airspace. The NGATS will 

also have more operators than today, increasing complexity and coordination requirements when 
traffic management is req  Section 1.2 will be 
critical in meeting the NGATS goals  

Aircraft nois owing) constraints on 
system mmunities 
surrounding them GATS address include 
local air qu  are in place to 
respond to broader climate change concerns.   

1.2.2 Key Characteristics of the NGATS 

To meet the goals and objectives described above, the NGATS vision involves a transformed air 
transportation system that allows all communities to participate in the global marketplace and 
provides services tailored to individual customer needs and capabilities, and seamlessly 
integrates civil and military operations. The following paragraphs describe some of the 
significant NGATS characteristics.  

User Focus 

d 

eet demand, implementing more efficient procedures 

e 

decisions are supported through access to a rich information exchange environment and a 
transformed collaborative decision-making (CDM) process that allows wide access to 

uired. The key NGATS capabilities described in

e and local air quality emission concerns remain strong (and gr
 capacity, requiring collaboration among aerodrome operators and the local co

. Other environmental concerns that capabilities in the N
ality and water contamination. Other capabilities and procedures

A major theme of the NGATS is an emphasis on providing more flexibility and information to 
users of government services and reducing the need for government intervention and control of 
resources. The NGATS enables operational and market freedom through greater situational 
awareness and data accessibility, and it aligns government structures, processes, strategies, an
business practices with customer needs. The provision of multiple service levels will permit a 
wider range of tailored services to better meet individual user needs and investment choices. 

With a focus on users, the NGATS is also more agile in responding to user needs. Capacity is 
expanded to meet demand by investing in new infrastructure, shifting NGATS resources (e.g., 
airspace structures and other assets) to m
(e.g., reducing separation between aircraft to safely increase aerodrome throughput), and 
minimizing the effects of constraints, such as weather, on overall system capacity. The system 
will be nimble enough to adjust cost effectively to varying levels of demand, allowing more 
creative sharing of airspace capacity for law enforcement, military, commercial, and general 
aviation users. Restrictions on access to NGATS resources are limited in both extent and time 
duration to those required to address a safety or security need. 

Distributed Decision-making 
To the maximum extent, decisions are made at the local level with an awareness of system-wid
implications in the NGATS.  This includes, to a greater extent than ever before, an increased 
level of decision-making by the flight crew and flight operations centers (FOC). Stakeholder 
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information by all parties (whether airborne or on the ground), while recognizing privacy and 
security constraints. Information is timely, relevant, accurate, and quality assured. Decision-
makers have the ability to request information when they need it, publish information as 

al 

e 
entation can be reduced, responses can be more specific, 

 

ent System (SMS) 
s in a system, organization, or 

 its 
irements, responsibilities, and accountabilities 

y Risk Management (SRM): The formal process within the SMS composed of 
 

o 

tion 

ft operators and air navigation 
on system. ICAO Planning 

roups (PIRG) or multilateral agreements coordinate planning and 

appropriate, and use subscription services to automatically receive desired information. This 
information environment will enable more timely access to information and increased situation
awareness while providing consistency of information among decision-makers. Because 
decision-makers will have more information about relevant issues, decisions can be made mor
quickly, required lead times for implem
and solutions can be more flexible to change. To ensure locally developed solutions do not 
conflict, decision-makers are guided by NAS-wide objectives and test solutions to identify 
interference and conflicts with other initiatives. Decision-making reverts to higher authority only
when the conflict cannot be resolved. 

Integrated Safety Management System 

The NGATS ensures safety through use of an integrated Safety Managem
approach for identifying and managing potential problem
operation. Specifically, NGATS uses a formal, top-down, businesslike approach to manage 
safety risk, which includes systematic procedures, practices, and policies for safety management, 
including: 

• Safety Policy: Defines how the organization will manage safety as an integral part of
operations, and establishes SMS requ

• Safet
describing the system, identifying the hazards, assessing the risk, analyzing the risk, and
controlling the risk; the SRM process is embedded in the processes used to provide the 
product or service—it is not a separate process 

• Safety Assurance: SMS process management functions that systematically ensure 
organizational products or services meet or exceed safety requirements; includes the 
processes used to ensure safety, including audits, evaluations and inspections, and data 
tracking and analysis 

• Safety Promotion: Training, communication, and dissemination of safety information t
strengthen the safety culture and support integration of the SMS into operations. 

Internationally Harmonized 

The ATM system is globally harmonized through collaborative development and implementa
of identified best practices in both standards and procedures. International harmonization also 
requires advocating the highest operational standards for aircra
service providers (ANSP) to ensure the safest global air transportati
and Implementation Regional G
implementation of NGATS transformations to harmonize the application of technology and 
procedures. This harmonization allows airspace users to realize the maximum benefits of the 
NGATS transformations. 
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Taking Advantage of Human and Automation Capabilities 
The NGATS capitalizes on human and automation capabilities to increase airspace capacity, 
improve aviation safety, and enhance operational efficiency. This capitalization is based on 
building processes and systems that help humans do what they do best—choose alternatives and 
make decisions—and helping automation functions accomplish what they do best—acquire, 
compile, monitor, evaluate, and exchange information. Research and analysis will determine the
appropriate functional allocation of tasks among ANSP, flight operators, and automation. It will 
determine when decision support tools (DST) are necessary to support humans (e.g., identifying 
conflicts and recommending solutions for pilot approval) and when functions should be 
completely automated without human intervention.  

Weather Operations 

 

rmation is no longer viewed as separate data viewed on 

ure 

y, and capacity. Flight trajectory plans are developed with an increased understanding 
of t  p
restrict
weathe

Decisio
interpre
operati strictions that must be made 2–6 hours 
ahead. This integration of weather information, combined with the use of probabilistic forecasts 
to a r ather 
on NGA

Enviro
Env on
incr s
and policies in the NGATS minimize significant effects from noise, local emissions, and water 

nmental compatibility is achieved through a combination of 

aft 
nvironmental requirements.  

In the NGATS environment, weather info
a “stand-alone” display. Instead, weather integration is integrated with and supports NGATS 
decision-oriented automation and human decision-making processes. A common weather pict
is used by all stakeholders. This common picture facilitates improved communications and 
information sharing. NGATS weather information is translated into information directly relevant 
to NGATS users and service providers, such as the likelihood of flight deviation, airspace 
permeabilit

he otential severity and probability of potential weather hazards, and less airspace is 
ed because of weather. Aircraft equipped with capabilities to mitigate the effects of 
r will be allowed to tactically fly through certain weather hazards. 

n support systems directly incorporate weather data and bypass the need for human 
tation, allowing decision-makers to determine the best response to weather’s potential 

onal effects and minimizing the level of traffic re

dd ess weather uncertainty and improved forecast accuracy, minimizes the effects of we
TS operations. 

nmental Stewardship 
ir mental stewardship is performed in the context of the NGATS objectives. Capacity 
ea es will be consistent with environmental protection goals. New technology, procedures, 

contamination. NGATS enviro
improvements in aircraft design, aircraft performance and operational procedures, land use 
around aerodromes, and policies and incentives to accelerate technology introduction into the 
fleet. In the NGATS, policy and financial incentives are used to accelerate the introduction of 
environmental technology improvements in aircraft. Intelligent flight planning and improved 
flight management capabilities enable more fuel-efficient profiles throughout the flight envelope 
as well as reduced noise approaches and departures in the terminal area. Reinvigorated research 
and development and refined technology implementation strategies—balancing near-term 
technology development and maturity needs with long-term cutting edge research—help aircr
keep pace with changing e
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Robustness and Resiliency 
Overall, the NGATS is more resilient in responding to failures and disruptions and includes 
contingency measures to provide maximum continuity of service, including business continu
in the face of major outages, natural disasters, security threats, or other unusual circumstances. 
Moreover, the increased reliance on automation is coupled with “fail-safe” modes that do not
require full reliance on human cognition as a backup for automation failures. Because individual 
systems and system components can fail, the NGATS maintains a balance of reliability, 
redundancy, and procedural backups. It provides a system that not only has high availability but 
also requires minimal time to restore failed functionality.  

ity, 

 

Scalability 
ble to meet the tactical changes in traffic load and demand that occur 

, 

er of 

This document forms a baseline to initiate a dialogue with the stakeholder community to jointly 

ate on the scope, characteristics, and capabilities of NGATS.  

rt of the overall NGATS Enterprise Architecture, and it will help in 

afety, 

r services at an aerodrome, 
such as fueling and maintenance services or catering services 

The NGATS is adapta
everyday. Its capabilities provide an overall system design that can handle a wide range of 
operations and modes of operation. Increased use of automation, reduced separation standards
super-density operations, and additional runways allow busy aerodromes to move a large number 
of aircraft through the terminal airspace during peak traffic periods. Each of these features 
contributes to an environment that supports growth in operations. New capabilities, such as 
virtual towers, enable the cost-effective expansion of services to a significantly larger numb
aerodromes than is possible with traditional methods of service delivery. 

1.3 AUDIENCE AND INTENDED USE 

develop the policy agenda, identify the research needed to achieve the NGATS operational 
concept and goals, and ensure global harmonization. Initially, this document will be updated 
annually as research, implementations, models, policy, budget reality, and other findings are 
assessed and as further dialogue helps refine common goals and priorities. This document also 
serves as the official record and repository for operational concept insights that emerge from the 
in-progress national deb

This operational concept is pa
the formulation of roadmaps and research recommendations to improve overall 
intergovernmental collaboration in achieving national goals for air transportation. This 
document, along with other engineering artifacts, also provides the basis for deriving top-level 
requirements. 

The list of key stakeholders includes: 

• Aerodrome Communities: Cities and towns located in the vicinity of aerodromes that 
have a vested interest in and are affected by the operation of the aerodrome 

• Aerodrome Operators: Organizations and people responsible for enabling passenger, 
flight and cargo operations conducted within an aerodrome with consideration for s
efficiency, resource limitations, and local environmental issues 

• Aerodrome Tenants: Organizations and people who offe
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• Air Navigation Service Providers: Organizations and people engaged in the provision 
fe 

 

• Flight Operators: Organizations and people responsible for planning and operating a 
t within the NGATS, including flight crews (on the aircraft or controlling it 

ary 

 of 

• Owners: Organizations and people responsible for making investment decisions related 
ion of NGATS and it associated capabilities 

s, 

nd 

rovision of 

ENT SCOPE AND ORGANIZATION 

al concepts for the NGATS in the 2025 timeframe. This 
version of the document provides an initial focus on air navigation services and will be expanded 
in f r
chapter

, 

of ATM and air traffic control (ATC)services for flight operators for the purpose of sa
and efficient flight operations; ATM responsibilities include communications, navigation 
and surveillance (CNS) and ATM facility planning, investment and implementation, 
procedure development, training, and ongoing system operation and maintenance of 
seamless CNS/ATM services; includes ANSP personnel and ANSP automation 

• Customers: Organizations and people using the NGATS for personal or business
transportation or to transport cargo 

fligh
remotely) and flight FOC personnel; flight operators include personal, business, 
commercial aviation, and commercial organizations, as well as government and milit
organizations 

• Manufacturers: Organizations and people who manufacture equipment for flight 
operators, ANSPs, security and defense providers, etc.; this includes the manufacture
airframes, aircraft engines, avionics, and other aircraft systems and parts, as well as 
decision support systems and other systems used in the NGATS 

to the development and implementat

• Regulatory Authorities: Organizations and people responsible for certain aspects of the 
overall performance of the aviation industry, including aviation safety, environmental 
effects, and international trade; regulatory authorities include aviation safety regulator
certification authorities, standardization organizations, environmental regulators, and 
accident/incident authorities 

• Security and Defense Providers: Organizations and people responsible for national and 
homeland defense, homeland security, law enforcement, information security, a
physical and operational security of the NGATS 

• Weather Service Providers: Organizations and people engaged in the p
aviation weather information products. 

1.4 DOCUM

This document describes the operation

utu e versions, including a full CONOPS. The document is organized in the following 
s: 

• Chapter 2: This chapter provides a description of Air Navigation Operations within 
NGATS, including interactions among the ANSP and operators. 

• Chapter 3: This chapter provides a perspective of Flight Operations within NGATS
including activities, capabilities, and practices. 
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• Chapter 4: This chapter provides an initial overview of specific Shared Situational 
Awareness Services that support the ATM-related NGATS concepts. Additional shared 
situational services and more complete discussions of the initial services will be provided 
in subsequent versions of this document. 

Chapter 5: This chapter provides an initial overview of the Net-Centric Infrastructure 
Services that enable the NGATS enterprise services. Additional net-centric infrastructure 

• 

quent 

The fol

• erations and mission support 

• 
• 
• 
• Additional shared situational awareness services 

• 

Include
for the 

• provides a summary of roles for the different stakeholders 

• s. 

services and a more complete discussion of these services will be provided in subse
versions of this document. 

• Chapter 6: This chapter provides an outline of Layered Adaptive Security Services 
within NGATS that will be further described in future versions of this document. 

lowing topics will be addressed in future versions of this document: 

Aerodrome op
• Air traffic management planning and mission support services 

Flight operations planning and mission support services 
Additional layered adaptive security services 
Additional net-centric infrastructure services 

• Safety management services 
Environmental management services 

• Compliance, regulation and harmonization services 

d in this document are the following appendices that contain supplemental information 
reader: 

Appendix A: This appendix 
described. Each role may be allocated to a different person or organization, depending on 
the procedures in place. 

Appendix B: This appendix provides a list of definitions and a glossary of term

• Appendix C: This appendix provides a list of references.  
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2   Air Navigation Service Operations 

 
2.1 IN

The ov
accomm tent possible and restrictions are imposed only when a real 
ope ti
for e 
authori ween 

nsformations help 
meet overall objectives for increased capacity, safety, predictability, and efficiency: 
implem ance-based services1. Minimum capability 
req e ed to achieve sufficient 
cap it

In a i oles of both the ANSP and flight crew 
become ove from tactical separation tasks to 
ma . They will rely on intelligent decision support tools to 
pro e nd automatically perform routine tasks. Increased 
situ io  enables flight crews to assume 
tactical separation responsibilities in many operations within the NGATS.  This shift in roles for 

also more actively participate with the ANSP to facilitate more effective ATM 
operations while meeting their business objectives (see Figure 2-1). 

Perform
operati  operations, in which aircraft mange their own tactical 
separation from
traj to prove 
en- t day’s traffic, TBOs enable 
control of the num aintenance of safe 
separation, whether separation assurance is the responsibility of the ANSP or the flight crew. 
Conflict detection and resolution—both airborne and ground based—are highly automated, 
allowing for reduced and encounter-specific separation standards. 

 

                                                

TRODUCTION 

erall philosophy driving the delivery of services in the NGATS is that user preferences are 
odated to the maximum ex

ra onal need exists. Achievement of many NGATS objectives relies on a transformed role 
th aircraft and flight crew, along with changes in aircraft capability and decision-making 

ty. The provision of ATM services by the ANSP shifts from tactical separation bet
individual aircraft to strategic management of traffic flows. Two primary tra

entation of TBOs and application of perform
uir ments are imposed on aircraft operations only as and when need
ac y and throughput to meet demand.  

dd tion to a shift in decision-making, the overall r
 more strategic in the NGATS. ANSP personnel m

nagement of flows and trajectories
vid  context-sensitive ATM information a
at nal awareness capabilities and supporting automation

the ANSP and flight crew supports the scalability of the NGATS to meet increased demand. 
Flight operators2 

ance-based services align ATM assets with user demand. New kinds of flight 
ons—such as autonomous

 each other, and ANSP flow operations, in which precise execution of agreed 
ec ries allows much higher traffic throughput than is possible today—dramatically im
rou e productivity and capacity. Even with two to three times to

ber and complexity of conflicts. This control ensures the m

 
1  Note that performance-based services include the concept of a performance-based NAS, in which access to 

services is driven by aircraft capability and end-to-end system compatibility rather than a specific equipage 
requirement. 

2  Operators include airlines, business aircraft operators, on-demand air taxi operators, military, state and federal 
government, and personal aircraft owners and operators. 
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Figure 2-1: Relative Influence of ANSP and Aircraft/Pilot in ATM Decisions 

 

In busy terminal airspace, super-density operations significantly increase aerodrome capacity. 
Because demand on airspace changes over different time horizons, from seasonally to daily, 
airspace allocation changes over these same time horizons to meet variations in demand. 
Collaborative trajectory planning and execution by the ANSP and the flight operator is integr
across these time horizons. Automation and information services increase common awareness of 
the present and predicted state of the ATM system, both locally and s

ated 

ystem-wide.  

s the 
r a 

 to 

, 

 

 service from the 
NSP. Airspace is still designated for aircraft not equipped for 4DT operations, allowing access 

to en-route and terminal airspace as well as airspace above FL600 for “near-space” operations. 
The ANSP may also concentrate some kinds of operations in a particular airspace to achieve 
capacity benefits or productivity and cost objectives.  

sys

The aircraft’s 4DT (the flight profile plus the time the profile will be executed) become
principal means of communicating both operator preferences and ANSP requirements fo
flight, as well as planning and managing a flight. 4DT-capable aircraft have a digital data link
transmit and receive 4DTs and other air traffic clearances. TBOs provide the basis for 
maximizing access and throughput in high-demand airspace and maximizing user predictability
efficiency, and flexibility in less dense airspace.  

Performance requirements will be imposed on airspace only to the extent necessary to achieve
the desired throughput, and not solely to limit demand. Operators that equip their fleets to 
conduct advanced capacity-enhancing operations will receive preferential
A

Flight operators will collaborate with the ANSP personnel, both to enhance ATM system 
efficiency and throughput and to allow flight operators to maximize the utility of the ATM 

tem for its specific operation. This collaboration applies both to strategic planning and tactical 
flight operations. Operators will inform the ANSP of their planned routes and schedules in 
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advance eir 
business objectives. If demand exceeds capacity even after all possible collaborative efforts, 
policies tran
demand.   

Flexible rou fective 
weather avo nd into and out of 
the term on 
mechanism

enter. Sim
needs are met, m ation to 
better ma itations and 

 (up to months ahead of time) and negotiate schedules with the ANSP to achieve th

sparent and available to all stakeholders will be implemented to manage the excess 

te definitions allow traffic flows to be shifted as necessary to enable more ef
idance, meet defense and security requirements, and manage dema

inal environment. Capabilities for managing airspace structure include a comm
 for implementing and disseminating information on the current airspace 

configuration to ensure all aircraft meet the performance requirements for any airspace they 
ilar information on airspace restricted for defense and homeland security ensures these 

aximizes access, and minimizes disruptions to commerce. Using autom
nage uncertainties associated with weather minimizes airspace capacity lim

reduces the likelihood of overly conservative actions. 

Figure 2-2: Key Transformational Elements for ATM Operations 
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orting the NGATS transformational 
elements.  

Management

Figure 2-2 illustrates the major transformational elements for ATM operations and the 
underlying information services. The ATM operational transformational elements depicted by 
the ovals in Figure 2-2 are described in Table 2-1.  Chapters 5 and 6 present the underlying 
enterprise information and infrastructure services supp
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Table 2-1: Significant ATM Transformations 

Significant 
Transfo 2006 Current Capability 2025 NGATS Capability rmation 

Trajectory Based 
Operations 

• Uncertainties in demand, 
weather, and flight trajectories 
are cognitively handled by 
ANSP personnel using 
operational judgment 

• Significant demand/capacity 
imbalances are managed 
through broad flow contingency 
initiatives and administrative 
solutions 

• Time-based metering is used i

• All operators share flight intent 
information via 4DTs; the level of 
specificity varies according to overall 
system needs to handle demand 

• Automation manages greater amounts 
of information on overall demand and 
forecast conditions and better 
incorporates probabilistic data to 
reduce the likelihood of overly 
conservative decisions 

n • Metering, CTA exchange, and more 
some localities to improve flight-specific adjustments increase 
predictability and throughput overall throughput and operator 

efficiency 

• Limited performance • Regulatory definition of operational Performance-Based 
Operations and  
Services 

requirements are applied to requirements in performance terms 
certain airspaces (e.g., oceanic rather than specific 
airspace, DRVSM) technology/equipment enables private 

• Limited application of routes sector innovation 
and procedures providing • ANSP service levels aligned with 
incremental benefits to higher aircraft performance capabilities, 
equipped aircraft are available allowing aircraft operators to realize 
(e.g., required navigation the full benefits enabled by their 
performance [RNP] equipment capability 
approaches, Q routes) 

• Focus is on managing demand • Focus is on allocating NAS assets to Collaborative Traffic 
Flow Management 
(ANSP and Flight 
Operators) 
 

to meet available capacity maximize capacity to meet user 
• Traffic management initiatives demand 

are conservative and broad  • Integrated strategic and tactical flow 
• Strategies and concerns are management (TFM) with more agile 

communicated orally and in management of TFM to capitalize on 
writing evolving conditions exists 

• Conservative measures are • Better decision support increases 
used to manage uncertainty ability to use capacity in presence of 
because of weather and other uncertainty  
capacity constraints 
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Significant 2006 Current Capability 2025 NGATS Capability Transformation 

• Airspace classification is • Airspace allocation is flexible over Allocation of 
Airspace largely fixed with earth- different time horizons to meet 

referenced boundaries; sectors de and, and flexible over different m
and other controller positions g oe graphic boundaries. Airspace 
may be combined during low restrictions for aircraft capability are 
demand; Class B and C applied only when needed 

• airspace volumes are defined Changes to airspace configuration are 
provided dynamically to flight crews to protect all possible runway so 
that maximum flexibility is possible in 
u

configurations and 
accommodate limited charting tilizing available airspace 
capabilities 

• Tactical separation by Separation 
Management individual controller visualizing 

aircraft trajectories on radar 
screen and issuing voice 
instructions limits throughput 
and flig  ht efficiency

• DST provide controllers with 
strategic awareness of future 
conflicts and provide a 
capability to evaluate 
alternative solutions 

• Sep aar tion standards are 
relat eiv ly fixed 

• Separation provision, both airborne or 
by the ANSP, relies heavily on 
a tu port, allowing reduced omation sup
an  performance-based separation d
standards for different airspace 
categories 

• 4DT llowing similar s of many aircraft fo
routes may be aligned to nearly 
e mli inate conflicts 

• Trajectory changes required for 
separation assurance are 
communicated via digital 
co munications  m

Weather/Automation 
Integration 

• Ability to deal with weather is 
limited to Severe Weather 
Avoidance Program and similar 
initiatives; in-flight rerouting 
causes significant delays and 
flight in ies efficienc

• Enhanced probabilistic forecasting 
coupled with network-enabled 
operations and decision support tools 
pre te 4DT dict best options and facilita
planning and execution for minimal 
weather disruption 

 
Althoug e of N er per
NGATS de ai ffic ar s ss 
D, E and G airspace. Visual flight rules (VFR) flights have impr  
areas. VFR aircraft wishing to tra -Based Airspace
capable of receiving and execu n SP

NGATS is fully interoperable i ai
harmonized through collaborat
ATM activities are also balanced ronmental performance. New types of 
aircraft significantly reduce nega es and the environment, including 
noise and emissions, further enabling more flexible operations. 

System operations are routinely evaluated to determine possible improvements. Intelligent 
decision support assists decision-makers in managing both strategic and tactical information, 
while providing guidance regarding the effectiveness of past actions in similar situations. These 
systems build on the use of operational metrics that measure overall system performance and 
provide insights into the effectiveness and effects of individual stakeholder decisions. Metrics on 

h TBOs are the cor
, much low altitu

AS management for high formance aircraft, in the 
rspace outside of high tra

nsit Trajectory

ea  remains similar to today’s Cla
oved access to busy terminal
 (defined in Section 2.4) will be 
.  ti g a 4DT assigned by the AN

tw h global ATM. Integrated 
ive development of performance-based standards and procedures. 

 with objectives for envi
tive effects on communiti

r and ground systems are 
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overall ATM performance include, for example, the number of operations, delays, cancellations, 
diversions, filed versus flown miles and altitude, and aerodrome and system efficiency and 
predictability. Data on overall system performance is quality assured and available widely to 
stakeho ted assessm ith t  
forecasts, will lead to more inform tments fo
guidance for changes to daily pra

2.2 TRAJECTORY-BASED O

In TBOs, all basic ATM decision izons are fu
4DTs are the principal language f hange, plann
greater use of digital communica  and airbo
coordination and collaboration be tors and air traffic management. 4DT 
Manage ared respo i SP, th l t crew.  
The ult bility for th e flight rem
has final authority for any change  an 
ATM system, a common underst al co is 
important.  

2.2.1 Four-Dimensional Trajectories 

Aircraft operators, airspace users  other sta  
providers) will exchange informa ts a t 
path from block to block, includi me component. As flights are planned, 
operators provide “best known” i ction 2.3 describes the collaborative 
traffic flow management proce s to balan
constra  p ug t
manage r o l h
The trajecto ent include r the fl
assigned for the flight, and an ass . Trajectory and other information are 
stored in the system flight object with ty 
necessary to meet the performanc f the proposed

TAs are assigned to a flight to implement traffic flow initiatives, such as to regulate traffic 
 cross 

ing 

lders. Automa ent of this data, along w
ed decisions on inves

ctices. 

PERATIONS 

s across all time hor
or information exc

tion and ground-based
tween aircraft opera

he traffic flow and aircraft mix 
r the future and provide 

ndamentally related to 4DT. 
ing, and analysis, enabling 
rne automation and facilitating 

ment is a sh
imate responsi

ns bility between the AN
e management of th
s.  Because 4DTs play such

anding of some of the critic

e f ight operator and the fligh
ains with the flight crew who 
important role in the future 
ncepts associated with 4DTs 

, ANSP personnel, and
tion about individual fligh
ng ground path and a ti
n

keholders (e.g., security
vi  4DTs that describe the aircraf

ce operator objectives and 
formation via a 4DT. Se

s  whereby 4DTs are used 
ints with overall NAS
ment process, the ope

ry agreem

erformance objectives. Thro
at r and service provider of a f

s the 4D path planned fo
igned flexibility volume

3

h he collaborative traffic flow 
ig t reach a trajectory agreement. 

ight, any CTAs that have been 

 only the level of specifici
 operation.  

. The trajectory is defined 
e requirements o

C
flows entering congested en-route or terminal areas. CTAs define narrow time windows to
specific waypoints. CTAs are only used when necessary for traffic flow management. Much 
larger windows in time are allotted to cross all other waypoints not designated as CTAs, allow
operators more flexibility to optimize their flight operations to meet their needs and unique 
operational requirements.  

                                                 
3  A flight object is the representation of the relevant information about a particular instance of a flight. The 

information in a flight object includes (1) aircraft capabilities, including the level of navigation, 
communications, and surveillance performance, (2) aircraft flight performance parameters, (3) flight crew 
capabilities, including level of training received to enable special procedures, (4) 4DT profile and intent, 
containing the “cleared” 4DT profile, plus any desired or proposed 4DTs, and (5) current aircraft position and 
intent information during the flight. Standards for the definition of a flight object are in development. 
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The flexibility volume is assigned by the traffic manager or TSM and represents the extent t
which an aircraft is authorized to deviate from the assigned path laterally, vertically, and in tim
The flexibility volume defines the operator’s flexibility to maneuver without negotiating a new 
trajectory agreement, and it is assigned based on the density and complexity of traffic in the 
volume of airspace plus the operations performed by the aircraft. In low-density airspace, the 
flexibility volume may be quite large. In higher density airspace, the flexibility volume will be 
smaller. In some cases, the lateral aspect of the flexibility volume is equivalent to the RNP 
containment for an aircraft. An aircraft picking its way through dynamic inclement weather 
might have a larger flexibility volume to allow for maneuvering. Maneuvering aircraft are 
responsible for meeting all assigned CTAs. The objective of the flexibility volume is to ba
the following three objectives: 

o 
e. 

lance 

ver, when airspace conditions allow, without 
g trajectory agreements  

 

 

 large flexibility volume. The operator has freedom to adjust the aircraft trajectory 
within the flexibility volume without 

• Allow operators some flexibility to maneu
renegotiatin

• Enable prediction of traffic demand for specific volumes of airspace in the presence of
self-separating aircraft 

• Allow the ANSP to control the flow of aircraft in dense and or complex airspace and
limit maneuvering of self-separating aircraft that would affect high-density flows of 
ANSP-managed aircraft. 

Figure 2-3 depicts a 4DT and flexibility volume. For the first part of the path, the ANSP has 
designated a

negotiating. Upon entering a volume of 
constrained airspace, the ANSP constrains 
the flexibility volume so more flows of 
traffic can fit through a constrained area. 

Figure 2-3: Four-Dimensional Trajectory with Flexibility Volume 

Research issue: What degree of flexibility for self-
separating versus managed aircraft is practical when the 
ANSP is providing TSM? 

 

Sep  
bee  

aration assurance for a given flight may be provided by the ANSP, or the flight may have
n delegated responsibility for self-separation. In some areas of airspace, separation assurance
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for ANSP-managed flights will be provided through assignment of conflict-free flexibility 
volumes and automated monitoring of position information for conformance. In other areas o
airspace, ANSP-managed a

f 
ircraft will have overlapping flexibility volumes, and the ANSP will 

actively manage conflicts based on aircraft position information. Figure 2-4 shows an example of 
 two aircraft with intersecting flexibility volumes. Separation assurance is provided by ensuring

that a zone around the actual aircraft position (i.e., a separation zone) is protected. The aircraft 
position information is obtained from each aircraft via cooperative surveillance.  

Figure 2-4: Intersecting Flexibility Volumes 

 

 
 area via cooperative surveillance.

 info
Air

 to detect and develop resolutions to conflicts. As a 
ts flexibility volume, it provides updates on its current 

position and intended path so that ground 
automation systems and other aircraft can 
predict its behavior. Maneuvers to resolve 
conflicts that would result in excursions 
outside the assigned flexibility volume 
require negotiation of a new trajectory 
agreement before implementation. Even 
though the aircraft stays within its 
flexibility volume, the separation zone may 
not be contained within the flexibility 
volume. For example, for high-precision 
routes, the separation zone may extend past 
the flexibility volume, as shown in Figure 
2-5. 

 
Aircraft that have been delegated responsibility for self-separation will typically have large 
flexibility volumes assigned that are not free of conflict. Self-separating aircraft receive position
information from all other aircraft in the
separating aircraft transmit near-term intent
the intended near-term path for the aircraft. 
and intent information from other aircraft
self-separating aircraft maneuvers within i

 In addition, all self-
rmation via cooperative surveillance, showing 

borne conflict detection systems use the position 

Research Issue: Is the concept of a flexibility volume an 
effective means to balance operator flexibility against 
system predictability and flow management?  
 
Research Issue: What is the minimum level of detail for 
a 4DT? How does this vary according to the type of 
operation? What gets transmitted between air and 
ground?  
 
Research Issues: What capabilities in aircraft flight 
management and decision support are needed for TBO 
operations? What are the appropriate contents of the 
flight object?  
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Figure 2-5: Separation Zones for Aircraft 

 

 

 

 
2.2.2 TBO as the Basis for ATM Planning and Execution 

One of the key concepts associated with TBO is the integration of trajectory planning and 
execution across the spectrum of time horizons from strategic planning to tactical decision-
making (see Figure 2-6). Strategic aspects of trajectory management include the planning and 
scheduling of user operations and the corresponding planning and allocation of NGATS 
resources to meet demand. Overall flows are managed strategically and tactically, as necessary,
to ensure safety, security, and efficiency of operations. Tactical components of trajectory 
management include the evaluation and adjustment of individual trajectories to synchronize 
access to airspace system assets (or to restrict access, as required) and separation assurance to 
ensure safe separation among all aircraft. 

Figure 2-6: Key Components in Trajectory-Based Operations
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Automation takes 4DT proposals from airspace system users (general aviation [GA], 
commercial, business, military, and government) and assesses them for mutual compatibility 
with system capacity. Flight operators and ANSP personnel use the results of the analysis to 
understand where contention for resources is projected to occur. This can be done for mult
planning horizons (months ahead to about 20 minutes ahead) to identify potential problems or
capacity imbalances.  

In the NGATS environment, weather information is no longer an end product viewed onl
stand-alone display. Rather, weather information is designed to integrate with and support 
NGATS decision-oriented automation and human decision-making processes, including 
processes related to TBO. NGATS weather 
information 

iple 
 

y on a 

is translated into information 
directly relevant to NGATS users and 
service providers, such as 
flight deviation, airspace permeability, and 

airspa

 management decisions, 
l uncertainty contributes to 

.g., 

excess 

nning 
DTs 

l 
d on the aerodrome surface to improve surface 

movement efficiency and safety.  

2.2.3 Functional Allocation of TBO Tasks 

To accomplish the goals of increased capacity, predictability, and user efficiency in the most 
cost-effective manner, NGATS will capitalize on human and automation capabilities and employ 
complementary air and ground technologies in a distributed manner. Humans and automation in 
the air and on the ground will play important and well-defined roles in NGATS that take 
advantage of the types of functions each can best perform.  

the likelihood of 

capacity.  

In NGATS, weather forecast accuracy and 
reliability improve, thereby making more 

ce available and useable. Probabilistic 
forecasts manage any remaining uncertainty 
in forecasts. This probabilistic information 
will enable decision-makers and supporting decision tools to better identify and use available 
weather-favorable airspace and employ risk-based techniques to airspace management. 

Research Issue: How do we incorporate uncertainty 
correctly into a control mechanism for the NAS? How do 

 the system control problem 
inty to minimize the 

effect of uncertainty, allow enough user flexibility to keep 
the system stable, and minimize human workload? 
 
Research Issue: How would space weather (i.e., solar 
activity that may affect communications and electronics) 
affect this concept? What mitigations are in place to 
reduce the effects of space weather? 

we mathematically formulate
of a system with embedded uncerta

Reliance on TBOs ensures predictability in the system, improves flow
and increases the use of busy airspace. Moreover, reduced positiona
reduced minimum separation criteria in most airspace in the NAS, thus optimizing flows 
between congested areas. In addition, in environments where flight legs may be very long (e
oceanic airspace), the increased predictability afforded by conflict-free 4DTs will provide 
opportunities for increased fuel efficiency and optimal fuel loading. TBOs will minimize 
in-trail separation caused by control imprecision, lack of predictability, and irregularities in 
arrival flows and maximize use of congested terminal airspace through efficient overall pla
(e.g., for the entire aerodrome complex, including surface and air). Operational management of 4
will minimize block-to-block transit time by allowing efficient control and spacing of individua
flights. As required, 4DTs will also be use
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As the NGATS for humans to 
be aware of every piece of data within the system and use it in the most effective manner in real 

eparation at a minimum specific to aircraft 
erformance capabilities and encounter 

ocedures, the flight crew’s role 

 evolves, the increase of available information makes it impossible 

time. Instead, intelligent automation is designed to understand constraints, have goals, and 
operate autonomously within its construct to identify information or opportunities for human 
action. These computational systems are customized for a task, adaptive, understand user 
preferences, and can operate on the user’s behalf (e.g., by narrowing the choices available for 
auto-negotiation). Where appropriate, automation takes into account past system performance in 
formulating recommended solutions to current problems to enable better decision-making.  

Automation assumes a far more significant role in the management of real-time operations. In 
many situations, decision support systems present alternatives to the ANSP personnel or the 
flight operator. ATM functions, such as compiling and analyzing trajectories against objectives, 
applying encounter-specific separation standards, and monitoring for off-nominal conditions are 
increasingly automated.  

Human interactions with the system also change. To accommodate shifts in demand from a wide 
variety of users, ATC will migrate from tactical control of individual flights to strategic 
management of traffic flows, including strategic separation management. Decision-makers, aided 
by integrated automation capabilities, will collaboratively develop and update flow plans as 
operational needs dictate. The NGATS not only changes the way existing functions are 
performed (e.g., by maintaining safe 

Research Issue: What is the appropriate functional 
allocation among ANSP personnel, flight operators, 
ground-based automation systems, and airborne 

w 

 
 

roles and responsibilities (flight deck versus ANSP, 

fety 
assessments of ground-based versus airborne conflict 

ackup plan in terms of people/procedures/automation? 

an 
ltimately 

responsible? 

s
p
geometry) but also introduces new 
functions (e.g., analyzing compatibility of 
four-dimensional trajectories against user 
objectives and airspace constraints).  

The task of tactical separation assurance—
the conventional role of a radar controller—

automation systems? 
 
Research Issue: How will increased automation and ne
technologies affect flight crew and ANSP workload? 
Items to investigate in this research include the following
issues: Do cockpit workload limitations exist that inhibit
the proposed technologies? What effect do the changing 

is more often delegated to pilots for various 
procedures or to ground-based automation. 
Pilots are delegated responsibility for 
separation assurance for many 
procedures—from airborne self-separation, 
where the pilot is responsible for 
maintaining separation from all other 
aircraft, to limited pairwise separation 
procedures at both high and low altitudes. 
For such pr

automation versus human, etc.) have on safety? What 
effect do the changing workload and changing workforce 
have on safety?  
 
Research Issue: What are the cost benefits and sa

detection/resolution automation? What alerts and 
information displays does a pilot need to safely oversee 
conflict detection and resolution when no one on the 
ground is responsible for tactical separation? 
 
Research Issue: If the automation fails, what is the 
b
 
Policy/Liability Issue: Can automation ever be 
“responsible” for separation assurance, or is the hum
(flight operator or ANSP personnel) u

in operating the aircraft is both tactical and 
strategic; ANSP personnel have a greater 
role in strategic flow management and less 
of a role in tactical separation assurance (or 
no role at all because ground automation 
monitors separation). It must always be 
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clear to both ANSP personnel and the pilot—for each aircraft—who exactly is responsible for 
separation assurance.  

Appendix A shows a high-level comparison of the allocation of existing ATM functions betwee
ANSP personnel and flight operators in 2006 and in NGATS. It does not include a 
comprehensive list of NGATS functions because a detailed functional task analysis is requ
concepts are evaluated and validated. Section 2.4 provides more detailed information about the 
roles of ANSP personnel and aircraft operators for specific operations in the NGATS.  

When assigning tasks to humans, certain considerations—such as situational awareness, 
workload, and computer-human interface design—will be assessed along with implications for 
system safety and efficiency. Cost-benefit analysis will then help determine the extent of 
automation necessary and the allocation of tasks between air and ground systems. 

2.2.4 Airspace and Aircraft T

n 

ired as 

rajectory Management 

s relate to four major functions:  

n 

• Tactical Trajectory Management (TTM): Adjustment of individual aircraft in flows to 

rcraft 

ed 

c flow corridors  
• Rerouting traffic to reduce area density 
• Assigning CTAs to meter traffic through high-density areas. 

Airspace and trajectory management functions are interactive. The demand/capacity balancing 
process determines which airspace capacity management strategies to employ across the NAS. 
Part of the process includes the use of metrics and analyses to determine which strategies were 
most effective under which conditions. The same strategies may be used to address various 
objectives.  

In regard to airspace and aircraft management, TBO

• Capacity Management (CM):  The design and configuration of airspace and allocatio
of other NAS resources 

• Flow Contingency Management (FCM):  Strategic flow initiatives addressing large 
demand capacity imbalances within CM plans  

make maximum efficient use of a resource 

• Tactical Separation Management (TSM): The assurance of separation between ai

 
TBOs are used to manage airspace and trajectories.  However, certain processes are only invok
when demand exceeds capacity or capacity becomes constrained by weather or special airspace 
activities. In such cases, airspace management strategies are necessary to balance demand and 
capacity. Such strategies might include: 

• Increasing the capacity of a given area of airspace to accommodate projected traffic 
growth through reassignment of resources (e.g., personnel, RNP routes) 

• Instituting structured routes to reduce traffic complexity 
• Assigning high-RNP conflict-free trajectories to reduce traffic complexity 
• Establishing traffi
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The objective and number of aircraft affected determine who implements a strategy. For 
example, the rerouting of traffic to reduce area density might be done by the flow conting
manager or tactical trajectory manager, depending on the aircraft affected (e.g., multiple flows or 
one flow). Ultimately, the principles of distributed decision-making and basing issue resoluti
on those most central to an issue determine who implements an initiative.  

The CM and FCM processes use proposed 
trajectories to determine demand. Flow 
contingency managers work with op
to define the necessary route structures and
traffic flow corridors and identify specific 
numbers of aircraft to reroute to allevi

ency 

on 

erators 
 

ate areas ies 
specific aircraft for inclusion in traffic flow init

s wi
ns
cti

rspace a  Management Process 

 
 

TTM 

of high congestion. The TTM process identif
iatives and assigns CTAs where traffic metering 
ll be applied to ensure that TSM will only 
ity and complexity. Figure 2-7 shows how the 
ons work together.  

nd Trajectory

Research Issue: What are the responsibilities and 
boundaries among CM, FCM, TTM, and TSM? Ca
same individual perfor

n the 
m some or all of those 

esponsibilities?  r

is required. Airspace management strategie
confront safe, manageable levels of traffic de
four airspace and trajectory management fun

Figure 2-7: Interactive Ai

 CM 

FCM 

•Design Airspac

•Assign Airspace

e 

 

Restructure Airspace 

 
 

•Negotiate and Manage Trajectories 
within Flows 

 

•Identify Congestion 

•Identify Demand/Capacity Imbal

•Identify High Complexity 

•Identify Constrained Airspac

anc

e Issue New Trajectories

es Establish New Flows 
Implement TMIs 

TSM 

•Ensure Safe Separation
 

Establish New Flows 
Implement TMIs 
Issue New Trajectories 
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Flight operators are involved in all levels of the airspace and trajectory management process. 
They provide schedule predictability for individual and fleet-level flights for use in 

ht 
operators propose their desired trajectories and 
ass e
4DTs based on the state of the airspace. 
Thi o
con u
months or even 30 m

Decisio ders, and users update weather information as 
required. NGATS weather capabilities allow rapid notification (machine to machine) of changing 
wea e
apabilities are continuously updated with weather to allow decision-makers and users to react to 

AN  ing 
lev  o
lim namically 
upd e  individual 
flig s. nd rating or 
airc ft ance-based weather capabilities, such as airborne 
we e tion capabilities (e.g., 
syn et nclude determinations, such 

een 
anic Flight Information Regions (FIRs) and neighboring FIRs exists. This 

epts 
t 

ed 

demand/capacity balancing, including allocation of airspace and ANSP resources. Flig
time of movement (i.e., 4DTs), and the ANSP 

ess s compatibility of the proposed 
Research Issue: How will flight operators collaborate 

, etc.? 

with the ANSP? How will they be informed of planned 
routes? How will the information be processed, 
presented

s c llaborative process occurs over a 
tin um—proposals are assessed 3 

inutes in advance.  

n-oriented automation, human service provi

th r situations to NGATS decision-makers and users. Decision-oriented automation 
c
unanticipated, rapidly changing circumstances. Hazardous weather is disseminated in real time. 
Aircraft may periodically request (“pull”) routine weather information affecting their route of 
flight, but broad-area weather advisories and warnings are issued (“pushed”) in real time to all 
affected aircraft when safety-critical changes occur. 

SP will not treat weather as “one size fits all.” Different aircraft and crews may have vary
els f ability and preferences to operate in specific weather conditions.  Individual flight 

d users may dyitations and preferences are key inputs to the flight objects, an
at these features. With this knowledge, the ANSP can provide 4DTs tailored to

nclude pilot or flight crew certification aht  Limitations on 4DT options could i
ra  type and capabilities, including perform

ath r radar, weather data link, weather sensors, and weather mitiga
th ic vision to overcome low visibility). User preferences might i

as avoid all heavy-to-severe precipitation areas (i.e., less than 30 DbZ) by at least 20 nautical 
miles (NM) or avoid all areas with greater than 70 percent chance of light icing by at least 10 
NM (lateral) or 1,000 feet (vertical). 

International flights no longer pose a special challenge for ATM. Global harmonization betw
the U.S. Oce
harmonization includes global information use, management, and interchange; those conc
enable a significant change in the roles of all participants in the ATM system. Where equivalen
international environments are the equivalent of NGATS, procedures become harmonized so that 
the operational benefits gained in U.S. airspace remain in effect in adjacent airspace. ATM 
considers all trajectories during all phases of flight and manages their interactions. As a result, 
international flights are considered during 

Research/Policy Issue: To what extent is achieving 

ace access 
eed for internationally harmonized 

? 

capacity planning, 4DTs are coordinated 
across FIR boundaries so they may be us
in the strategic airspace and trajectory 
management processes, and 4DTs can be 
globally optimized for long-haul flights.  

Through the ICAO, the plans of all 
countries must be aligned to ensure, to the 

benefits in U.S. Oceanic FIRs dependent on global 
harmonization of ATM concepts? 
 
Research/Policy Issue: To what extent is airsp
influenced by the n
policies and collaboration? 
 
Research/Policy Issue: What level of compatibility in 
technologies and operational procedures is required
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greatest extent possible, that solutions are internationally harmonized and integrated and do no
unnecessarily impose multiple equipment carriage requirements in t

t 
he air components of the 

ATM system, incompatible ATM systems on the ground, or incompatible operational procedures 
regarding a ent. 

main static); however, static airspace is 

c 
high-

d 
the arrival and departure airspace.  

eness 

irspace management, demand and capacity balancing, or trajectory managem

2.2.5 Capacity Management 

The capacity management process allocates NAS resources based on user plans to meet overall 
system goals. This process includes the allocation of responsibility for airspace and flight 
corridors to ANSP personnel as a means to manage workload. It structures routings where 
required to manage complexity, and it allocates airspace for other purposes, including the 
operation of state (government) aircraft. Capacity management responds to an aggregation of 
airspace users’ expected or desired 
trajectories, infrastructure, geographic, and 
environmental constraints, and it provides 
airspace assignments and dynamic 
structured routings to manage that 
aggregation.  

The capacity management process may begin years before a flight is in operation, up to and 
including the day of operation. It includes both the long- and short-term management and 
assignment of NAS airspace and trajectories to meet expected demand. This process includes 
assigning related NAS assets as well as coordinating longer term staffing plans for the airspace 
assignments. Significant structural changes to airspace (e.g., to accommodate a planned runway 
or analyze the effect of a proposed runway) are planned years in advance. Airspace is structured 
at the beginning of each day to meet preplanned demand and forecasted conditions. It is 
dynamically reconfigured during the day to meet flow requirements, reduce delays, increase 
resource efficiency, and accommodates disruptions (such as pop-up convection) and outages.  

The assignments are worked in collaboration with airspace users to best accommodate both user-
requested trajectories and airspace for special use requirements. Static airspace assignments are 
used for limited applications (e.g., some restricted airspace and unmanaged airspace might 

Research/Policy Issue: To what extent can national 
policy on access to airspace be transparent and 
implemented within automation? 

re
generally eliminated by employing a 
dynamic airspace reconfiguration capability 
so that airspace (including route) 
assignments are based on operational needs. 
Airspace structure is set to match the 
conditions of the day and changes 
throughout the day. For example, dynami
RNP routes are established to manage 
density operations in both the en-route an

Research Issue: How are airspace flexibility needs 
balanced with environmental and noise redu
 
Research Issue: With what frequency would airspace 
configuration changes be made? What is the effect on 

ction goals? 

 

flight efficiency, ANSP personnel productivity, etc.? 
What is the appropriate lead time for changing a 
configuration? How is the dynamic nature of weather 
incorporated into temporal decisions on airspace
configuration? 

Airspace design must account for the available capacity in the full range of enablers—
communications, navigation, personnel, etc. Information sharing creates situational awar
regarding weather (winds, temperature, convection, turbulence, ceiling/visibility with 
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probabilities, and potential effect on resource capability), flight schedules, resource congestion 
predictions (time and probability), system constraints, security and other temporary flight 
restrictions, military airspace availability, etc., for more timely and effective decision-making 
about capacity management. The quality of the information and timeliness of the decisions will 
ensure that the system is not over constrained and capacity is maximized.  

d on 

sers 

se 
 

mon situational awareness and automated conformance 
monitoring, management of security and defense needs evolves where practical toward flight-

t 

low
ple airspace (airspace 

inal c
rators  
affic e capacity, and other 

 the conflicting objectives of multiple stakeholders regarding 
hile ress 

ly integrated. 
 dealing with uncertainties, developing adaptive traffic 

capacity as it becomes available, and safely dealing with 

with a 

Limitations to the amount of flexibility afforded both airspace boundaries and routes exists, 
especially at lower altitudes and in terminal airspace where ANSP personnel must be traine
the airspace and associated operating procedures and where environmental restrictions exist.  

Defense and homeland security restrictions are dynamically managed to enhance airspace access. 
The philosophy for airspace restrictions is to provide the maximum available airspace to all u
at all times, meet national security needs via priority 4DT reservations, and facilitate immediate 
user notification of “just-in-time” national needs for restricted airspace. Restricted or special u
airspace is managed flexibly and accommodates security and defense needs in a non-disruptive
manner. In addition to improved com

specific access requirements and away from blanket restrictions for access.  

DSTs identify the extent to which a given airspace and resource structure solves a congestion 
problem and provide metrics to measure the extent to which a resource structure meets various 
system objectives. Where demand is projected to significantly exceed available resources, the 
flow contingency management process is invoked.  

2.2.6 Flow Contingency Managemen

FCM is the process that identifies potential f
imbalances, congestion, high degrees of com
for special use, weather), or other off-nom
flow contingency managers and flight ope
flow via information on system-wide air tr

 problems, such as large demand capacity 
xity, blocked or constrained 
onditions. This collaborative process between 
 facilitates the efficient management of air traffic

 flows, weather, aerodrom
assets. FCM also involves managing
the operational use of an airspace volume w
demand.  

Several guiding principles govern the concept of FCM: 

• FCM deals with airspace, aerodrome, and metroplex constraints in an integrated fashion. 
• Strategic and tactical decisions are tight

 taking advantage of available capacity to add

• FCM becomes more agile in
management plans that use 
scenarios that become more constrained than expected. 

• FCM provides equitable treatment of flight operators and, as much as possible, gives 
them the flexibility to meet their objectives. 

• FCM becomes more focused, affecting only those flights that are necessary to deal 
constraint. 
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This emphasis on FCM does not imply that rigid, tightly controlled FCM plans are always 
necessary to deal with constraints. In many cases, the FCM “plan” may identify constraints at a 
high level and allow flight operators to find solutions in a distributed fashion. In this plan, each 

ts 

system 

schedules and trajectories within those allocations to accommodate their own internal concerns 

e respons g 
s. 

ather areas w de 
Th

or weath

ogy
etration than previously possible in hazardous 
s ai ty information to both automation 

ather penetration. Less capable aircraft will mostly avoid 
hazardous weather areas. 

MIs, 
 

ce the 
p 

raft involved in the 
initiative and the new trajectories are incorporated in the flight object.  

feedback, operators can adjust their plans. To the extent that operator actions do not sufficiently 

 

operator identifies and executes the solution that best meets his or her priorities and constrain
while satisfying the constraints specified in a given FCM plan. 

The ATM system is continuously monitored in terms of demand, available capacity, and 
available resources. When imbalances arise, the Flow Contingency Manager develops strategies 
in collaboration with airspace users to mitigate problems. These strategies can include 
establishing trajectories to reduce complexity, restructuring the airspace to provide more 
capacity, or allocating time-of-arrival and departure access to runways or airspace. Operators 
with multiple aircraft involved in an initiative have the flexibility to adjust individual aircraft 

(e.g., business, military). The ability for automation to monitor conditions and identify new 
trends facilitates dynamic refinement of traffic management initiatives (TMI) and reduces the 
likelihood that TMIs are overly conservative in managing the NAS. 

In the NGATS timeframe, ANSP shar
aircraft to avoid hazardous weather condition
penetration through hazardous we
at least the individual aircraft and the ANSP. 
aircraft with limited or no equipment f

In addition, new weather mitigation technol
suppression) may allow higher levels of pen
weather conditions. The technology provide
and decision-makers to facilitate we

ibility with the pilot for strategically directin
Any 4DT routing or individual aircraft 
ill be based on coordinated decisions that inclu
is ANSP assistance is especially important to 

er avoidance. 

 (e.g., gust alleviation or wake vortex 

rcraft capabili

FCM may occur days in advance of a flight (e.g., to address a scheduled special event that 
significantly increases demand in a particular airspace) or during a flight. As with all T
probabilistic decision-making is used to assess the likely regional and local effects of anticipated
flows, weather patterns, and other potential constraints and take incremental actions to redu
probability of congestion to acceptable levels without overprotecting NAS resources. DSTs hel
FCM and airspace users analyze alternative strategies and results of any given strategy. As a 
result of implementing an FCM initiative, new trajectories are assigned airc

Operators are aware of the overall policy for managing demand/capacity imbalances, and they 
receive feedback on their flights’ expected performance given the imbalance. Based on this 

address capacity imbalances, the FCM will either implement policy that is transparent to all 
operators or implement TMIs to ensure that NAS resources are not oversubscribed. 

FCM occurs whenever and wherever a structural flow change is necessary. Management of the 
solution is then completed at the central point of the issue. The flow contingency manager or the
tactical trajectory manager manages the solution, depending on the extent of aircraft affected. 
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Likewise, a flight operations center may be involved in the rerouting of individual aircraft if 
many of the operator’s aircraft are affected. Coordination may also take place with the individual 
pilot. 

space plan or an active FCM initiative 
to minimize conflicts and ensure efficient individual trajectories within a flow. In contrast to 

ention among flows, TTM addresses imbalances 
within an established flow to ensure that congestion is manageable. Like FCM, TTM is only 

 

ould be used. If the likelihood of a conflict is high, the solution trajectory is adjusted 
to ensure a lower likelihood. TTM provides strategic separation management in that it can be 

onflicts and the need for tactical 
separation m

TT c best mitigation to resource 
con t ct. 
TTM c ute 
with CT
a p o
is not r
Som  T
modific take place before take-

ughput, smooth operations, 

d 

2.2.7 Tactical Trajectory Management 

TTM provides for the fine tuning required by either the air

FCM, which deals with overall flows and cont

imposed when resource contention requires. 

The airspace plan and FCM are based on trajectories with assumptions regarding the forecasted
arrival time by aircraft at resources (e.g., entry/exit to certain airspace, taxiway, or runway). The 
4DT may specify CTAs for safety or efficiency. The CTAs are agreements; however, the 
operator or the ANSP may initiate adjustments to agreements as needed. When agreements are 
adjusted, the solution includes a likelihood estimate of a future conflict to determine whether the 
solution sh

used to reduce the frequency and complexity of aircraft c
aneuvers. 

M onsiders any active FCM initiatives in establishing the 
ten ion. It also considers user preferences for the flights as documented in the flight obje

an include initiatives such as CTAs at a coordination point or assignment to an RNP ro
As. The aircraft operator negotiates 

rop sed trajectory with the ANSP. TTM 
estricted to aircraft already airborne.   

e TM-initiated trajectory 
ations may 

off.  

For the terminal area, the TTM assigns each arriving aircraft to an appropriate runway, arrival 
stream, and place in sequence (aircraft to follow). TTM is also the means by which aircraft are 
managed in and out of complex, superdensity terminal areas. The TTM is aided by automation 
that optimizes for a number of factors, including aerodrome thro

Research Issue: With trajectories manipulated 20 
minutes or less ahead, how is trajectory stability 

CTAs? 

affected? What is the effect on aircraft keeping CTAs, 
and what is the effect on system functions that rely on the 

current and forecasted weather changes, airline priorities, etc. TTM also adjusts operations for 
planned and unplanned aerodrome changes, such as snow plowing, deicing, or changes in 
runway configuration. TTM also considers needs for runway balancing and arrival terminal and 
parking location.  

Within the constraints established by the FCM, the TTM assigns each departing aircraft to an 
appropriate runway, departure stream, and place in sequence. The departure assignment is base
on runway balancing, parking location, user preference, departure flow toward destination 
aerodrome, and capability and performance of the aircraft.  
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TTM does not completely remove the need for tactical separation assurance. In high-density or
high-complexity operations, some conflicts will occur; otherwise, aircraft will over-con
system and underutilize available capacity. FCM, combined with TTM tuning, will ensure that 
the conflict management function performed by TSM will only confront safely manageable 
situations.  

 
strain the 

d on the airspace, the TSP may be the ANSP personnel, the aircraft 
flight crew, or automation. Automation predicts conflicts and calculates solutions for their 

te 

 
lays and 

conflict alerting to enable them to assume responsibility for tactical separation.  Aircraft without 
 

lves from one another without 
intervention by the ANSP. Aircraft 

2.2.8 Tactical Separation Management 

TSM ensures that aircraft maintain safe separation between other hazards and aircraft. The 
tactical separation provider (TSP) is responsible for TSM. Depending on the operational 
procedure implemented an

resolution while maintaining overall system objectives. Precision navigation, highly accura
position and near-term intent information, and conformance monitoring allow for reduced 
longitudinal, lateral, and vertical separation standards in much airspace. The use of automation to 
predict and resolve conflicts, both airborne 
and with the ANSP, allows for 
performance-based separation standards 
tailored to aircraft performance capabilities 
and the encounter geometry.  

Research/Policy Issue: How can performance-based 
separation criteria based on overall safety risk rather 
than a human-based, fixed standard applied to all 
aircraft be implemented?  

Automation, which may be on the ground or in the cockpit, will perform conflict detection and 
resolution development. If automation is on the ground, a human involved in approving the 
conflict resolution may also be on the ground. Except in the case of some UASs, pilots must 
approve the recommended conflict resolutions before they are implemented, whether they are
generated on the ground or in the cockpit. Some pilots will have traffic situation disp

this capability will be somewhat restricted in the airspace they can enter and the operations they
can perform. 

Aircraft performing self-separation 
procedures are required to separate 
themse

operators choose their own trajectories 
overall. Standardized algorithms detect and 
provide resolutions to conflicts several 
minutes ahead of the predicted loss of 
separation. The resolution maneuver is very 
small—it usually involves a very minor 
speed or heading change. These algorithms 
include determination of which aircraft has 
the “right of way” and which aircraft must 
maneuver to avoid the other. In the event an 
aircraft does not perform a required 
separation maneuver, contingency 

Research Issue: Is it cost-effective or beneficial to have
an airborne-based automation conflict 
detection/prediction system?  
 

 

Research Issue: To what extent does ANSP automation 
issue clearances without human approval? For example, 
is automatic exchange of 4DTs between ANSP 
automation and the aircraft flight management system 

intervention? What level of traffic monitoring is needed 
on the flight deck when operating in ANSP flow-

(FMS) to resolve a conflict possible? 
 
Research Issue: Can reliable ANSP automation be 
developed that is capable of providing safe and robust 
separation assurance without human monitoring or 

managed airspace where automation is providing 
separation assurance? What level of vigilance is needed? 
What capability beyond the traffic alert and collision 
avoidance system (TCAS) is needed? 
 
Policy Issue: What are the responsibilities and liabilities 
of different stakeholders in the event of automation 
failure? 
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procedures are invoked so other aircraft can maneuver to maintain safe separation.  

For some operations, a single aircraft will have separation authority for a specific maneuve
for crossing or passing a

r (e.g., 
nother aircraft). In this case, the ANSP personnel delegate tactical 

separation authority to the specific aircraft 

ui nce 
nt

ally, this system
 of co

ance process fails. Under NGATS, either aircraft or the ANSP will provide tactical 
separation. In any event, automation will 

 

accomplishes many of the objectives 
for capacity management, flow contingency management, and TTM. Collaborative traffic flow 

 to 
ints and multiple operator objectives are distributed across many 

organizations within the ANSP, flight operators, and other stakeholders. This distribution applies 
on, contingency management, and adaptation. C-

TFM builds on a number of capabilities in the NGATS: 

tical 
ss 

tors, 

orm
eness, ing 

ent th

for the duration of the maneuver, after 
which full separation authority is 
transferred back to the ANSP personnel. 

Today, most high-performance aircraft are eq
system that is independent of the air traffic co
referred to as TCAS; internation
avoidance system). TCAS reduces the risk
assur

Policy Issue: How will legal liability issues be dea
for self-separation?  

lt with 

pped with an aircraft-based collision avoida
rol system. In the United States, this system is 
 is referred to as ACAS (airborne collision 
llision between aircraft when the separation 

Research/Policy Issue: What are the requirements for a 
collision avoidance system that is compatible with 
NGATS tactical separation? Unless mandated otherwise,
some aircraft will likely be equipped with legacy 
TCAS/ACAS systems, which may generate unwanted 
alerts during normal operations. How should this be 
accounted for? 

support tactical separation much more than 
it does today. However, a collision 
avoidance system independent of the 
tactical separation system, which acts only 
in the event the separation assurance 
process fails, will still likely be required 
(see ICAO AN-Conf/11, ASAS Circular). 

 

2.3 COLLABORATIVE TRAFFIC FLOW MANAGEMENT 

Collaboration between the ANSP and airspace stakeholders 

management (C-TFM) is the means by which operator objectives and constraints are balanced 
with overall NAS performance objectives.  

The C-TFM process recognizes that the expertise, data, and processing capabilities necessary
balance NAS constra

to situation assessment, plan generation, executi

• Information systems and communication technologies provide shared access to cri
information, and they support both real-time and asynchronous collaboration. This acce
includes communications among ANSP facilities, FOCs, aerodrome and ramp opera
and aircraft. 

• Information exchanges are more clearly targeted to the necessary decision-makers.  

• Decision support automation and inf
appropriate shared situation awar
with a constraint, and help implem

ation services provide personnel with the 
aid in identifying alternative solutions for deal
e selected solution. 
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• New roles and responsibilities are allocated to ensure that decision-makers have the 
necessary knowledge, data, and processing capabilities to accomplish their tasks; safety 

tive 
 
to 

ects of their decisions; this feedba

ators have a apabilities that 
ission objectives, available aircraft, security and airspace 
e Chapte

ion tha t 
and P 
gh

ve. ed as 
ct

 in s 
 in e 

vel actual 
e 

4DTs 

vide 

nning automation interact with a common flow strategy 

 

nt 

nets exist to provide resilience in the face of errors and system failures. 

• New strategies (such as the use of airspace flow programs; the dynamic use of alterna
departure routes; dynamic airspace redesign; and new techniques for handling airspace,
aerodrome, and metroplex constraints) increase the traffic management tools available 
handle different situations.  

• Post-operations analyses are available to operational staff to provide feedback regarding 
the eff ck will help staff learn and improve over time. 

 range of flight planning cWithin this environment, flight oper
optimize flights based on individual m
constraints, and forecasted weather (se
authoritative source of weather informat
planning automation uses both weather data 
in planning individual flights or groups of fli

Flight planning is both iterative and interacti
4DTs—are planned months in advance. Traje
flight are stored in the flight object. As more
affecting a flight, operators are automatically
“best known” information via a 4DT. The le
flight departure decreases. Operators also hav
associated with a given flight. For example, 
a filed flight may include alternative 
that represent the operator’s preferences. 
The operator also may provide some 
contingency criteria to the ANSP to pro

r 3). Operators also have access to an 
t provides forecasts and current conditions. Fligh
 system constraint data provided from the ANS

ts. 

 For some operators, flight plans—represent
ory and other information associated with the 
formation becomes available about the condition
formed and in turn, make adjustments to provid
 of uncertainty will decrease as the time to 
multiple options for indicating contingency plans 

Research Issue: What level of performance (e.g., 

be 
d? What is the appropriate time horizon? 

operation? What is transmitted between air and ground? 

precision, integrity, latency, accuracy, etc.) is necessary 
for the different uses of the 4DT? Who performs them 
(e.g., operator versus ANSP) and where should they 
performe

guidance for ANSP-generated changes to 
the 4DT. Operators maintain the ability to 
negotiate changes to a 4DT and may initiate 
a 4DT proposal in anticipation of an 
expected constraint. 

Flight planners or an operator’s flight pla

 
Research Issue: What is the minimum level of detail for 
a 4DT? How does this vary according to the type of 

and trajectory analysis service, available to all NAS stakeholders, that enables common 
situational awareness of current and projected NAS status and constraints. In addition to having
common services to understand the potential effects on a trajectory or the effects of a flow 
strategy, operators and the ANSP can collaborate on the selection of both capacity manageme
and flow contingency management strategies that balance NAS performance objectives with 
operator goals and constraints (see Figure 2-8). 
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Figure 2-8: Information sharing and Collaboration among the ANSP and Operators 

 

perators and the ANSP have a common understanding of overall national goals and 
 performance

Flight o
desired  objectives for the NAS. A transparent set of strategies is in place to achieve 
ove ll  
dem nd is high and, as required, flow m
not c aster 
when a
overall AS conditions, demand, 
strategies, and contingency plans. 

This co
integra rmation, are 
ass e
(su  a
integra
anticipate. Flight operators and ANSP personnel 
where contention for resources is projected 
to o u
multipl
to about 20 minutes ahead) to identify 

objectives. 

ra  performance objectives, including airspace management to maximize capacity when
a anagement initiatives to ensure safe levels of traffic are 

 ex eeded when capacity limits are reached. Collaboration and decision-making occur f
 common awareness of future plans and the effects of alternative strategies to address 
 demand exist and all parties have more consistent views of N

mmon flow strategy and trajectory analysis capability facilitates decision-making and is 
ted across all planning horizons. Known flight plans, including 4DT info

ess d for mutual compatibility with airspace/system capacity as well as other considerations 
ch s special security requirements). Current and probabilistic forecast weather information is 

ted into the analysis to provide a picture of likely conditions and ranges of variability to 
use the results of the analysis to understand 

Research Issue: What metrics are required to evaluate 

ly filing”? 

earch/Policy Issue: What incentives and 
consequences exist to encourage desired behaviors by 

cc r. This analysis can occur for 
e planning horizons (months ahead 

system performance at different levels of detail? What 
processes, tools, and data sources are needed for 
effective and equitable management of system 
operations? 
 
Research/Policy Issue: To what extent are incentives 
provided or requirements established for “ear
How do these requirements affect scheduled operations 
versus on-demand operations?  
 
Res

potential problems or capacity imbalances. 
As problems are identified, all stakeholders 
have a common basis for understanding 
potential capacity management initiatives 
and any residual flow contingency 
initiatives required to achieve overall NAS 

stakeholders? 
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As a result of this flow strategy and trajectory analysis capability, operators can better 
understand the likely effect of overall conditions on a flight or set of flights. In addition, 
adjustments to flights for flow contingency management needs or other considerations becomes 
more agile, as both operators and the ANSP can monitor overall system and individual flight 
status to adjust and refine overall flows and individual trajectories. 

2.4 INTEGRATED AIRSPACE OPERAT

This section describes the airspace, operat
NGATS timeframe. Particular focus i
benefits to the ANSP and NAS users. Overall
operations employed in the NGATS. Oper
necessary level of capacity, with the underl
higher level of service and greater access to c
imposed only as needed to achieve de

IONS 

ions, 
s given to d 

 d
ation
ying  a 

ap e 
sired capa

2.4.1  Overview of Airspace Operations 

 classic 

e than today and will support varying levels of 
ope  
perform

W

is m
 

ay 

and associated procedures envisioned for the 
 describing operations and their applicability an
emand for NAS assets drives the airspace and 

and procedures are selected to achieve the s 
 philosophy that better equipped aircraft receive
acity-limited NAS resources. Restrictions ar
city. 

The two types of managed airspace envisioned for 2025 are trajectory-based airspace and
airspace. These designations are not necessarily intended to replace the current classes of 
airspace; rather, they refer to the manner in which operations are conducted. Trajectory-based 
and classic airspace include en-route, oceanic, and terminal airspace, along with the associated 
transition airspace.  

Future aircraft have a wider range of performanc
rations via onboard capabilities and associated crew training. These operations will include

ing airborne spacing, airborne separation, and airborne self-separation tasks to safely 
avoid weather effects and precisely exchange and execute 4DTs. The minimum aircraft 
capability for operation in managed airspace is cooperative surveillance. In trajectory-based 
airspace, all aircraft also have a capability to receive, transmit, and execute 4-DTs and air traffic 
clearances.  

ithin trajectory-based and classic airspace, differing types of operations are conducted, 
distinguished by the manner in which procedures are selected and clearances are initiated, 
transmitted, negotiated, monitored, and revised. Thus, the distinction in operations is directly 
connected to the minimum set of performance capabilities required to operate in the airspace. 

Airspace boundaries and the associated NGATS operations are dynamically defined; airspace 
boundaries are not tied to ANSP facilities. For aerodromes, the designation of terminal airspace 

ore flexible and has a relatively smaller “footprint” that is dynamically driven by the 
necessary operations. The capacity management process (Section 2.2) matches airspace type and
operations according to traffic demand, including defense and security requirements, day-to-d
operational considerations (e.g., severe weather), and operator objectives. The process also 
defines boundaries between airspace types in a more flexible manner than exists today.  
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Capabilities for managing airspace structure include a common mechanism for implementing
and disseminating information about the identification and allocation of airspace for other uses 
(e.g., military SUA, commercial space, special security airspace). This process includes ensuring
national needs for defense and homeland security are met, maximizing access to airspace, and
minimizing disruptions to commerce. 

 

 
 

Operations around aerodromes in the NAS 

 

y and 

 enable more effective weather 
avoidance, reduce congestion, and meet 

Table 2-2: Air Navigation Operations and Capabilities 

will be managed as terminal airspace but 
with additional flexibility. Rotorcraft and 
aircraft capable of vertical flight will be 
assigned to arrive and depart along routes 
coordinated with the major fixed-wing 
flows to and from runways to avoid 
congestion and improve the overall flow of 
both types of aircraft. Operational 
distinctions between oceanic and en-route 
airspace will fade as performance-based
operations become the norm. Some 
operational considerations remain for 
oceanic and remote airspace, however. 
Flexible routes, including the definition of 
airspace “corridors” for high-densit
transitioning flows, allow traffic to shift as 
necessary to

defense and security requirements. 

Table 2.2 presents a summary of operations 
and required ANSP and aircraft capabilities 
to conduct those operations. 

Operation Benefit ANSP 
Capability 

Aircraft Capability Provision of 
Tactical Separation 

En-Route Trajectory-Based Operations 

• ANSP flow 
operations 

High traffic 
density 

4DT exchange, 
including 
updates for 
TSM, TTM 

Exchange and 
execute 4DT, CTA, 
RNP 
Some aircraft have 
delegated separation 
capability 

ANSP; may be 
automated and 
delegated by 
exception 

• Flow 
corridors 

 

Very high traffic 
density 
Preferred 
routing 
ANSP 
productivity 

4DT exchange 
with reduced 
requirement for 
updates, TTM 

Exchange and 
execute 4DT, CTA, 
RNP 
Delegated separation 
capability 

Procedural 
separation of corridor 
from other airspace 
Aircraft within corridor 
separate themselves 

Research Issue: What level of flexibility in airspace 

space 
 

 procedures and standards are needed to 
plement changes in oceanic airspace and procedures. 

s: 
. How will aircraft traverse different airspace, 

ta 

? Consider any additional 
 the 

structure (e.g., routes and boundaries) is needed to 
achieve operational goals, including efficiency, capacity, 
and environmental goals? To what extent can the 
selection of predetermined structures support 
operational needs? How should flexible routes be 
defined and displayed to flight crews and ANSP 
personnel?  
 
Policy Issue: How can treaty obligations and 
international processes for oceanic airspace with 
NGATS be aligned? Currently, management of air
beyond 12 miles offshore is delegated to states;
international
im
 
Research Needed: Develop ATM system-wide simulation 
of all types of NGATS airspace and explore future 
concept of equipage-based acces
a

including coordination, planning, and da
management of aircraft that cross flexible 
boundaries
cognitive/computational support required by
TTM and TSM.  

b. Finalize shape, degree of dynamism, cycle time to 
change, and control of newly stratified airspace. 
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Operation Benefit ANSP Aircraft Capability Provision of 
Capability Tactical Separation 

• Basic ANSP-
managed 
operations 

Accommodate 
wider range of 
aircraft 
capabilities 

4DT exchange, 
TTM, TSM 

Exchange and 
execute basic 4DT 

ANSP supported by 
automation and may 
be delegated by 
exception 

• Autonomous 
operations 

Preferred 
routing 
ANSP 
productivity 
 

Reduced 4DT Exchange and 
execute 4DT, CTA, 
RNP 
Full self-separation 

Aircraft 
exchange 

Terminal Operations 

• Merging and 
spacing 

Arrival 
throughput 
match to runway 
capacity 
ANSP 
productivity 

4DT exchange, 
TTM, TSM 

Exchange and 
execute 4DT, CTA, 
RNP 
Airborne spacing 

ANSP supported by 
automation and may 
be delegated for 
some aircraft 

• CSPA, paired 
approaches 

Closely spaced 
runways 
maintain VMC 
capacity in all 
visibility 
conditions 

4DT exchange Exchange and 
to establish 
aircraft on 
approach, 
TTM, TSM 

execute 4DT, CTA, 
RNP 
Parallel runway 
procedures 

ANSP, except 
between aircraft 
conducting approach 

• CDA, other 
RNP 
trajectories 

Reduced 
environmental 
effects 
High throughput 

4DT exchange, 
TTM, TSM 

Exchange and 
execute 4DT, CTA, 
RNP 

ANSP; may be 
delegated for some 
aircraft 

• Reduced 
longitudinal 
separation on 
approach 

Increased single 
runway arrival 
rate 

Wake vortex Exchange and 
execute 4DT, CTA, 
delegated separation 
responsibility for some 
aircraft 

ANSP;  may be 
monitoring and 
a

delegated for some 
utomation, 

TTM, 4DT
aircraft 

 
exchange, 
runway 
occupancy 
monitoring 

Classic Operations 

• Basic 
procedures 

Accommodate 
all aircraft 
capabilities 
Preferred 
routing 
sometimes 
available for 
more capable 
aircraft 

 TTM, TSM Area navigation 
(RNAV) (most aircraft), 

ANSP; may be 
delegated for some 

some aircraft more aircraft 
capable 
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2.4.2 Procedures  

A basic set of procedures to be used in 2025 exist. The flight object will capture the abilitie
aircraft to perform these procedures and, often, the authority of aircraft to perform the 
procedures. The procedures used most include: 

Basic ANSP-Managed Procedures:

s of 

•  Aircraft operate within specific clearances given by 

NSP-managed procedures.  

• RNAV/RN ained path (3D 
trajectory with tigh

efined by th tness of latera
le for tact ration among a nducting NP proce

• 4DT Procedures: Aircraft are capable of RNAV/RNP procedures and must me
specified timing constraints on arrival at waypoints. Aircraft operators and ANS
personnel mutually develop 4DT agreements that maximize overall use of constrained 

t efficient routings. Aircraft are capable of 
ng with the DT procedu

ist, defined b mber of waypo nments and the tightness of 
requirements. The provision of separation n the airspace and operatio
conducted. 

• Delegated Separation Procedures: The A y delegat nsibility to 
performing the basic ANSP-managed, RNAV/RNP and 4DT procedures described above 
to perform specific separation operations using onboard displays and guidance. Examples 
include passing, crossing, climbing and descending, and turnin nother aircraft. In 
these operations, the ANSP maintains responsibility for separation from all other traffic 
while the specified aircraft performs the specific maneuver.  

pacing  Procedu
performing the proc ins spacin  or distan signat
aircraft as defined by an ANSP clearance. isplays a nce suppo
aircraft conducting  and merging p  to enable accurate adheren
spacing criteria. In  aircraft ar  a merge point in correct sequence with 
spacing from a lead aircraft as defined by clearanc ions are co  
within assigned 4DT constraints.  

• Parallel Runway Procedures: Aircraft use delegated separa dures to 
conduct independent, CSPA to runways (which may be spaced as close as 2,500 feet in 

bility condi ndent, CS o runways (w be space
00 feet).  

rne Self-Sep cedures: A re respon intainin
separation from all other aircraft and obstacles or hazards in the airspace. Aircra
the “rules of the road” and avoid any maneuvers that generate immediate conflicts with 
any other aircraft. Aircraft continuously transmit highly accurate, near-term traj
intent information to other self-separating aircraft so that future conflicts can be predicted 

the ANSP. The ANSP is responsible for ensuring tactical separation among aircraft 
conducting basic A

P Procedures: Aircraft operate within their assigned constr
t lateral and vertical requirements). Several levels of RNP operations 

will exist, d
responsib

e tigh
ical sepa

l and vertical requ
ircraft co

irements. The ANSP is 
 RNAV/R dures. 

et 
P 

NAS resources while providing the mos
complyi
will ex

 resulting 4
y the nu

re in flight. Several levels of 4DT operations 
int assig

 depends o

NSP ma

timing 
ns 

aircraft e respo

g behind a

• Airborne S  and Merging
inta

res: In airborne spacing, the aircraft 
g in time
Cockpit d
rocedures
rives at
an ANSP 

edure ma ce from a de
nd guida

ed lead 
rt the 
ce to the  spacing

merging, the
e. Operat

tion proce

nducted

safely 

low visi
than 2,5

• Airbo

tions) or depe

aration Pro

PA t

ircraft a

hich may 

sible for ma

d less 

g 
ft follow 

ectory 
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reliably. Airborne self-separation procedures may be conducted in designated 
autonomous airspace and in other airspace when authorized by the ANSP.  

• Low-Visibility Approach and Departure Procedures: Aircraft with proper equipage 
and crew training can conduct landings and takeoffs safely in low-visibility conditions 
without relying on expensive ground-based infrastructure by using onboard nav

nd display ies.  

rocedures:  use “see and a eparate t s from other 
aircraft.  

Note that these procedures need not be mutually exclusive; for exam n aircraft performing 
airborne self-separation procedures may also be performing an agreed-upon 4DT.  

2.4.3 Trajectory-Based Airspace  

airspace, d above, has a c l aircraft ope ability t
differentiates it from classic airspace. In trajectory-based airspace, aircraft have a data 
communications capability rt the creation tion, and n of 4DTs  other 
clearances. TBO form the core of NAS operations ATS. Most ot all of today
A, B, and C airspace, along with the oceanic track system, is expected to migrate to TB
aircraft operating in 2025 are expected to operate in trajectory-based , although
widely varying capabilities. 

-based a will include regions with operations designated as for ANSP 
flo  and for aut s operations. W SP flow ace, different operations 
are conducted, depending o d. The ANSP s responsibi ctical separation but 
may delegate that separatio y to equ raft unde opriate cond
This delegation of responsi ntrast wit mous airspace, in which aircraft are 
always responsible for maintaining separation fro er aircraft g in the ai
When demand in ANSP flow airspace is very high, the ANSP may d  “flow corridors” for 
equipped aircraft traveling on very similar routes.

ry-based a utside of the  flow and au  operatio
regions, will accommodate ed for b  procedu ally along 
structured ro ictate erall demand (s  today’s C
with the philosophy of providing enhanced service etter equipp raft, the AN
allow some airborne spacing and separation operations if they benefit the aircraft or reduce the 

SP services

In  4DT proc  the ANSP sely sche ic in cong
airspace, especially as aircraft start to converge ap g a major aerodrome. If give
revised CTA with sufficient lead time, capable aircraft will have options on how to achieve the 
CTA, including speed adjustments and path lengthening. The ANSP gives clearances to less 
capable aircraft that are consistent with the previously assigned CTA, which may result in less 
efficient routing. 

igation, 
sensing, a

• VFR P

 capabilit

tAircraf void” to s hemselve

ple, a

Trajectory-based as note

 to suppo

ritica

, negotia
 in NG

rational cap

executio
 but n

hat 

and
’s Class 
O. Many 
 with  airspace

En-route trajectory
w operations

irspace 
onomou
n deman
n responsibilit
bility is in co

ithin AN
 retain
ipped airc
h autono
m all oth

  

 airsp
lity for ta
r appr itions. 

rspace.  operatin
esignate

En-route trajecto

utes as d

irspace, o
 aircraft equipp

v

ANSP
asic 4DT
imilar to
s to b

tonomous
res—usu
lass A airspace). In keeping 
ed airc

ns 
fairly 

SP may 
d by o

demand on AN

flow airspace,

.  

edures allow  to preci
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To achieve the forecasted increase in aircraft operations, high-demand aerodromes will conduct 
super-density operations, in which equipped aircraft perform high-level 4DT and delegated 
separation procedures relative to other aircraft approaching the same aerodrome, as described in 
the Super-Density Terminal Operations section. Other aerodromes with lower demand will have 
less restrictive aircraft capability requirements, allowing access to a wider range of traffic, as 
described in the Flexible Terminal 
Operations section. For both types of 
terminal airspace, aircraft conduct parallel 
runway and low-visibility approach and 
departure procedures depending on their 

. Flexible terminal operations 
include both trajectory-based and classic 
operations. 

En-Route ANSP Flow Air
All aircraft in en-route AN ce conduct 4DT procedures, including precise RNP and 
data communication to update the 4DT agreements to manage flow, nging user 
bjectives, and maintain separation. 

ows are efficient and controls traffic density and complexity. (For 

res, as 
aft capabilities. 

TT si
tactical
the traf
tod ’s
automa
negotia
updates
not conducting delegated separation 
pro du

Flow C
Flow c
total vo
reduce 
along t ry 
flexibility (e.g., horizontal or vertical passing maneuvers, longitudinal spacing). These corridors, 
wh  a of 
time, p
reserve
separat

capabilities

space 
SP flow airspa

 meet cha

Research e: How is the time dimension of airspace 
cla ndled? For example, how far ahead of 
tim ll reclassification of a terminal’s operation to 
super-density operations be known? How will aircraft 
alread  flight be hand e airspace is cla
to more restrict

 Issu
ssification ha
e wi

y in
 become 

led if th
ive? 

ssified 

o

TTM ensures overall fl
example, TTM and FCM coordination may reduce aircraft density when severe weather in an 
area is less predictable to prevent potentially difficult resolution situations.). 4DT agreements 
may include airborne spacing and merging procedures or delegated separation procedu
appropriate, for the airspace conditions and aircr

M gnificantly reduces the need for 
 separation maneuvers, even though 
fic density will be higher than in 

ay  en-route airspace. ANSP 
tion manages tactical separation and 
tes short-term, conflict-driven 
 to the 4DT agreements with aircraft 

ce res.  

orridors 
orridors are TBO implemented when the demand along a route of flight is large and the 
lume traffic is such that under the normal airspace, operation action would be taken to 
the demand. The flow corridors are long “tubes” that enclose groups of flights flying 
he same path in one direction. They are large enough to accommodate some trajecto

Research Issue: Can automation become the resolve
Do human

r? 
s have a role in the separation assurance 

process? The function of separation assurance is thought 
to be best allocated to automation versus ANSP 
personnel if traffic is highly deconflicted to avoid human 
complacency. If research shows this is not the case, 
ANSP personnel would be required for TSM. What 
cockpit capability and role for the flight crew is needed if 
there is no human TSP? 

ich re established in any ANSP flow operation region of the airspace for a specified period 
rovide for high-volume one-way flow; thus, they reduce the normal airspace capacity 
d for each flight. Aircraft within these corridors must be capable of conducting delegated 
ion, merging and spacing procedures within the corridor, and 4DT procedures.  
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The use
flow of monitoring than the same 
num er of aircraft flying in st
hav e
apporti
some c
trajecto
higher 
withou
or auto
airc ft

The co
Traffic .e., 
“the corridor walls have some thickness”). Well-defined procedures for handling entry and exit 
to t  c  the 
corrido
both th
and low
flow. T
the TTM
renegot
Exit point negotiations allow sm
tran ti
personn
allow a
the eve

Au o
En-route airspace, including oceanic and 

feasible and desirable. In this airspace, 

 a third 

 of corridors benefits aircraft both within and external to the corridors. The aggregate 
 aircraft within the corridors requires less total airspace and 

b andard precision airspace. Without the corridors, the ANSP would 
e b en required to use TMIs to 

on access, assign delays, and, in 
ases, force longer alternate 
ries. Further, the corridors allow for 
traffic density with low complexity 
t the need for ANSP TSP personnel 
mation for tactical separation of 

ra  in the flow.  

rridor is procedurally separated from surrounding traffic and special activity airspace. 
 within the corridor must maintain a minimum distance from the edge of the corridor (i

Research Issue: What air automation is required for 
corridors? What automation beyond airborne separati
is required? 
 
Research Issue: How is time dimension of corridor 
definition handled, e.g., during creation and dissolution?

on 

he orridor exist as well as activation and deactivation of the corridor itself. Entry into
r is negotiated with the TTM, who identifies location and time for entry. Entry based on 
e objectives of the entering aircraft 
-density points within the corridor 

he exit point and time are set with 
 before entry; however, this can be 

iated during transit of the corridor. 

Research Issue: Is developing the capability for aircraft 
to perform autonomous operations economically 
justifiable? Is there a sufficient business case for enough 
users to equip? There needs to be a sufficient to
benefit for this capability to offset the cost of d
and equipping with the capability. 

tal 
eveloping 

airspace? How can human flight crews’ operational 
tasks be designed to conform to good human-centered 

automation have to exercise without pilot interaction?) 
 

Research Issue: Where are ANSP flow and autonomous 
airspace operations applied for sufficient capacity to 
meet NGATS goals? 

 to 

mandatory), and what are the expected result for each? 

ooth 
si on back to more active ANSP 

el involvement. Procedures exist to 
ircraft to safely exit the corridor in 
nt of a declared emergency. 

 
Research Issue: What level of onboard functionality is 
required for flight crews to safely perform autonomous 
operations within acceptable workload levels in en route 

design? (e.g., How much freedom does the aircraft ton mous Operations 

Research Issue: What level of throughput can be safely 
accommodated in autonomous airspace? 
 

remote airspace, may be designated for 
autonomous operations where operationally 

aircraft conduct both 4DT and self-
separation procedures. Rigorous right-of-
way rules determine which aircraft should 
maneuver to maintain separation when a 
conflict is predicted. These rules specify 
the conflict resolution maneuver options for 
resolving the conflict with minimum 
disruption to the maneuvering aircraft and 
for preventing a conflict with

Policy Issue: Should airspace designation be applied
encourage a particular kind of operation? 
 
Research Issue: Is it cost effective to build the 
capabilities to perform both ANSP flow and autonomous 
operations? 
 
Policy Issue: What is the policy for equipage (voluntary, 

aircraft in the short term. Contingency 
procedures requiring the other aircraft to 
execute an avoidance maneuver are 
invoked in the event the “burdened” 

Assume prioritizing three times the capacity over flying 
everyone everywhere without equipage. 
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aircraft does not make the appropriate maneuver within a specified time. Procedures for entry to
and exit from autonomous airspace ensure no ambiguity exists as to who is responsible for 
separation during transitions to and from autonomous airspace. 

 

Aircraft operating in autonomous airspace generally have large flexibility volumes. Flexibility 
des for flight efficiency and limited route deviations 

without ren e 
 ensure 

er constraints.
d t

ated in and is 

 

s 
-density transitions provide high-density corridors to and from trajectory-

the 
. The development of quieter aircraft and low-noise approaches eases restrictions 

ent. 

volumes permit the choice of preferred altitu
for weather or favorable winds aloft 
needed to impose sufficient structure to
around convective weather or oth
autonomous airspace and entering denser (an

Autonomous operation regions are design
moderate and when the ANSP determines this to be operationally feasible.  

Super-Density Terminal Operations 

egotiation of the 4DT. An FCM function may b
that traffic density remains safe, especially 
 Aircraft must adhere to the CTA for exiting 
hus restrictive) airspace. 

 domestic en-route airspace where dem

At the busiest terminal areas, super-density operations are conducted to achieve maximum 
throughput while facilitating efficient arrival and departure profiles for equipped aircraft. TFM
planning and efficient overall planning for the entire aerodrome complex will help achieve 
significantly higher aerodrome throughput that ensures arrival flows match the projected 
aerodrome capacity. In addition to 4DT procedures, aircraft conduct merging and spacing 
procedures, parallel runway procedures, and low-visibility approach and departure procedures a
appropriate. Super
based en-route airspace. Super-density operations seamlessly integrate surface operations 
through transition altitudes to en-route airspace (see Section 2.5 on surface operations).  

As illustrated in Figure 2-9, aircraft arriving from all directions receive specific 4DT profiles via 
data communications as early as possible. As routes converge approaching the aerodrome, 
arriving traffic conduct airborne spacing and merging procedures that reduce excess spacing 
between aircraft and maximize throughput. ANSP personnel provide overall tactical separation 
in this airspace, making full use of aircraft capabilities. Wake vortex detection, tracking, 
dissipation, and prediction information is also provided to arriving and departing aircraft in 
terminal area
currently imposed for noise abatem
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Figure 2-9: Super-Density Terminal Operations 

Protected 
Superdensity Airspace

 

Depending on the runway configuration at the super-density aerodrome, various arrival 
procedures may be employed. Specific configurations and routes are chosen in near-real time
provide flexibility and maximize arrival and departure throughput, even when severe weather is
present. RNP/RNAV routes are prevalent, allowing for closer route spacing than is available 
today. In-trail aircraf

 to 
 

t approaching a single runway will achieve and maintain optimum spacing 

 
tection, 

tracking, dissipation, and prediction 
information is also provided to arriving and 
departing aircraft in the terminal area. 

 

 

via airborne spacing procedures. Aircraft 
approaching parallel runways may conduct 
parallel runway procedures. Other 
“equivalent visual” approach procedures 
may also be developed to remove the 
restrictions imposed today during times of 
limited visibility and ceilings. At super-
density aerodromes, precision approaches 
are available to every runway, and runway 
occupancy times are reduced. Low-
visibility landing procedures are also

Research Issue: Much research work on arrival 
procedures invoking airborne spacing or airborne 
separation has already been accomplished, and detailed 
application descriptions have been developed through 
RTCA SC-186 and the RTCA/Eurocontrol RFG. More 
research is needed to determine how these approach 
procedures are integrated into super-density operations, 
including ground-based automation support.  
 
Research Issue: Super-density operations will result in 
many aircraft in close proximity. Consequently, an 
aircraft blundering from its assigned trajectory is much 
more likely to cause an immediate conflict with another 
aircraft, and safe avoidance maneuvers may be limited 
or unavailable. How can super-density operations be 
conducted safety? 

conducted. Wake vortex de
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Charted terminal airspace around super-
density aerodromes is defined, including all 
possible approach and departure 
configurations similar to today’s Class B 
airspace. Low-capability aircraft that lack 
access to real-time updates of airspace 
definition must avoid all charted super-
density airspace. Transiting aircraft with 
access to real-time updates of approach and 
departure configurations flying in the 
vicinity of super-density airspace can use 
the portions of the charted airspace not used 
for super-density operations, thus gaining 
increased flexibility and access to a greater 
amount of airspace.  

 

lity 

 

s 

ia negotiation of an appropriate 4DT. 

cute 
ions

nt clearance. Both IFR and VFR ope re 
aircraft are equipped for TBO, the demand for c till exist. 

perations will be a
ed 
ce . 

capa
 mo  

Research Issue: How can this concept be made 
compatible with the environmental process for airspac
design? 
 
Research Issue: At a minimum, how “high tech”
real-time update of airspace configuration? Wou
ATIS-like voice identification of a configuration suff
so as to provide information to the widest variety of 
operators and thus allow maximum airspace access?  
 
Research Issue: Safety analysis, including longitudinal 

e 

 is the 
ld an 

ice, 

spacing and path containment for non-blundering 
aircraft, must specify the blunder monitoring 
performance required. 
 
Research Issue: How much control authority is required 
on the aircraft for onboard CTA to effectively manage 
arrival flow? That is, how far ahead of time does an 
aircraft need to receive the CTA to perform to a desired 

uper-density and 

Super-density operations may be required 
at more aerodromes than today’s Class B 
aerodromes to handle the projected traffic
increase; however, as super-density 
operations restrict access to high-capabi
aircraft, they are only designated when 
warranted by demand (e.g., some 
aerodromes may be super density during
peak traffic hours but not super density 
otherwise). Satellite aerodrome operation
are incorporated into super-density 
operations if demand or operational 
conditions warrant; otherwise, access is 
provided v

level of control authority that is operationally feasible? 
 
Research Issue: How far in advance must these airspace 
definitions be solidified to meet charting and automation 
requirements? 
 

 issue: To what extent are sResearch
flexible terminal operations affected in the presence of 
current or forecasted weather (convective weather, 
winter conditions, etc.)? Does the airspace remain 
classified as super-density or flexible airspace in the 
presence of these conditions? 

2.4.4  Classic Airspace 

Aircraft not equipped to exchange and exe
route, oceanic, terminal, and surface operat
predomina

a 4DT will fly in classic airspace, including en-
. The basic ANSP-managed procedure is the 
rations are conducted in classic airspace. As mo
lassic airspace will decline but will s

Wherever practical, “classic” aircraft o ccommodated, including when 
for TBO. 4DT aircraft may, of course, fly in 
d service when enabled by the aircraft capability

transiting though airspace normally designat
classic airspace and may often receive enhan

Building on their cooperative surveillance 
situational awareness, resulting in safer and
areas around aerodromes. 

bility, many aircraft will have enhanced traffic 
re efficient operations—especially in congested
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Classic En-Route Operations  
Classic en-route operations will be conducted similar to today, with some improvements made 
possible through cooperative surveillance and the RNAV capabilities of most classic aircraft. 
classic airspace, the ANSP provides separation services only to IFR aircraft. VFR aircraft wil
operate as they do today. 

In 
l 

aft. 

 

aircraft capability rang
equipped short-haul air

dium 

titude 
assignments, with non-maneuvering vehicles ch
access to and from this airspace. 

The benefit of this airspace is that it preserves a les, 
as is done today. Many of the users of this airsp  
unique needs that require use of this airspace. Because this  a much 
higher elevation than practical for most NAS op . 

Non-managed Operations 
ce 

 today’s C ed, 
o a diffe pace. VFR procedures are used 
e some aircraft equipped for “sense and avoid” procedures 

Where classic en-route operations are conducted in today’s Class A airspace, ANSP personnel 
are responsible for tactical separation. However, aircraft equipped for ANSP flow and 
autonomous airspace operating in classic airspace will have advantages over unequipped aircr
Equipped aircraft may not be constrained to fixed routes when traffic density permits user-
preferred routing, and they may engage in self-separation procedures when the ANSP TSP 
personnel grants authority. Note that automation must be aware of the aircraft’s capability to 
perform these operations, and the aircraft must display the capability appropriately to the ANSP
personnel. Routes are relatively inflexible 
for less equipped aircraft. The sample 

e includes highly 
craft or “classic” 

turbojet aircraft4. 

Near-Space Airspace Operations 
Current operations above the Class A boundary of FL600 are of mixed performance; these “near-
space” operations continue and expand in diversity in the NGATS timeframe. This is classic on-
top in that these aircraft are not required to have real-time data communications. Thus, a wide 
variance in vehicle performance exists (e.g., aerostats, long-endurance “orbiting” UASs, me
and high speed research/reconnaissance aircraft, suborbital spacecraft, launching and reentering 
orbital spacecraft). Any aircraft that can safely operate at these altitudes is permitted. Traffic 
density is low. Where necessary, separation is p

Research Issue: Is it practical to allow self-separating 
ed aircraft? aircraft to operate among manag

rovided based on geographic area and/or al
arted as obstacles. Charted transitions provide 

ccess at all times to the widest range of vehic
ace, today and in the future, are expected to have

 airspace is envisioned to be
erations, demand will likely continue to be low

continue to exist in the future in some remote 
lass G airspace. No ANSP services are provid

rent class of airs

Blocks of “uncontrolled” low altitude airspa
areas. Operations are unchanged from
except as required to coordinate entry t
by most aircraft, as is done today, whil
may operate in low-visibility conditions. Note that cooperative surveillance may not be a 
requirement for non-managed operations. 

                                                 
4  “Classic” aircraft will have expanded to include many of today’s modern aircraft that do not meet high RNP 

requirements. 
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There may continue to be “uncontrolled” 
aerodromes in the future. Operations wil
be unchanged from today’s procedures 
around uncontrolled aerodromes. No ANSP
services will be provided (such as 
automated virtual towers [AVT] servic
except as required to coordinate entr
different class of airspace. 

Flexible Terminal Operations 

l 

 

es), 
y into a 

uper-density terminal operations are only cond es 
here traffic demand is lower, and at super-den mand, 
perations requiring lower aircraft capability ar g access to a wider range of 
sers while retaining some of the throughput an

 
 

ty 

tion in this airspace, 

pace 

assic terminal airspace. RNAV routes 
(without RNP requirements) will be 

rganized 

efficient use of runways through real-time depiction in the tower of the location and intent of 

Research Issue: For “electronic VFR,” what is t
minimum airborne separation assurance required for 
flight in IMC conditions? Is traffic situational awareness 

ood enoug

he 

h? Will appropriate avionics be inexpensive g

S
w

ucted when demand warrants. At aerodrom
sity aerodromes during times of low de

conducted, allowino
u

e 
d efficiency advantages of super-density 

operations. Both trajectory-based and 
classic operations may be conducted within 
flexible terminal operations. 4DT 
procedures will be employed to provide 
equipped aircraft with efficient low-noise 
trajectories. Aircraft equipped for airborne
spacing and merging procedures and for
parallel runway procedures may get priori
over lesser equipped aircraft when high 
demand exists. The ANSP can much more 
easily accommodate aircraft transiting 
flexible terminal airspace or landing at a 
satellite aerodrome with fewer aircraft 
capability requirements than required for 
super density operations. ANSP personnel 
provide tactical separa
making full use of spacing and separation 
capabilities of equipped aircraft.  

Classic Terminal Operations  
Aerodromes that do not experience high demand levels will operate similarly to today. Airs
will be statically defined and charted. Aircraft with various equipage levels will have access to 
this cl

enough that imposing a minimum capability is not an 
undue burden? 

Research Issue: How can this concept be made 
compatible with the environmental process for airspace 
design? 
 
Research Issue: At a minimum, how “high tech” is the 
real-time update of airspace configuration? Would an 
ATIS-like voice identification of a configuration suffice, 

red, if any. 
 
Research Issue: How practical is it to mix high-
precision operations with less capable operations in the 
same airspace? 

so as to provide information to the widest variety of 
operators, and thus allow maximum airspace access? 
 
Research Issue: Collision risk analysis, including 
longitudinal spacing and path containment for non-
blundering aircraft, needs to specify the blunder 
monitoring performance requi

common, allowing for more o
flows into the terminal airspace.  

2.4.5 Tower Operations 

Aircraft control towers will provide much the same service as today, but operations will be 
significantly enhanced. Particularly in low-visibility conditions, the ANSP can safely make more 

Research Issue: Can the airspace associated with 
airports be reduced from current Class D/airport traffic 
area volumes? 
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arriving and departing aircraft, as well as any aircraft intending to cross an active runway. At
super-density aerodromes, the surface management automation will generate and transmit taxi 

 

instructions via datalink, including hold short instructions, virtually eliminating runway 

maximum overall efficiency. Achieving maximum runway throughput 
efficient use of departure runways. 

ce of all aircraft and vehicles, monitoring of environmental conditions, 

d to 

s that would otherwise require two towers into a 
ds 

dditional 

conditions (IMC) at non-towered 
aerodromes supported by AVTs. AVTs 
provide increased system capacity through more effective use of smaller aerodromes. Users will 

incursions and other taxi errors. This ability also leads to higher taxi speeds and eliminates 
requests for progressive taxi instructions. Tower operations will be integrated with arrival and 
departure management for 
implies a departure queue to ensure 

Staffed Virtual Towers 
Tower services may be provided remotely from a location away from at the aerodrome. These 
Staffed Virtual Towers, (SVTs) provide services similar to existing towered aerodromes. 
Reliable surface surveillan
and robust procedures will help this occur safely. The benefits of SVT operations include the 
provision of tower services to a larger number of aerodromes than is provided today, 
significantly reduced physical infrastructure costs, and the potential for ANSP personnel to 
service multiple airfields from a single physical location. Because more aerodromes will have 
sequencing and separation services, the system is capable of additional throughput compare
one-in-one-out operations at non-towered aerodromes today. In addition, SVTs provide 
productivity gains when compared with the number of personnel required if services are 
provided from physical towers at all locations. Consolidating staffed tower operations from 
multiple aerodromes and within aerodrome
single staffed virtual tower during perio
of lower demand—most likely at night—
will also result in productivity gains. 

Research Issue: How small an airport is economically 
practical for SVT operations? 

Automated Virtual Towers 

Improved services to some currently uncontrolled and lower density aerodromes will be provided 
by Automated Virtual Towers (AVTs).  AVTs provide sequencing services and basic aerodrome 
information without the use of ANSP personnel at an enhanced level compared to the typical 
non-towered aerodrome today. The 
NGATS envisions AVTs can be deployed 
for non-towered aerodromes and provide 
services at smaller towered or SVT 
facilities during off-peak hours . Because 
more aerodromes will have sequencing 
services, the system will receive a

Research Issue: How can automated weather decision-
making capabilities mitigate the effects of winter weather 
on surface operations? 
 
Research Issue: How large or busy an airport is 
operationally feasible for AVT operations? How small an 
airport is economically feasible for AVT operations? 
 

undue burden? 

throughput compared to one-in-one-out 
operations at non-towered aerodromes 
today. Aircraft will conduct self-separation 
procedures to enable simultaneous 
operations in instrument meteorological 

Research Issue: For “electronic VFR,” what is the 
minimum airborne separation assurance required for 
flight in IMC conditions? Is traffic situational awareness 
good enough? Will appropriate avionics be affordable 
enough so that imposing a minimum capability is not an 

benefit from more reliable access to smaller aerodromes, more efficient air-taxi operations, 
avoidance of major aerodromes, and increased transportation services to rural communities. 
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Aircraft must establish digital communications with the AVT system to use an AVT-controlled 
l 

 in NAS operations today at the busiest 
ay u  
s ma

ng
n h 

perations in the NGATS timeframe at medium- and 
grated with other ATM functions, including 

rative traffic management. In addition, non-ATM functions, such 
e operations, will benefit from information exchange of aircraft 

aerodrome. Arriving traffic will be given a sequence for the runway via AVT services and wil
have predefined taxi routes to the ramp. Aircraft will be responsible for separating from other 
surface traffic, including runway crossings. Departing aircraft will follow standard taxi routes to 
the runway end. The AVT will provide sequencing of aircraft to the runway.  

2.5 SURFACE OPERATIONS 

Runway capacity is the primary limiting factor
aerodromes; therefore, more efficient runw
possible efficiency gains, some aerodrome
expected NGATS traffic growth. Implementi
parallel runway procedures described in Sectio
closer to an existing runway and still achieve the throughput of a 
regardless of ceiling and visibility. Surface o
large-demand aerodromes will be highly inte
departures, arrivals, and collabo

se is very important. Even with the maximum
y need additional runways to accommodate the 
 super-density terminal procedures, such as the 
 2.4.2, will enable new runways to be built muc

single arrival runway, 

as aerodrome landside and airsid
surface position and movement. Table 2-3 shows a summary of the major transformations.  

Table 2-3: Surface Operation Transformations 

2006 NGATS 

Ground surveillance available to ANSP limite Cooperative ground surveillance at most 
aerodromes, including state vector information 
(e.g., aircraft speed/direction), with more 
effecti

d. 
Mostly primary, some secondary surveillance 
capability installed. Limited effectiveness of 
runway incursion prevention automation. ve runway incursion prevention 

automation. 
Integrated surveillance of ground traffic, along 
with aerodrome layout and taxi routes, with 
cockpit warning of runway incursions. 

Essentially no cockpit surveillance of other 
ground traffic/vehicles, other than visual (out of 
the window). 

Updated pushback information provides 
improved surface and departure managemen

Surface movement information (pushbacks, 
departures, taxi delays, etc.) are mostly not t. 

Surveillance of surface movement provides 
basis for more accurate departure time and ta

 
integrated with TFM. Difficult to implement 
flight-specific traffic management initiative xi 

delay estimates. Availability of improved 
departure time estimates significantl

s. 

 y improves 
capability of FCM and TTM. Flight-specific 
traffic management initiatives are handled via 
automation and data communications. 
AVTs or better where economically feasible. Many non-towered aerodromes. 

Elimination of one-in-one-out restrictions at Inefficient one-in-one-out operations at smaller 
most aerodromes for equipped aircraft. aerodromes without approach controls or 

towers. 

 
In today’s system, a general lack of planning capability exists for deicing; in fact, the decision to
deice is often made at pushback. This lack re

 
sults in long delays. In NGATS, improved 
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prediction of icing conditions and the need for deicing are integrated into ramp and surface 
management functions, allowing for inclusion of the additional time for deicing in departure 

al 

ng 

ity management and 
ement activities and provide streamlined departure management. 

d taxi route, coupled with display of surface traffic and other hazards, 
y 

craft to 

s and collaborative planning between the ANSP 
era

ome f iways, ramps, fuel 
oth the ANSP and user than currently possible.  To 

e-

s will 
 

l areas, improved ANSP productivity for managing taxi 
operations, and environmental advantages, such as reduced emissions per flight and reduced 

 to the user is better taxi efficiency and access to aerodrome facilities.  

 
erations. Taxi operation

city
re ma

perations are applied to flexible surface operations as 
 of a till 

sers.  

management planning. 

Operations at the busiest aerodromes—most likely those implementing super-density termin
operations—are designated super-density surface operations. Where this level of operation and 
consequent aircraft capability is not required, flexible surface operations are conducted, allowi
access to a wider range of aircraft. Both kinds of surface operations are described in the 
following section. 

Super-Density Surface Operations 
The goals of super-density surface operations are to move aircraft safely with robust runway 
incursion prevention, maximize runway throughput, and minimize taxi times. Taxi operations are 
integrated into the aircraft’s 4DT, allowing the ANSP to complete capac
flow contingency manag
Onboard displays of assigne
enable aircraft to safely taxi at or near normal taxi speeds in low visibility and at night and virtuall
eliminate runway incursions and other taxi errors. Cockpit and ground automation allow air
plan for crossing active runways and taxi across when the runway is clear without tower 
intervention.  

The same level of shared situational awarenes
and users applied to super-density surface op
enables much more efficient use of aerodr
trucks, and deicing facilities for b
accommodate super-density procedures, advanced technology and procedures may modify sam
runway separation standards and runway occupancy rules. These modifications may include use 
of active wake vortex detection systems and automated aircraft braking systems that can 
optimize brake application to safely reach a pre-coordinated runway exit. (Safety analysi
determine whether any of the preceding concepts can be safely implemented, both generally and
at specific aerodromes and runway ends.) The benefits to the system include increased capacity 
and efficiency at super-density termina

tions is applied to the aircraft in flight. This 
acilities, such as gates, tax

aerodrome noise. The benefit

Flexible Surface Operations 
As with flexible terminal airspace, flexible surface operations allow access to a wider range of
aircraft than super-density surface op
4DT, allowing the ANSP to complete Capa
activities and provide streamlined departu
described for super-density surface o
dictated by demand and the surface layout
granted to the widest possible range of u

s are integrated into the aircraft’s 
 management and flow contingency management 
nagement. Many of the other enhancements 

particular aerodrome. However, access is s
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2.6 AIR NAVIGATION SERVICES MISSION SUPPORT 

The new operational concepts, technologies, and services within NGATS offer opportunities 
resource management and allocation that do not exist today. Resource allocation and 
management is a strategic function that addresses where and how physical assets and huma
allocated withi

for 

ns are 
n NGATS and used to efficiently provide necessary services. It also addresses 

how to allocate limited resources when demand exceeds capacity. As an interactive, 

• Evaluate how well the system supports demand.  

anagem nt involves many capabilities, such as forecasting to project 
es, and 

that 

 
• Financial and in
• Logistics management 
• Facilities and equipment management 
• Perform nce management 
• Saf ion servi

collaborative, and performance-based system, NGATS will provide the ability to: 

• Forecast long-term and short-term changes in demand 
• Plan needed changes in air navigation, aerodrome and flight capacity, and resources  
• Implement and manage resources  

Resource allocation and m e
how traffic is likely to evolve in the future, adaptive investment and management servic
post-operational analysis that can compare how the system performs over time. These 
capabilities will enable ANSP mission support and aerodrome operation and flight operator 
mission support.  

In future versions of this document, this section will address the operations and services 
provide mission support to air navigation service provider operations and their transformations 
within NGATS, including: 

• Mission support planning 
• Certification management 
• Regulation management 

vestment management 

a
ety, security, and continuity of operat ces. 
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3   Flight Operations 

 
3.1 INTR

Aircraft operators are individuals or organizations that di raft. 
Aircraft operators include, for example, those who operate aircraft for commercial purposes, 
business support, personal travel, or homeland defense. T e 
from lighter-than-air vehicles and gliders to highly sophi
Aircraft operators include those who operate traditionally erate 
aircraft remotely. In organizations that operate aircraft, m dividuals may be involved in 
roles relate electing f ng strategic 
objectives.

his section provides an overview of how operators interact with and use NGATS capabilities to 

 the 
me 

at occur during flight execution. The NGATS accommodates a wider 
range of flight operations than is possible today. Section 3.4 provides perspectives related to 

es 

d Business Models 
ng flights, depending on their business models. 

ess models include the following: 

y 
and 

ude 
e segments, some of which may change during the operation. On-demand 

d 

S, 

ODUCTION 

rectly or indirectly operate an airc

he types of aircraft operated can rang
sticated aircraft and space vehicles. 
 piloted aircraft and those who op
ultiple in

d to flying an aircraft, planning and s
  

light trajectories, and defini

T
achieve their objectives. In the NGATS timeframe, interactions between operators and the 
NGATS are less driven by the regulatory framework under which they operate; instead, 
operators’ capabilities and investments drive these interactions. Section 3.2 outlines some of
planning activities and interactions that occur before a flight departs. Section 3.3 highlights so
of the transformations th

transatmospheric operations, vertical flight operations, and UAS operations. Section 3.5 provid
a summary of operator capabilities envisioned for the NGATS, including airframe capabilities 
and other capabilities related to planning and monitoring flights. 

Operator Goals an

Operators have a range of objectives for operati
Some of the ranges of operator busin

• Scheduled Operators: Scheduled operators carry people and freight. Their schedules are 
typically determined at least 1 month in advance of the intended operation. The primar
objectives associated with scheduled operations are maintaining schedule integrity 
operating efficiency. For many operators, the ability of the NGATS to accommodate 
growth in schedules is also important. 

• On-Demand Operators: On-demand operators provide service that may be scheduled 
less than several hours to 1 day in advance. These on-demand operations may incl
multipl
operators include air taxi, charter, company business aircraft, medical transportation, an
other operations that provide services to the public. The objectives for on-demand 
operations include access to NGATS resources and operating efficiency. In the NGAT
on-demand operations are integrated with scheduled traffic for minimum system 
disruption. 
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• Personal Aircraft Operators: Personal aircraft operators use aircraft for both per
travel and recreation. Under NGATS, the objective for personal aircraft operators is 
equitable access to NAS resources—both aerodromes and airspace. For many operators, 
another goal is the conducting VFR operations with minimal restrictions.  

• State/Military Aircraft Operators: State and military aircraft operators use the NG
for a range of objectives, including transporting people and goods, defending the 
homeland, and maintaining operational readiness. This broad category includes aircraft 

sonal 

ATS 

ncluding DOD, NASA, DHS (U.S. Coast Guard [USCG] aircraft, 
t 

o 
lso 

ecific mission or objective. Military aircraft 
ed for their special use to conduct 

d does not 

 are 
f 

• NGATS stakeholders maximize their ability to achieve their goals and business 

o not 

ation of traffic management programs by the NGATS may experience access 

sed capacity is needed to meet demand. For example, operating in 
some airspace may require the ability to conduct specific operations (e.g., RNP routes).  

 that cannot be addressed by using performance-based 
TFM, a transparent policy, known by all operators and 

prioritize access to NGATS resources. This 
and operations. 

operated by agencies, i
Customs and Border Patrol, etc.) and DOT (flight inspection aircraft), as well as aircraf
operated by the governments of other sovereign states. Aircraft operated for state and 
military needs include aircraft with highly unique performance and operational 
requirements as well as aircraft identical in performance and operational requirements to 
their civil counterparts. State and military operators require access to all areas of the 
NGATS and may, at certain times, require the NGATS to accommodate aircraft that d
not meet all expected capability and performance requirements. These operators may a
require priority access to complete a sp
operators require the ability to operate in areas designat
training and proficiency operations. 

Principles in Operator Interactions with the NGATS 
From an operator perspective, there are a number of key principles related to the operation of 
flights in the NGATS: 

• The NGATS accommodates a range of operator goals and business models an
inherently favor one business model over another. 

• Operators have broad access to NGATS with minimal restrictions; NGATS resources
rators. Restrictions are imposed only for reasons omanaged to maximize utility to ope

projected congestion, security, or safety. 

objectives by actively participating in the C-TFM process. This involves not only 
information exchange and negotiation with respect to flight trajectories but also 
involvement in the process of allocating resources to the NAS. Operators that d
participate in the C-TFM process or that operate flights not known in advance of the 
implement
restrictions under some conditions.  

• Access to airspace and aerodromes is capability driven; minimum requirements are 
defined when increa

• When excess demand exists
-operations and applying C

stakeholders, provides the resolution to 
odating some level of on-dempolicy includes accomm
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• Other national objectives for the NGATS are considered in addressing access to NAS 
ft that are involved in national 

security, homeland defense, responses to national disasters, policing actions, life guarding 
actions, fire-fighting actions, and movement of high-ranking government officials receive 
priority; in some cases, these operations may require airspace segregation. 

3.2 FLIGHT MANAGEMENT  

Flight management involves functions completed before the execution of a flight, including: 

• Strategically deciding where to operate flights or provide services  

• Acquiring aircraft and investing in aircraft and other capabilities that are compatible with 
the operator’s overall objectives 

• Planning individual flights to match an operator’s objectives and constraints (for many 
operators, this is done by an FOC or equivalent function) 

• Participating in the C-TFM process to adjust individual flights or multiple flights in 
response to operator or ANSP constraints and to collaborate on overall strategies to 
manage flows in the NGATS. 

Note that this version of the NGATS CONOPS focuses on the latter two functions.  Subsequent 
version of this document will include more details on flight management. 

3.2.1 Flight Planning and Dispatch 

Operators may have their own FOC or may receive flight planning services from a third party. 
Flight planning and dispatch is enhanced by improved access to information, such as anticipated 
weather and environmental conditions, and by the identification of other constraints that may 
affect a flight.  

For IFR operations, aircraft from each of the operational communities (especially aircraft 
associated with military/state and personal operators) may at times traverse airspace where 
difference operations are being conducted including unmanaged airspace.  As part of the flight 
planning function, operators file a flight plan with a 4DT with a level of specificity that supports 
the operations performed in airspace traversed by the flight plan. 

With the dynamic allocation of airspace and resources, the minimum requirements for operating 
in a region of airspace may change (either temporally or geographically) based on environment, 
overall demand, or other factors. Through NGATS services, flight planners can modify and 
change their 4DTs based on current and projected requirements as well as preferences.  

3.2.2 Collaborative Traffic Flow Management  

The overall C-TFM process, described in Section 2.3, is related to creating shared situational 
awareness and balancing operator and ANSP needs. NGATS enterprise services provide this 
shared situational awareness and a set of collaboration capabilities. In NGATS, all ranges of 
operators have—if they choose—access to C-TFM data exchange. Although it is anticipated that 

resources. For example, military, state, and civil aircra
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most interactions with vo  network sharing 
information services, operators without rocesses via a 
personal computer located at home, in an FBO, or through a flight service station function. The 

 scheduling multiple flights. In NGATS, all operators can see the constraints and request 

ed 
 

ed 

ing weather constraints. In addition, automation not only focuses 
on actual and forecasted weather but also tracks and considers an individual flight’s weather-

ser involvement in decision-
making. In summary, NGATS decision-making automation and improved shared situational 

and help ANSPs and operators to be more effective 

Mo o
flight in
Howev d 
improv iate 
data pr  enhance shared situational awareness and 
improve decision-m
Op to  
overall

When o
NGAT n be 
used ef
“unkno

Aircraft flights inc  data exchange process are considered “known” traffic once their 
flight plan information is entered into the system, which may be months or hours ahead of time. 

lve data communications through the
 an FOC will have access to C-TFM p

 C-TFM will in

degree of negotiation is likely to change with the size of fleet, giving operators some flexibility 
in
alternatives.  

The NGATS environment revolutionizes the C-TFM process. In NGATS, machine-to-machine 
“negotiation” replaces labor-intensive, telephone-based processes. For example, the net-enabl
operations (NEO) environment and the availability of data link better inform operators and pilots
about weather-related constraints and their effect on the air transportation system (e.g., reduc
capacity). Decision support automation on the operator side is fully integrated with automation 
on the ANSP side to enable streamlined development of effective weather-related strategic and 
tactical decisions. For example, FOC automation can provide operators with alternative solutions 
from which to choose in address

related preferences (e.g., airline business objectives), limitations (e.g., pilot training), and 
capabilities (e.g., weather mitigation).  

In NGATS, these operator considerations are incorporated into decision-making, along with set 
of pre-collaborated preferences for efficient flight. These preferences may be changed via 
collaboration as conditions dictate, such as when the intended outcome is not realized. For 
example, weather conditions may affect a single operator unduly (e.g., pop-up convective 
weather at or near a hub aerodrome), and it may be necessary for the ANSP to intervene to 
restore equity. In the case of fully automated decision-oriented systems (machine to machine), 
pre-coordinating these rules is particularly important in ensuring u

awareness bring C-TFM to a new level 
partners in NGATS decision-making. 

Provision of Flight Information 
st perators in the NGATS have, at minimum, an efficient and affordable means of providing 

formation and plans to gain a greater awareness of system status and constraints. 
er, operators’ ability to receive, process, analyze, and distribute critical information coul
e under the new C-TFM process. Common information and data services with appropr
otection and privacy mechanisms could

aking among NGATS stakeholders (including both operators and ANSPs). 
era rs could also collaborate with the ANSP to determine strategies to manage capacity and

 flows of traffic.  

perators have increased access to the C-TFM process, more traffic is “known” to the 
S, providing better predictability. As a result, nearly all available system capacity ca
ficiently, and less conservative measures are required to account for the effect of 
wn” flights. 

luded in this
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On a
(TMI) ts 
the C-T
manage , such as 
wea e
ope to
delays 

Collabo
Improv
the amo
anticipa
and dep
and an e 
reserve
reliable
have ac
of airsp
available to the operator depends on the operator’s ability to receive specific information on the 

ategies for managing dynamic airspace. A key aspect of capacity 
manage
of o r
allocati ple, if the ANSP anticipates that a 
sig ic
con ti
be adju  
and the ANSP m r flights as planned and then modify their 
flig s aint and 
the like st 
strategi

Collabo
airspac
military te to balance the need to reserve the airspace with 
other civil needs for the airspace. Potentially, the ANSP and the military operator may agree to 
adj  t r, a 
military
uses.  

3.3 F

New le rew 
and ope ager will continue 
to evolve. In addition, the UAS function will be further refined. The roles of the flight crew in 

ce  flight is “known,” the ANSP can account for it in any traffic management initiative 
it considers or initiates. For traffic management purposes, “unknown” flights are fligh
FM process is unaware of in advance or flight plans filed after the initiation of a traffic 
ment program. This advance time varies depending on a number of factors

th r, congestion, routing, and fidelity of the flight intent information provided by the 
ra r. Flights considered “known” before a TMI is generated are generally afforded fewer 

and more direct routings than flights that are “unknown.”  

rative Airspace Management 
ed information flow and better information, along with higher capability aircraft, reduce 
unt of airspace that must be segregated for different operations. For example, it is 
ted that in airspace associated with super-density aerodromes/airspace, aircraft arriving 
arting from these aerodromes will fly in airspace with a very limited flexibility volume 

extremely high degree of conformance within this boundary. Thus, the amount of airspac
d for these flights will be smaller than what is reserved traditionally. With adequate and 
 transfer of information to aircraft not flying within these constrained routes, operators 
cess to more airspace than today. Operators without an ability to receive dynamic updates 
ace, however, may have less flexibility in flight operation. Thus, the amount of airspace 

airspace boundaries.  

Through the C-TFM process, operators can work with the ANSP on capacity management 
strategies, including str

ment is establishing airspace boundaries to increase capacity while providing efficiency 
pe ations to the ANSP and operators. As indicated earlier, operators play a larger role in 

ng NGATS assets in the C-TFM process. For exam
nif ant block of airspace may be constrained (e.g., because of a forecasted weather 
di on), the C-TFM process would be employed to determine the point at which 4DTs need to 

sted to the forecasted constraint. Depending on the probability of the constraint, operators
ay agree on a strategy to launch thei

ht later, if necessary. Shared situation awareness of both the likelihood of the constr
ly effects of the constraint enable operators and the ANSP to better match and adju
es with overall objectives.  

ration among the ANSP and aircraft operators helps manage needs for segregated 
e. For example, if a military operator plans to reserve airspace for a set of operations, the 
 operator and the ANSP will negotia

ust he airspace boundaries or the time of operation to accommodate civil needs. Howeve
 need may also outweigh a civil need and, for a given mission, preempt other planned 

LIGHT EXECUTION  

vels of technology and additional automation capabilities alter the role of the flight c
rators in the NGATS. The transition from pilot to aircraft systems man
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the G
manage
flight o
on perf

In the supervisory override role, the flight crew is responsible for operating the aircraft and 
ry to correct system malfunctions that occur during flight. 

 crew has full control of the aircraft and is responsible for 
t 

management automation may be used for surface operations as well.  

As aircraft system
ens e 
The flight crew also continues to have final authority regarding the operation of the aircraft, and 
it has fi

The flig ation regarding the state of the 
airc dds 
the elem ight 
crew m cisions made regarding aircraft routing. Operators, 
through their flight crews, can make short-term adjustments to their planned routes to avoid 

3.3.1 IFR Operations 

During a flight, it may become necessary or desirable to modify a 4DT. Reasons for the change 
t, 

ge is coordinated among all parties and agreed on before execution. Operational 
considerations when modifying a 4DT include fuel remaining to complete the mission, weather 

plete 

onflict, the standard rules in 
effect for that airspace determine whether or not the flight crew can initiate the deviation and 

n 
seamless operations among civil aircraft and exceptional flight requirements (i.e., needing 

anaged by the ANSP) during a single 

s 
. 

 N ATS include the following primary functions: supervisory override, aircraft system 
r, participant in the C-TFM function, and the more traditional “see and avoid” visual 
perator. These roles are more focused on aircraft operators with greater capabilities and 
orming TBO. 

taking any actions deemed necessa
During surface operations, the flight
maneuvering it and determining if it is fully functional before takeoff. For some aircraft, fligh

 manager, the flight crew monitors the automatic functions of the aircraft to 
ur correct operation and prepare to resolve any system malfunctions that occur during flight. 

nal decision authority on all matters pertaining to the direct operation of the aircraft. 

ht crew’s role in the C-TFM function is to provide inform
raft both in terms of aircraft operation and operating environment. The flight crew also a

ent of operating experience to the decision-making process used for C-TFM. The fl
ust agree on and support any de

hazardous weather or other conditions.   

include changes in wind, turbulence, convective weather, potential conflict with another aircraf
in-flight emergencies, equipment failure, or diversion. Typically, the initiating action comes 
from either the flight crew or the operator; however, the ANSP may initiate a request. In all 
instances, a chan

along the revised route, aircraft performance parameters, and the ability to successfully com
the 4DT contract. 

With autonomous operations, the flight crew may immediately execute a deviation unless it 
creates a traffic conflict. If a proposed deviation creates a traffic c

how to resolve any subsequent traffic conflicts. In other classes of airspace, the flight crew must 
coordinate with the ANSP before initiating a deviation. 

Many state aircraft—primarily those operated by the military—require transition betwee

special services from the ANSP or departing airspace m
flight. Examples include a fighter aircraft that departs from an installation (normal NAS 
operations), transitions to specially protected airspace (segregated operations), and then return
to home station (normal NAS operations). Aerial refueling (AR) missions are another example
The individual components of the mission will likely operate in similar fashion to civil users 
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until AR operations are initiated; at that point, the operation becomes unique and remains so un
the AR mission is accomplished and aircraft once again operate seamlessly in the NAS.  

Other state aircraft may require access to segments of the national airspace for which they do no
have NGATS-determined required performance capabilities. This situation occurs where a 
particular airfr

til 

t 

ame may not be able to accommodate a specified equipage parameter because of 
physical limitations of the airframe or adverse effects on the aircraft’s ability to perform its 

ace 
ve surveillance. 

 

ation 
d 
nted 

ly 

 is dynamically assigned, unlike today’s airspace in which 

R) 
d 

xternal visual reference for some period of time, flight crews have 

 IFR flights. IFR flights 

designated function—i.e., as a weapon system. Other examples include airframes projected for 
retirement that the operating agency will not be able to modify but that must still operate in 
certain NGATS-envisioned performance-based strata.  

3.3.2 VFR and EVFR Operations  

VFR flight operations are conducted under NGATS with the underlying principle that VFR 
operations are restricted only when ANSP personnel workload or safety prohibit VFR aircraft 
from accessing certain airspace. There is no expectation that the weather and operating 
requirements for VFR flight will change significantly in NGATS. Access to managed airsp
and most aerodromes requires cooperati

When operating in classic airspace, operators planning VFR flights may file a flight plan with the
ANSP. They may also submit a request for “flight following” services from the ANSP, which is 
normally granted on a workload permitting basis. In this airspace, the ANSP provides separ
services only for IFR flights, so VFR flights continue to have responsibility to see and avoi
other traffic, terrain, and obstacles. On a workload-permitting basis, VFR flights may be gra
access to airspace where TBO are the norm, just as such access is granted in Class B airspace 
today. Access may be enhanced for VFR flights that can receive and execute a 4DT and that 
have the ability to receive and display real-time airspace updates. Early filing is also likely to 
increase the probability the ANSP can accommodate the request if it includes entry into high
congested airspace. 

Trajectory-based terminal airspace
Class B and C airspace encloses all possible approach and departure configurations of major 
aerodromes. Thus, under appropriate conditions, the ANSP may grant greater access to VFR 
flights than is possible today. VFR flights capable of complying with ANSP restrictions, such as 
flying a specified trajectory, may be granted even greater flexibility to fly their desired routes.  

In addition to VFR operations, some operators conduct electronic visual flight rules (EVF
operations. EVFR operations are conducted similarly to VFR flights, but they have relaxed clou
clearance and visibility requirements, based on the aircraft’s onboard capabilities. Because 
EVFR aircraft may lose e
appropriate training for EVFR operations in IMC. The flight crew performs separation using 
cooperative surveillance and traffic displays. EVFR operations do not require the aircraft to 
sense non-cooperative targets. Note that 
EVFR flights are a type of flight operation 
and are distinct from
that receive airborne separation assurance 
clearances from the ANSP remain under IFR. 

Research Issue: What regulatory requirements and 
operating approvals will be required to conduct EVFR? 
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3.4 SPECIAL VEHICLE OPERATIONS  

3.4.1 Unmanned Aircraft Systems 

UAS operations are some of the most demanding operations in the NGATS. UAS operatio
include scheduled and on-demand flights for a variety of civil, military, and state missions. In 
cases, UAS perform their vital missions while maintaining the safe

ns 
all 

ty and efficiency of the NAS. 

s, UAS operators require access to all NGATS airspace. 

s. 

t 
e 

ly 

quire operation within terminal 
airspace.  These operations may be allowed within controlled terminal airspace based on the 

t paths 

n that require a large envelope of airspace—especially during recovery operations. The 
actual performance requirements of these vehicles are still in development. (Please note that 

the NGATS.) The primary effect of trans-atmospheric operations 
on NGATS operations occurs when the space vehicles transition into and out of the airspace.  

Because of the range of operational use
The types of operations envisaged also require the ability to loiter, transit, and operate in high-
density airspace.  For these operations, UAS operate in airspace similar to piloted aircraft 
operating in performance-based airspace. To interoperate with traditional piloted aircraft, UAS 
have similar operational characteristics. Because UAS may also operate in airspace in which 
cooperative surveillance may not be required, UAS have the responsibility to sense and avoid 
other aircraft.  This may include 
responsibility for separating from aircraft 
that do not have cooperative surveillance in 
some airspace. 

3.4.2 Vertical Flight 

Research Issue: Are these UAS requirements achievable 
at a reasonable cost; if not, what requirements should be 
levied on other aircraft to enable UASs to operate safely 
in the system? 

Rotorcraft, tiltrotor, V/STOL, ESTOL, and similar aircraft have different flight capabilities and 
limitations from fixed-wing aircraft, and they often perform unique and demanding mission

Transport category IFR-capable rotorcraft are being acquired in larger numbers. With growing 
ground congestion, these aircraft have increased utilization. In addition to civil uses, rotorcraf
continue to have an increasing role in homeland security and other missions. Rotorcraft provid
emergency medical services all areas and cities of the United States, and they increasing
perform IMC operations. Rotorcraft are also used for UAS applications for commercial, police, 
and security applications. These operations add to the density and complexity of operations, 
particularly in and around urban areas. With this increased traffic, decisions regarding the 
dynamic allocation of low-altitude airspace often include anticipated rotorcraft operations.  

Although some vertical flight operations are stand-alone, others re

aircraft performance capabilities with the requirement to avoid controlled fixed-wing fligh
within the terminal airspace.   

3.4.3 Trans-Atmospheric Operations 

Trans-atmospheric operations can be characterized as scheduled operations with very limited 
duratio

space operations are outside of 

In the NGATS, commercial and military space transportation systems are routine. It is expected 
that space travel will evolve and orbital flight will be initiated from airborne platforms and 
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ground launch sites. As these airborne launch vehicles transit the national airspace structure
issues of flight track and separation assurance take on greater significance. Careful coordinati
occurs between the operators of airborne transport vehicles that provide air launch insertions and
the ANSP. These ope

, 
on 

 
rations require advanced planning to allow air navigation service providers 

to establish proper horizontal and vertical separation assurance to avoid conflict with other traffic 

 

 vertical airspace volumes 
for a given time window. These transition corridors may also be used to segregate NGATS 

Most interactions between the operator and the ANSP (e.g., for C-TFM) involve data 

 
flight 

The major difference in service levels will be associated with an operator’s ability to receive and 
eceive changes in airspace information.  Key factors determining 

 interact with the system via voice. The degree of negotiation is likely to 
change with the size of the fleet—the larger the fleet, the greater the flexibility operators have in 

e 

The capabilities required of an aircraft operating in the NGATS will largely depend on phase of 
the 
, 

operating in the NGATS. 

One method the ANSP uses to provide service to trans-atmospheric operators is the creation of
temporary special use airspace transition corridors based on trajectory information provided by 
the launch operator. These airspace corridors establish both lateral and

traffic from space vehicles as they return from space to the point of intended landing. 

3.5 OPERATOR CAPABILITIES 

communications. NGATS information and enterprise services enable this interaction to occur. 
The amount of useable information and the performance service levels received depend on the 
sophistication of an operator’s systems. Interacting with the C-TFM system to perform modeling
and analysis requires more sophisticated capabilities than simply submitting and receiving 
plan information.  

request 4DT changes and r
service level include: 

• The possibility that an operator will receive information,  
• The specificity of the information received, and 
• The proven reliability or integrity of the information. 

Access to airspace may be restricted from those that cannot receive updates on boundary 
changes. The ANSP may grant requested trajectory changes only on a workload-permitting basis 
if the pilot can only

scheduling multiple flights. Also, large operators (or a large group of many operators) may b
able to invest more in participating in the C-TFM process.  

3.5.1 Aircraft and Airframe Capabilities  

flight, aircraft type, operating environment, and the level of air traffic density supported at 
time of the operation. The basic capabilities for TBO will include an area navigation system
aircraft-to-ground (A-G) two-way communications, and cooperative surveillance to track and 
monitor aircraft. 
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Area Navigation. RNP is the standard means of achieving the accuracy and integrity required to 
meet the navigation requirements of a performance-based system. Navigation information will 
most likely be space-based with ground-based augmentation in high-density terminal airspace. 

ount of information that will be 

ation with the FOC, the ANSP, and 

tions service will provide the needed bandwidth and ensure, to an 

 

ities 
t. 

This system may be supplemented by inertial-based referenced systems of significantly greater 
accuracy and lower cost than exist today. 
Required navigation performance values 
will vary depending on the intended 
operation (en route, terminal, approach), 
traffic density, environment, security, and 
available navigation infrastructure. 

Research Issue: What systems and capabilities are used 
to supplement or back up the space-based satellite 
infrastructure? How are navigation and surveillance 
backup strategies related?

Aircraft-to-Ground Communication. Because of the large am
available and the need to communicate it quickly and efficiently, a digital communications 
capability will provide the bulk of communication activities, but voice radio will remain 
available for VFR operations, certain critical and tactical communications, and as a backup 
system to digital datalink.  

Aircraft in NGATS will be capable of exchanging inform
other aircraft to exchange flight trajectory information, provide surveillance information, make 
flight plan (4DT) amendments, send and receive weather information, and receive surface 
movement instructions. Commercial and state/military operations will exchange information 
with their respective operational control systems. This information exchange will include but is 
not limited to flight planning and trajectory 
negotiation, aircraft performance and 
maintenance data, flight following 
information, and passenger-related 
information. 

The A-G communica

Research Issue: What A-G capabilities and technologies 
are required to enable a communications service that is
affordable, available globally, and fully interoperable?

 
 

appropriate level, message integrity and security. Certain types of information will be exchanged 
directly between the aircraft systems and the ANSP. Other data exchanges, such as those that 
support the C-TFM function, may require flight crew acknowledgement or interaction.  

Surveillance. All aircraft, with the exception of those operating in unmanaged airspace, will 
have a cooperative surveillance capability. Because of the increased security requirements in the
NGATS, it is likely that surveillance 
equipment on aircraft will be automatic and 
will not involve any interaction with the 
flight crew.  

Note that future versions of this document will include updates to this section that will 
incorporate the aircraft capabilities identified in Chapter 2 as well as other non-ATM capabil
postulated within this operational concep

 

Research issue: Is an autonomous operations capabili
economically and operationally justifiable?  

ty 
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3.5.2 Flight Management Capabilities  

 sophisticated logistics optimization to handle all 
aspects of reservation and flight planning. These technologies usually interact with the ANSP 

widespread data link capability between the FOC (either company dedicated or contract) and the 

Many operators use automation for highly

strategically by communicating predicted demand to and from cities as aircraft deployments 
change (in some manner of C-TFM) and tactically within a few hours of flight by 
communicating an optimized plan. In NGATS, operator ground capability will include 

aircraft.  

Note that this section will be completed in a later version of this document. 
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4   Net-Centric Infrastructure Services 

 
This chapter introduces key concepts of net-centric infrastructure services.   These and additiona
net-centric infrastructure concepts will be fully addressed in future versions of this document. 
 

4.1 INTRODUCTION TO ENTERPRISE SERVICES 

l 

can achiev e operational mprovements envisioned in this CONOPS by developing 
of enterprise services. These enterprise services give 

al 

t-centric infrastructure services that provide 
and by the services that provide the collection, 

t 

:   This chapter provides an initial introduction of net-centric 
infrastructure services of security concepts that will be enhanced in future 
versions of this document.   Comments are requested on the content of this 
chapter and the direction for future versions. 

NGATS e th  i
and deploying a comprehensive suite 
operational entities within the NGATS environment a common picture of the operation
information necessary to perform their required functions. The enterprise services and their 
relationship to the operational entities are shown in Figure 5-1. 

Figure 4-1: NGATS Enterprise Services 

 

Enterprise services can be characterized by the ne
connectivity and universal access to information 
processing, and distribution of information. This chapter provides an initial discussion of the net-
centric infrastructure services that support NGATS with a focus on air navigation service suppor
requirements. Subsequent chapters describe the enterprise services that use this net-centric 
infrastructure to support the operational requirements of NGATS.  

Please note

NGATS Enterprise Services

Net-Centric Infrastructure ServicesNet-Centric Infrastructure Services

Shared 
Situational 
Awareness 

Services

Security 
Management 

Services

Safety 
Management 

Services

Performance 
Management 

Services

Environmental 
Management 

Services

Compliance 
and Regulation 

Services

Air Navigation Service 
Operations Flight Operations Aerodrome Operations
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4.2 KEY TRANSFORMATIONS OF INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES 

Table 4-1: Infrastructure Transformations 

Enablers 2006 NGATS 

Network-Centric 
Information Sharing 

• Limited ATM (e.g., traffic) • More common ATM information 
provided toinformation in cockpit; often,  the ANSP service provider, 

non-common data shared 
among 

cockpit, and aircraft operators (see 
actors Figure 2-1) 

• Not all stakeholders have 
access to data they need 

• Stakeholders use custom 
data sources 

• Flexible delivery of needed information 
and services independent of user 
geographical location 

• All stakeholders can obtain access to 
data they need 

Aircraft Data 
Communications 

• No data communications for • 4DT, short-term intent, and other data 
ATM and operational control routinely transmitted between aircraft 

• Limited access to real-time 
weather and aeronautical 
data 

• Voice communications are 
routine for ATM 

and ANSP 
• Data communications are routine for 

ATM; in airspace reserved for TBO, 
voice communications used only for 
extraordinary purposes 

• Capability to permit extensive 
negotiation between air and ground of 
4DT 

Infrastructure 
Management Services 

• Limited ability to maintain • Network-centric information sharing and 
ability to reconfigure resources to 
maintain operations when a major 

operations when a major 
facility goes out of service 

• Limited ability to reconfigure outage occurs results in ability to 
resources to maintain maintain normal operations when a 
operations when a major 
outage occurs 

major outage occurs 

 
4.3 CORE ENTERPRISE SERVICES 

Network-centric information sharing provides greater access to improved common data, whic
facilitates shared situational awareness and distributed decision-making. As a result, different 
actors make more consistent decisions because th
Decision-making improves because different
data. This service also enables changes in rol
access to real-time traffic and weather inform

h 

ey work from a common source of information. 
 de
es  pilots have 
ation, which provides better situational awareness 

and enables more decisions to be made in the flight deck. Similarly, the ANSP has access to 
ing better 

les more flexible allocation of assets for the 
NSP. Airspace allocation is both dynamic and flexible. Supporting information services ensure 

that ANSP personnel receive all necessary information regardless of their physical location or 
the selected airspace configuration, which enables airspace to be independent of facility 

cision-makers have timely access to relevant 
 among decision-makers. For example,

highly accurate flight and intent data derived from the aircraft’s avionics systems, enabl
management of overall traffic flows.  

Network-centric information sharing also enab
A
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boundaries. Necessary information includes the needed communications, navigation, and 

ple, 

faces to 
ork 

erlying communications infrastructure facilitate logical data exchange between COI.  

provide enhanced security, safety, and 
privacy protection with broader access 
options to a greater number of stakeholders.  

Net-centric information sharing services in the NGATS enable improved coordination among 
government agencies to allow each to meet its mission. For example, consistent surveillance 
information services provide a common picture among the ANSP and security agencies. 
However, net-centric information sharing services improve exchanges of routine information as 
well, such as identifying when passengers will crowd aerodrome customs and immigration halls 
or information about significant delays in security that may affect flight departures and ATM 
plans. 

4.4 GROUND NETWORK SERVICES 

This section will be addressed in future versions of this document 

4.5 AIR-GROUND NETWORK SERVICES 

With the transformed role of the flight crew and flight deck in the NGATS, data communications 
are critical for ensuring data is available for flight deck automation and ensuring avionics can 
support flight crew decision-making and provide real-time data to the ANSP about operational 
aspects of flights. Data communications are the primary means of communication between the 
flight deck and the ANSP for airspaces that require data communications capability for 
clearances and 4DT amendments; for these aircraft, voice communications between the flight 
deck and ANSP personnel is used only for extraordinary purposes.  

Data communications are central to TBO, including: 

• Use of 4DTs (including pushback and taxi) for planning and execution on the surface 
• Machine-based trajectory analysis and separation assurance 
• Aircraft separation assurance applications that require flight deck situational awareness of 

surrounding aircraft 4DTs and short-term intent. 

In addition, as indicated above, the NGATS involves increased sharing of improved common 
data among the flight deck, operator, and ANSP. This data includes ATC clearances, current and 
forecasted weather, notices to airmen, hazardous weather warnings, updated charts, current and 

surveillance services associated with providing air navigation services to operators. For exam
voice communications are flexibly relayed to the appropriate ANSP personnel. 

Stakeholder costs also decrease as the NGATS moves from using customized inter
network capabilities that interconnect assets through an addressable NGATS-wide netw
infrastructure. International and enterprise-wide communication protocols that are independent 
of the und

NGATS information sharing services also 
Research Issue: How much flexibility is practical from 
an economic perspective (e.g., connectivity) and an 
operational perspective (e.g., local knowledge training 
requirements)?
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speci n des 
weather observations m  
inclusion in weather analysis and forecasts) and other aircraft. The NGATS will have a level of 
required communications performance (RCP) for each of these data communications functions.  

 
ote maintenance to maintain service availability and automatically alert the community 

rmations resulting from NGATS is the 
er of key facilities. Network-enabled 

 

d other required data (RTCA, 2002). Information exchange also inclu
ade by the aircraft that are automatically provided to the ground (for

al aircraft data, a

4.6 INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES MISSION SUPPORT 

In the NGATS timeframe, information systems facilitate the monitoring of infrastructure health
and rem
about the status of NGATS assets. One of the key transfo
ability to operate NGATS with the loss of a limited numb
operations and infrastructure management services provide continuity of operations in the event
of a major outage (such as a major hurricane or a terrorist event).  
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5   Shared Situational Awareness Services  

TION 

es the c l aw
dependent upon and is enabl cert w
described in Chapter 5.  T e a r
upon the deployment of SSA ts of SS : 

• Weather Information
• Broad-Area Precision Navigation Services  

illance Serv
ning Se

• Flight Object Serv e
• Flow Strategy and Trajectory Im s Ser ic
• Aeronautical Informa

 

Please note:   This chapter introduces initial element
d and expa this

 co e rec n

5.2 KEY TRANSFORM ATI

Key shared situational aware ble the ons of the 
S and transform the national air space operation. Table 6-1 highlights these key services 
r trans rmations.  

Table 5-1: Shared Situational Awareness Transformations 

 
5.1 INTRODUC

This chapter introduc oncept of shared situationa
ed by SSA services in con

areness (SSA) services.   NGTAS is 
ith the net-centric infrastructure 

he very transformation of th
.  The following elemen

ir t ansportation system is dependent 
A are introduced in this chapter

 Services 

• Surve
• Flight Plan

ices 
rvices 
ic s 

pact Analysi v es 
tion Services (AIM) 

 of SSA that will be 
enhance
requested on the

nded in future versions of 
nt nt of this chapter and di

 document.   Comments are 
tio  for future versions. 

ONAL AWARENESS 

fundamental operati

ATIONS OF SHARED SITU

ness (SSA) services ena
NGAT
a

 

nd thei fo

Enabler 2006 NGATS timeframe 

Weather Information 
Services 

• Limited common weather 
information; requires use of 
skilled interpretation 

• Limited use in decision 
support systems;  

• Limited on-board weather 
information available during 
flight 

• Single authoritative source of 
accredited weather information 
facilitates more consistent decisions 
among stakeholders 

• Presents data tailored to user 
operational needs 

• Uses integrated weather/decision 
support systems heavily 

• Provides automatic updates to users 
based on operational need 
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Enabler 2006 NGATS timeframe 

Broad-Area Precision 
Navigation Services  

• Air routes are mostly 
defined by fixed ground-

• Air routes are independent of the 
location of ground-based navigation 

based navigational aids 
• Expanding use of RNAV 

and RNP procedures 
• Costly ground-based 

infrastructure in parallel with 

aids 
• RNAV used everywhere; RNP used 

where required to achieve system 
objectives 

• System performance meets operational 
space-based infrastructure needs to service the demand 

Surveillance Services • Limited coverage  
• Limited airborne traffic 

situational awareness 

• Coverage to the surface and in remote 
areas; capable of meeting NGATS 
operational needs 

• Common surveillance data available to 
all stakeholders (ANSP, defense, 
security, aircraft operators) 

Flight Planning 
Services 

• Limited interactive flight 
planning capability 

• Limited ability to receive 
projections on anticipated 
conditions that affect aircraft 
flight plans 

• Flight planning information services 
provide the user with extensive and 
interactive flight planning capability 

• Operators receive feedback on 
anticipated conditions associated with a 
filed 4DT 

Flight Object Services • Multiple similar calculations • Flight information is shared in such a 
of flight trajectory, airspace way that that leads to consistent 
penetrations, time of arrival, trajectory information which can be 
etc. leading to inconsistent provided to all authorized flight data 
information about a flight users as a service 

• Information about a flight is 
specific to an application or 

• Flight information is consistent across 
applications and locations and available 

location and is inconsistent 
across applications and 

to authorized flight data users 
• Information about a flight is contained in 

locations 
• Information about a flight is 

dispersed through many 
owners 

one logical unit  

Flow Strategy and 
Trajectory Impact 
Analysis Services 

 

• High reliance on oral and 
textual communication of 
strategies and concerns 

• Limited access to both data 
and tools 

• High reliance on data communications 
and graphical presentations 

• Significantly increased access to data, 
models, and tools  

• Better decision support to increases 
• Limited decision support ability to use capacity  

capabilities leads to • Common trajectories and analysis 
conservative planning capability to improve quality and 

consistency of decision-making  • Automation and information services to 
increase awareness of constraints and 
strategies under consideration 

Aeronautical 
Information Services 
(AIM) 
 

• Much of the AIM is provided • Most of the AIM data is text or graphic 
by hard copy or voice 

• Limited ability to receive and 
process information 
regarding airspace 

presentations; data is consumable by 
automation for processing 

• Users are supported by automation 
capabilities to exchange real-time 
information regarding airspace  
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5.3 WEATHER INFORMATION SERVICES 

An integrated, common picture of the weather situation facilitates decision-making among the 
diverse set of NGATS stakeholders. Common weather services reduce or eliminate the need for 
stakeholders to manually gather, interpret, and integrate diverse weather data to realize a 

istance helps achieve a coherent 
picture for dissemination to interested parties.  

 

ms to multiple sensors and 
sources.  

In NGATS, weather information is tailored to the operational needs of interested parties to 
facilitate a consistent view of weather information. For example, if multiple stakeholders look at 
levels of convection for a geographic area, the locations and intensity of the convection are the 
same. Maintenance of weather information at different resolutions, time scales, and geographic 
areas enables this tailoring of common data.  For example, weather information for an aerodrome 
will be at a higher resolution and more rapidly updated than for international locations.  

Digital communications deliver alerts regarding significant weather changes to stakeholders. For 
example, the flight deck receives key weather updates along the route of flight, thereby 
enhancing dynamic decision-making and flight safety. Stakeholders and the automation that 
supports stakeholder decision-making use NGATS weather services. Both ANSP and user 
automation systems use this authoritative source of weather information, including probabilities, 
to facilitate collaboration on NGATS decisions. The use of a single authoritative weather data 
source is a basis for collaborative NGATS 
decision-making (e.g., flow planning); 
however, stakeholders may use other 
sources at their own risk (e.g., to make 
flight routing decisions). 

5.4 BROAD-AREA PRECISION NAVIGATION SERVICES 

NGATS enables aircraft and surface vehicles to operate independently of ground-based 
navigation aids. Broad-area precision navigation services provide the level of accuracy and 
availability necessary to support the 
demand for use of aerodrome and airspace 
resources. RNAV is the standard method of 
navigation in the NAS; in some airspace, 
the higher performance of RNP navigation 

coherent picture of the weather situation; instead, automation ass

A central enabler for this weather capability is access to a single authoritative source for current 
and forecasted weather information that includes horizontal, vertical, time, and probability 
components (x, y, z, t, plus probability). This source is not a single database—it is a network of
information sources. As a result, operation costs for stakeholders decrease through the 
elimination of customized point-to-point interfaces from user syste

Policy Issue: What is the role of the information 
available from private weather providers in realizing the 
single authoritative weather source and in NGATS 
decision-making? 

Research Issue: What is the cost-effective mix of non-
terrestrial, terrestrial, and aircraft-based systems to 
meet NGATS navigation information service needs? 
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is required to achieve operational objectives5. Aircraft performance requirements vary by 

vigation reliability and availability are provided in accordance with the airspace, and na
requirements of different airspace classes.  

.5 SURVEILLANCE SERVICES 

NGATS relies on cooperative surveillance information from aircraft in managed airspace. 

s 
e 

areas at the busiest air hubs. Surveillance information services will thus improve the speed, 
effi n

NGAT ion services, coupled with improved surveillance accuracy, 
late y , will enable: 

cles operating on the aerodrome surface to 
improve safety, security, and operational effectiveness 

• 

• g 

Improved surveillance is providing m areness to 
full self-separatio ill be 
associated with each new surveillance-derived capability. To achieve the high level of 

ents for surveillance, it is envisioned that some airspaces w imary 
and a backup surveillance y sion o rate 

ativ s ei e

5.6 FLIGHT PLANNING 

Flight planning informati   th  
with or without the aid of an ed i  
preflight or in real-time during flight in response to chang
automated feedback on the flight plan filed, including any sy ld affect 

                                                

5

Surveillance information services from cooperative surveillance provide one of the key elements 
for TBO in the NGATS, and they support the needs of defense and security providers. 
Surveillance coverage includes a broad range of operational domains ranging from remote area
(e.g., Alaska, oceanic regions, and northern and southern borders regions) to aerodrome surfac

cie cy, and quality of decisions.  

S surveillance informat
nc , integrity, and availability

• Reduced separation standards 

• Comprehensive tracking of aircraft and vehi

Increased service to under-used airspace, aerodromes, and runways 

Improved 4DT information by providing intent and conformance monitorin

• Dynamic allocation of airspace 

• Autonomous and delegated separation operations 

• Merging and spacing operations. 

any new functions that range from situational aw
n. Different levels of required surveillance performance (RSP) w

requirem ill require both a pr
 s stem.  Note that later ver
e urveillance services and th

s f this document will incorpo
r s curity uses. additional non-cooper

SERVICES  

on services provide users with
 FOC, to file a user-preferr

e lanning capability, 
 fl ght plan. This filing can be done

interactive flight p

ing conditions. Operators receive 
stem constraints that wou

 
5  This transformation is occurring today with the evolution to performance-based navigation as documented in 

the FAA’s “Roadmap for Performance-Based Navigation.”   
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the flight as filed such as the presence of congestion or reserved airspace, significant weather, 
and performance-based airspace capability requirements for the planned route. 

CT SE

The flight object is the re  info  
flight object contains info abilities, ght performance 
parameters, flight crew capa  
aircraft position and near-ter

A flight object is created nd is upd  its 
pre-departure phase through provid c
information and is the common reference for a single flig .
object has a single owner who is able to accept requests to m  then to 

rsion ava a per n 
bal standard ability of the

information regions. 
 
Services are provided to inst ute t
flight planning services ar p g  

nt re  the 
flight object reflect the curre s and
flight object trigger changes or res
user preferences and reco e  f i
Aircraft and flight crew c a
known to the ANSP when th
that the flight crew execute p
maneuvers or operations, or penetrate airspace 
or weather. 
 

ATEGY AC

ation exch en th
l  p

eather. In the NGATS ti e ore
avoid congestion in the ai s sted r utes, 
users will be able to replan t etely fl i ide 
continuous forecasts of traffic flow problems, and users will heir 
own contingencies. The ANSP will only intervene with g u
actions taken by the users do not solve the problem. Informa

le  
com a m
e mo ier f

pplications to be added. 

5.7 FLIGHT OBJE RVICES 

presentation of the relevant rmation about a particular flight.  The
 aircraft flirmation about aircraft cap

bilities, 4D profiles (intent p
m intent.    

lus desired or proposed 4DTs), and 

 
for each proposed flight a

 arrival at the gate.  It 
ated as the flight progresses from

es onsistent, up-to-date flight 
ht   At any point in time, the flight 

odify the flight object and
make the new ve
the aircraft.   Glo

ilable.  The owner can be 
s ensure interoper

son or automation, on the ground or o
 flight object across flight 

antiate, modify, and distrib he flight object.  Services such as 
e rovided to manipulate a sin

sults are available to all stakeho
nt application of constraint
 in constraints as demand f

le flight object or groups of flight 
lders.  Therefore, trajectories in
 preferences, and updates to the 
ources varies.  The availability of 

objects, so that consiste

rd d flight history information
ap bilities are 

ere are requests 
articular 

ac litate the collaboration process.  

5.8 FLOW STR

Most of the inform
(FAA) and air carriers re

 AND TRAJECTORY IMP

ange that occurs betwe

T ANALYSIS SERVICES 

e Federal Aviation Administration 
blems, mainly becaates to responses to TFM flow ro use of severe 

 flexibility to choose alternatives to w m frame, users will have m
r, evere weather, or conge

heir flights in a compl
ae odromes. Instead of playbook ro
ex ble manner. The ANSP will prov

 have a greater ability to plan t
ro nd delays or reroutes when the 

tion exchanges will likely become 
a point-to-point exchange. Thmore of a “publish and subscribe” central data

TFM network will be
TFM network will us

base and 
e  part of the net-centric infor

ss e C-
ation sharing infrastructure. The C-

or users to access and easier for new re standards, and it will be eas
a

Resea
need

rch Is
s to  

systems and interoperability? 

sue: What level of Flight Object information 
 be shared to build consistent trajectories across 

 achieve sufficient 
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5.9 AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION SERVICES  

 
 

• Airspace restrictions 

l data, 

Updates to aeronautical information are performed in real time and provided in a manner that 
le in 

Stakeholders will receive aeronautical information, including flight operators and ANSP 
personnel, with more accuracy and in a timely manner. This includes near-real-time transmission
of airspace and route information to the aircraft. Aeronautical information services include
updates on: 

• Current performance requirements for airspace access and operations 
• System outages 
• Aerodrome status information 
• Static information, such as approach plates and certain fixed airspace definitiona

such as fixed special activity airspace and aerodrome information. 

allows users to readily understand the changes. The information is user friendly and availab
digital form (graphically or via digital text). The data is also machine readable and supports 
automated processing of information for TBO.
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6   Layered Adaptive Security Services 

 
 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 

NGATS will provide effective air transportation system security without limiting mobil
civil liberties by embedding security measures from reservation to destination.  This chapter 
introduces initial key concepts of the layered, adaptive security (LAS) within NGATS in the 
following categories: 

ity or 

• Integrated Risk Management 

• Secure Checked Baggage 

 
Cy  s ices.  Non-
cooperative surveillance is addr

Please note s an outline of security concepts that will be 
enhanced in future versions of this document.   Comments are requested on the 
in ons. 

 
6.2 INTEGRATED RISK MANAGEMENT  

 
s can 

 
ted 

ice enterprises in 
making decisions, allocating resources, and taking actions under conditions of uncertainty.  Risk 

strategic to the tactical level.   

transportation system.  

• Secure People 
• Secure Aerodromes 

• Secure Cargo / Mail 
• Secure Airspace  
• Secure Aircraft.  

ber ecurity is addressed in the Chapter 5, Net-Centric Infrastructure Serv
essed in Chapter 6, Shared Situational Awareness Services. 

:   This chapter provide

tent of this chapter and direction for future versi

Risk management is the ongoing process of understanding the threats, consequences, and
vulnerabilities that can be exploited by an adversary in order to determine which action
provide the greatest total risk reduction for the least impact on limited resources. The  NGATS
layered, adaptive security’s Integrated Risk Management (IRM) capability is an overall federa
risk assessment and risk mitigation process to guide multiple security serv

management will be continuous, from the 

 
6.2.1 Risk Management Process 

The primary objectives of the Risk Management Process are evaluating the effects of defined 
threats, assessing the vulnerability, and evaluating and prioritizing assets and functions for the air 
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6.2.2 Security Risk Management    

Strategic and tactical risk management will be approached in security layers.   

watch 

M – Secure Aerodromes 

ity 

ure Checked Baggage capability will perform assessments and develop 
itigation priorities based on probabilities of attack with the set of threat objects for this vector.   

ce, 
 

ill
tivities which might warrant airspace protection 

 airspace risk profiles.  These risk profiles will guide flight planning, security 

 
sed 

d 
 

IRM - Secure People  
The NGATS IRM Secure People Capability will develop validated and cross-referenced 
lists to ensure that passengers and aviation workers are not identified risks.   

IR
The NGATS IRM Secure Aerodromes Capability will determine high risk aerodrome terminal 
and remote facilities that will require increased specific resources for infrastructure and secur
technology investments and more robust security operations.  

IRM - Secure Checked Baggage 
The NGATS IRM Sec
m

IRM - Secure Cargo/Mail 
The NGATS IRM Secure Cargo/Mail capability will assess risks for Cargo/Mail throughout the 
shipping chain from source to exit from the NGATS.  The shipping chain includes cargo sour
containerization, freight consolidation/forwarding, cargo/mail screening locations, air transport
to destination as well as all intermediate storage and transport. 

IRM - Secure Airspace 
The NGATS IRM Secure Airspace capability w
infrastructure, assets, population centers, and ac
o determine

 identify locations of national critical 

t
restrictions and response to anomalies/incidents.  

IRM - Secure Aircraft 

The NGATS IRM Secure Aircraft capability will assess risks and vulnerabilities for different
aircraft types. This would include risks to the aircraft itself as well as the risk of the aircraft u
as a terrorist instrument. 

6.2.3 Net-Centric Integrated Risk Management Collaboration Environment 

IRM utilizes the NGATS net-centric infrastructure capability to receive all accessible, authorize
information within the NGATS as inputs to IRM’s risk assessment analysis and to distribute the
outputs from the IRM process to all the authorized stakeholders as needed.  
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6.2.4 Risk Management Strategy Monitoring and Follow Up  

s 

RE PEOPLE  

The NGATS LAS capability will prevent those people who pose a threat from gaining access to 
the r tervention.  

6.3  

Pre c
Passenger pre-screening will be based on the NGATS credentialing process.   

o 
diological, Nuclear and Explosive (CBRNE) 

threats and weapons.   

6.3.2 Aviation Workers Screening and Credentialing  

Aviation workers will be screened based on the NGATS credentialing process.  

6.4 SECURE AERODROMES 

Aerodromes will be secured with integrated and unobtrusive security technologies providing 
facility security enabled by advanced network-centric capabilities within the net-centric 
infrastructure. Spaceports will be provided with the same or modified security system and 
processes depending on the IRM process outputs. 

6.4.1 Terminal Facilities - Landside  

Aerodrome infrastructure security will use the Recommended Security Guidelines for Airport 
Planning, Design and Construction defined by TSA as a baseline. NGATS terminal security 
operations including check-in, security screening and bag-check/screening will be extended to 
remote, portable or off-site terminal sites to better distribute initial security screening load and 
increase throughput.  Access control and facility surveillance with net-centric infrastructure 
integration will provide physical security against CBRNE threats. The Aerodrome Security 
Command Center (SCC) enables real-time update of threat information, monitors aerodrome 
operations and adjusts the security layers based upon risk assessments and intelligence.      

   

The Risk Management Process will use operational data to constantly update and refine it
methods and outputs. 

6.3 SECU

 ai transport system through pre-screening, identification, screening, and in

.1 Passenger Screening 

-S reening  

Check Point Screening 
Operational check-point screening will include those technologies, policies, and procedures t
detect the presence of Chemical, Biological, Ra
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6.4.2

Airside surveillance including vehicle access will be accomplished through a variety of net-

dvanced systems will reduce the opportunity for threat insertion onto aircraft.    

e Facilities  

 

Sensor arrays tied to existing ground surveillance radar and unmanned ground vehicles and/or 
unm nned aerial systems detect movement through the perimeter and alert Aerodrome SCC for 
appropriate response. .  General aviation facilities will utilize appropriate perimeter security 
system threat and risk assessments. 

6.5 S ED BAGGAGE  

ocedures 
E) 

6.5.1

NGA d baggage containing threats 
om entry onto aircraft. These NGATS systems will have reduced footprint, be capable of rapid 

 sensor fusion increases the range and accuracy 

nstant status of risk 
ssessment, threat information and security related anomalies while in the air shipping chain.  

gies and other NGATS credentialing processes.  

cilities – Airside    Terminal Fa

centric infrastructure based advanced sensor and access control systems. Where cost-effective, 
a

6.4.3 Other Aerodrom

Non-terminal facilities including hangars, fuel storage areas, warehouses, control towers office
buildings and related structures will be secured using appropriate levels of technologies and 
procedures as determined by threat and risk assessments. 

6.4.4 Aerodrome Perimeter   

a

s and procedures based on 

 ECURE CHECK

Operational checked baggage screening will include those technologies, policies, and pr
to detect the presence of Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear and Explosive (CBRN
threats and weapons.   

 Checked Baggage Screening 

TS baggage screening systems for CBRNE prevent checke
fr
deployment, and have reduced false alarms while
of threat detection 

6.6 SECURE CARGO/MAIL  

Checked cargo/mail will be prevented from endangering aircraft, aviation facilities or people.  
The air cargo system will be prevented from being used as a threat vector. Policy, procedures, 
information and technology will be utilized to accurately detect threat-bearing cargo from while 
maintaining the flow of commerce. The air cargo shipping information is shared within the net-
centric infrastructure system, enabling authorized stakeholders to have co
a

6.6.1 Known/Certified Shipper  

The NGATS LAS for air cargo will use a tiered certification process offering certifications for 
Known Shipper and Certified Shipper status based upon various levels of screening capability, 
cargo integrity technolo
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6.6.2 Screening and Inspection  

All air cargo will be screened for CBRNE and weapons threats prior to loading on an aircraft.  
screening 

facilities by registered screening agents to ensure the free flow of commerce.   

urrounded by a 
providing net-centric infrastructure linked tracking and protection, 
rome in a secure environment which is be sealed and tamper-proof. 

rom gaining access to the NAS. Airspace access and flight 

ace information and their 
ared among all stakeholders based on specific information exchange 
uch information sharing will be facilitated through the NGATS net-

itted through net-centric 
nal personnel who have positive control responsibilities for the aircraft 

any aircraft within NGATS will have on-board systems and modifications to detect and 
prevent external attacks and internal assaults.  These capabilities will preclude the aircraft or its 
contents from becoming a target, or from being used as a weapon. Capabilities will be supported 

The NGATS cargo screening process will permit aerodrome and off-site cargo 

6.6.3 Surface Transportation Security of Screened Cargo  

Cargo screened prior to arrival to the air cargo facility on aerodrome will be s
“chain of custody” umbrella 
from origination to the aerod
Cleared Unit Load Devices (ULD) are covered with blast containment and locked with tamper-
proof netting and locking pallet ring mounts. 

6.7 SECURE AIRSPACE 

The risk of external attacks on aircraft and other airborne vehicles anywhere in the National 
Airspace System (NAS) will be reduced with the NGATS LAS.   Flight plan threat levels will be 
assessed and counter measures developed based on each situation.  Aircraft that pose a threat will 
be detected and prevented f
procedures will be implemented.  

In NGATS, Secure Airspace is a joint responsibility among many institutional entities.  These 
entities include: ANSP, Defense Service Provider, Security Service Provider, FOCs, flight 
operators, local and international communities.  Restricted airsp
violation alerts will be sh
rules to be established.  S
centric infrastructure. 

6.7.1 Airspace Violation Detection, Alerting, and Monitoring 

Potential violations of restricted airspace are detected and transm
infrastructure to operatio
including the flight operator and the ANSP.  Through net-centric infrastructure and SSA 
applications, monitor and provide cooperative and non-cooperative surveillance of air vehicles to 
detect and respond appropriately to anomalies in air vehicle flight.  

6.7.2 Counter MANPADS 

Based on a risk and threat assessment, appropriate Counter MANPADS systems and procedures 
will be implemented to protect terminal airspace  

6.8  SECURE AIRCRAFT  

M
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by aircraft modification such as hardening specific components, human based countermeasures 
such as airspace violations displays, secure air/air and air/ground communications, adaptive 

n 

d Cargo Hold Surveillance (CCCHS).   

ty of 
the aircraft.  

6.8.2 Secure Flight Deck and Cabin   

e acts targeting air 
air-to-air 

on and net-centric infrastructure systems, on-board security personnel 
real-time information to the NGATS security 

ning  

, cargo hold, on-board sensors 
and defense systems, can prevent, deter or reduce the effects of attacks.  NGATS aircraft design 

 weapons and 
agnetic pulse (EMP) technologies and events.   

flight procedures and shared situational awareness for aircrew, air traffic management and o
board security. 

6.8.1 Cockpit, Cabin an

A cockpit, cabin and cargohold surveillance capability will be established.  In-flight cabin and 
cargohold monitoring for CBRNE threats will enhance the welfare of passengers and securi

On-board Federal law enforcement officers will detect, deter, and defeat hostil
carriers, aerodromes, passengers, and crews. With advanced air-to-ground and 
information communicati
can identify other on-board resources and convey 
system and ANSP.  

6.8.3 Aircraft Harde

Aircraft components such as cockpit bulkheads, cargo containers

standards identify, prioritize and shield critical flight systems from direct energy
electrom
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Appendix A: ATM Functions in 2006 and NGATS 

Air Navigation Service Provider Functions 

2006 Functions Corresponding NGATS Functions 

Area Supervisors, Airspace Designers, 
(Special Use Airspace/Space Launch 
Coordinator are Partially Comparable) 

Capacity Managers in Collaboration with Airspace 
Users and Flight Operators 

Design and strategically allocate airspace. Dynamically 
Design and strategically allocate airspace. adjust the assignment of airspace to tactical separation 
Adjust the assignment of airspace to tactical 
separation providers (primarily by combi

providers. Structure routings (air and ground) where 
ning required, and flexibly allocate airspace for other 

and decombining sectors). Structure routings 
(air and ground) where required. 

purposes, including the operation of state 
(government) aircraft. 

Traffic Management Specialist/Coordinator Flow Contingency Provider in Collaboration with 
Flight Operators 

Identifies potential flow problems, such as 
large-demand capacity imbalances, Identifies potential flow problems, such as large-
congestion, high degrees of complexity, and demand capacity imbalances, congestion, high 
blocked or constrained airspace (e.g., for 
special use, weather), and collaborates on 
traffic management initiatives. 

degrees of complexity, and blocked or constrained 
airspace (e.g., for special use, weather), and 
collaborates to develop flow strategies (i.e., aggregate 
trajectory solutions). 

Traffic Management Tactical Trajectory Manager in Collaboration with 
Specialist/Coordinators, Air Traffic 
Controllers (e.g., En-Route D-Side) 

Ensure traffic management initiatives are 
carried out. Perform

Flight Operators 

Predict individual flight contention within a flow for 
resources, identify complex future conflicts (i.e., 

 planning for flights strategic separation management), and coordinate 
entering sector, identify future conflicts (i.e., individual trajectory resolutions. This is focused on 
strategic separation management), and 
coordinate resolutions with adjacent 

near-tactical management of individual trajectories 
sectors.  within a flow. 

Air Traffic Controllers (e.g., En-Route R-
Side) 

Provide tactical separation (e.g., within a 5-
minute window) to separate aircraft from other 
aircraft and special use airspace, and 

TSP or Flight Operator Depending on the Airspace 
and the Operation 

Eliminate residual conflicts left by the three strategic 
functions of TBO. Automation detects the conflicts an

organize and expedite the flow of traffic.  

d 
provides the resolution. 
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Air Navigation Service Provider Functions 

2006 Functions Corresponding NGATS Functions 

Flight Service, Flight Operations Center 
Personnel, or Third-Party Service 

Automated Dissemination to Operators and Flight 
Crews, FOCs, Third-Party Service Providers 

Providers 
Provide flight planning and weather services. ANSP 

Provide flight planning and weather services. 
General aviation operators also may interact 
with third-party (fee for service) vendors who 
provide weather and other (e.g., flight 
planning) services through dedicated 
computer terminals, direct phone contact or 
through the web.  

role is limited to safety-critical in-flight assistance. 
Operators may also interact with third-party weather 
providers or their own FOC. 

Flight Operator Functions 

2006 Functions Corresponding NGATS Functions 

Flight Crew 

Responsible for the control of an individu

Flight Crew, Individual Pilot, or Automata 

al Responsible for the control of an individual aircraft 
aircraft while it is moving on the surface or 
while airborne. 

while it is moving on the surface or while airborne. 
Under autonomous operations, responsible for 
separation.  

Dispatcher 

Person responsible for o

Flight Planner 

riginating and Person or organization responsible for making tactical 
disseminating flight information, including decisions about what flights to operate and when and 
flight plans. Responsible for operational where they will operate. May be the same as flight 
control of day to day flight operations. crew. Flight planner is the interface with the ANSP in 

trajectory negotiation. Operators with multiple aircraft 
involved in the initiative have the flexibility to adjust 
individual aircraft schedules and trajectories within 
those allocations to accommodate their own internal 
business concerns, both preflight and in flight. 

 

 

Flight Scheduler Flight Scheduler  

Person or organization responsible for making 
strategic decisions about what flights to 
operate and when they will operate. 

Person or organization responsible for making strategic 
decisions about what flights to operate and when they 
will operate. 
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Appendix B: Definitions and Glossary 

Term Definition 

3D Three-Dimension 

4DT Four-Dimensional Trajectory 

ADS-B  Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast 

A-G Air-Ground 

Aerodrome A defined area on land or water (including any buildings, 
installations and equipment) intended to be used either wholly or 
in part for the arrival, departure, and surface movement of aircraft 

Airborne Self-
Separation 

Refers to all aircraft within the airspace or aerodrome movement 
area maintaining separation from all other aircraft within the 
airspace or aerodrome movement area according to defined rules 
and separation criteria. The ANSP is not responsible for tactical 
separation between aircraft. This CONOPS uses the term 
“autonomous airspace” for self-separation airspace. This 
CONOPS also includes self-separation in mixed equipage 
airspace. When authorized by the ANSP, equipped aircraft in this 
airspace maintain separation from all other aircraft, including 
those managed by the ANSP. 

Airborne Refers to separation delegated to an individual aircraft to maintain 
Separation separation from a designated aircraft either in flight or on the 

aerodrome movement area, such as for a crossing or passing 
maneuver. Separation of these aircraft from all other aircraft and 
from all other aircraft to which separation has not been delegated 
remains the responsibility of the ANSP. Pairwise separation and 
closely spaced parallel approaches are in this category. 

Airborne Refers to a capability of the aircraft to maintain awareness of and 
Separation separation from other aircraft, airspace, terrain, or obstacles. 
Assurance There are four different levels of airborne separation assurance 

(based on the RTCA definition)—airborne traffic situational 
awareness, airborne spacing, airborne separation, and airborne 
self-separation. 

Airborne Refers to the capability of one aircraft to achieve and maintain a 
Spacing defined distance in space or time from another aircraft. 

Separation responsibility remains with the ANSP. 
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Term Definition 

Airborne Traffic 
Situational 
Awareness 

Refers to flight crew knowledge of nearby traffic depicted on a 
cockpit traffic display without any change of separation tasks or 
responsibility. 

Aircraft From the Aeronautical Information Manual (AIM): Device(s) that 
are used or intended to be used for flight in the air, and when 
used in air tra ude the flight crew. ffic control terminology, may incl
ICAO definition: Any machine that can derive support in the 
atmosphere from the reactions of the air other than the reactions 
of the air against the earth's surface. An aircraft can include a 
fixed-wing structure, rotorcraft, lighter-than-air vehicle, or a 
vehicle capable of leaving the atmosphere for space flight. 

Air Navigation Used generically to refer to the organization, personnel, and 
Service 
Provider 

automation that provide separation assurance, traffic 
management, infrastructure management, aviation information, 

(ANSP) navigation, anagement, or aviation assistance landing, airspace m
services for airspace users. 

Airspace 
Classification 

Airspace wi e, th a common air traffic management interest and us
based on si  milar characteristics of traffic density, complexity, air
navigation system infrastructure requirements, aircraft 
capabilities, or other specified considerations wherein a common 
detailed pla entation of interoperable n will foster the implem
CNS/ATM systems. 

Air Traffic 
Management 

The dynam ement of air traffic and airspace—ic, integrated manag
safely, economically, and efficiently—through the provision of 

(ATM) facilities and   seamless services in collaboration with all parties.

ANSP Flow 
Airspace 

High-density, moderate complexity airspace where the flight 
operator executes a 4DT agreement. Tactical trajectory 
managemen  t ensures the overall flows are well behaved so that
potential co  to a minimum. Tactical separation nflicts are kept
management is performed automatically by ground automation. If 
conflicts are detected, the ground automation issues revised 
4DTs to the flight deck. 

Area navigation 
(RNAV)  

A method of navigation that permits aircraft operation on any 
desired flight path within the coverage of station-referenced 
navigation a bility of self-contained aids, ids, the limits of the capa
or a combination of these. 

Area navigation Aircraft operations using an RNAV system. RNAV operations 
(RNAV) include RNAV and RNP applications. 
operations 
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Term Definition 

Area navigation 
(RNAV) route 

An ATS route established for the use of aircraft 
capable of employing area navigation. 

ATC Air Traffic Control 

Automated 
Virtual Tower 
(AVT) 

The provision of sequencing services and basic aerodrome 
information, without the use of ANSP personnel, at a level that is 
enhanced compared with typical non-towered aerodromes in 
2006. 

Auto- The interaction among two or more systems to identify a specific 
Negotiation  operational response acceptable to the parties (e.g., flight 

o  the automated system. The perator and ANSP) served by
a  the known operating constraints or utomated systems would use
user preferences to identify the preferred response. 

Autonomous Low-to-moderate density airspace where self-separation enables 
Airspace maximum u uipage ser flexibility in exchange for high capability eq

of aircraft. 

Broad-Area 
Precis

Performance-based area navigation that provides the ability to 
ion operate on f flight paths that are independent of the location o

Navigation  ground-bas  aids. The navigation is capable of ed navigation
determining a three-dimensional position with precision sufficient 
to support the operation.  

Capacity  The maximum number of aircraft that can be accommodated in a 
given time period by the system or one of its components 
(throughput). 

Capacity The long-term and short-term management and assignment of 
Management NAS airspace and routes to meet expected demand. This 

includes assigning related NAS assets as well as coordinating 
longer term staffing plans for airspace assignments. It includes 
the allocatio on n of airspace to airspace classifications based 
demand, as well as the allocation of airspace and routes to ANSP 
personnel t   o manage workload.

Classic En-
Route Airspace 

Low altitude en-route airspace away from busy terminal areas that 
accommodates mixed capability aircraft, including those under 
visual flight rules. 

COI Communities of Interest 
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Term Definition 

A description of how non-homogeneous the traffic demand is. Complexity 
Factors that cause complexity to be higher are large numbers of 
vertically transitioning aircraft, large numbers of crossing paths, 
large variation in speeds, etc. 

Any situation involving an aircraft and a hazard in which the Conflict 
applicable separation minima may be compromised. 

CONOPS Concept of Operations 

Constraint Any limitation on the implementation of an operational 
improvement, or a limitation on reaching the desired level of 
service. 

Controlled 
Time of Arrival 
(CTA) 

The assignment and acceptance of an entry/use time for a 
specific NAS resource. Examples include point in space metering, 
time to be at a runway, or taxi waypoints. 

Cooperative The aircraft relays its three-dimensional position. Non-cooperative 
surveillance would be the determination of an aircraft’s three-
dimensional position without the aircraft participating. 

Surveillance 

A corridor is a long “tube” of airspace that encloses groups of 
flights flying along the same path in one direction. It is airspace 
procedurally separated from surrounding traffic and special us

Corridor 

e 
airspace, and is reserved for aircraft in that group. There is a 
minimum distance that traffic within the corridor must maintain 
from the edge of the corridor (i.e., “the corridor walls have some 
thickness”). 

COU Concept of Use 

CSPA 
  

Closely Spaced Parallel Approach 

Demand The number of aircraft requesting to use the ATM system in a 
given time period.  

DoD Department of Defense 

DST Decision Support Tool 

Enablers Initiatives, such as (new) technologies, systems, operational 
procedures, and operational or socioeconomic developments that 
facilitate the implementation of operational improvements or of 
other enablers.  
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Term Definition 

Equivalent 
Visual 
Operations 

The capability to provide aircraft with the critical information 
needed to maintain safe distances from other aircraft during non-
visual conditions, including a capability to operate at levels 
associated with VFR operations on the aerodrome surface during 
low-visibility conditions. The ANSP personnel delegate separation 
responsibility to the flight operators. This capability builds on net-
enabled information access, certain aspects of performance-
based services, and some elements of broad-area precision 
navigation and adaptive, layered security.  

EVO Equivalent Visual Operations 

FAA Federal Aviation Administration 

FCM Flow Contingency Management 

Flexible Airspace boundaries and routes are not static. They may be 
shifted as necessary to enable eAirspace ffective weather avoidance, meet 
defense and security requirements, and manage demand. 
Airspace allocation to different airspace classifications is also 
flexible. It changes dynamically (in terms of time or geographic 
boundaries) to meet demand. Airspace restricted for higher 
performance operations only exists when necessary to manage 
demand. 

Flight Object A flight object is the representation of the relevant information 
about a particular instance of a flight. The information in a flight 
object includes (1) aircraft capabilities, including the level of 
navigation, communications, and surveillance performance (e.g., 
FMS capabilities), (2) aircraft flight performance parameters, (3) 
flight crew capabilities, including level of training received to 
enable special procedures, (4) 4DT profile and intent, containing 
the “cleared” 4DT profile plus any desired or proposed 4DTs, and 
(5) aircraft position information and near-term intent. Standards 
for the definition of a flight object are in development. 

Flight The flight crew, individual pilot, or automata responsible for the 
Operators control of an individual aircraft while it is moving on the surface or 

is airborne.  

Flow The process that identifies potential flow problems, such as large 
demand capacity imbalanceContingency s, congestion, high degrees of 

Management complexity, blocked or constrained airspace, or other off-nominal 
conditions. It is a collaborative process between ANSP personnel 
and airspace users to develop flow strategies to resolve the flow 
problems. Examples of flow strategies include establishing routing 
to reduce complexity, restructuring airspace, and allocating 
access to airspace or runways. 
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Term Definition 

FMS Flight Management System 

FOC Flight Operations Center 

Four- A 4DT represents the “centerline” of a path, including waypoints, 
Dimensional 
Trajectory 
(4DT) 

plus lateral, longitudinal, and vertical positioning uncertainty. The 
“trajectory” is defined with only the level of specificity necessary to 
meet the performance requirements of the proposed operation. 
There are four notions imbedded in the 4DT—flexibility volumes, 
CTA, separation zones, and intent information. The level of 
specificity of the 4DT will depend on the operating environment in 
which the flight will be flown.  

GA General Aviation 

The objects or elements from which an aircraft can be separated. Hazards 
These include other aircraft, terrain, weather, wake turbulence, 
incompatible airspace activity, and, when the aircraft is on the 
ground, surface vehicles and other obstructions on the apron and 
maneuvering area. 

Human-Centric The ATM system is designed around the capabilities and 
limitations of humans. It assigns functions to humans that are best 
performed by them, and it provides automation assistance when it 
can improve decision-making or make the human’s tasks easier. 
It does not imply that humans are always in direct control. 

The discipline concerned with the understanding of interactions 
among humans an

Human Factors 
d other elements of a system. It is application 

of theory, principles, data, and other scientific methods to system 
design to optimize human well-being and overall system 
performance. 

ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization 

IFR Instrument Flight Rules 

IMC Instrument Meteorological Conditions 
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Term Definition 

Intelligent Within the context of this operational concept, refers to a 
computational system that includes the following characteristics: 
is aware of constraints, has goals, and operates autonomously 
within its construct to identify in

Agents 

formation or opportunities for 
human action. It is customized for an area or task, is adaptive, 
knows the user’s preferences/interests, and can operate on their 
behalf (e.g., by narrowing the choices available through auto-
negotiation). As such, this concept’s definition is consistent with 
commonly accepted industry standards. 

Intent Information on planned future aircraft behavior, which can be 
obtained from the aircraft systems (avionics). It is associated with 
the commanded trajectory and takes into account aircraft 
performance, weather, terrain and ATM service constraints. The 
aircraft intent data correspond either to aircraft trajectory data that 
directly relate to the future aircraft trajectory as programmed 
inside the avionics or the aircraft control parameters as managed 
by the automatic flight control system. These aircraft control 
parameters could either be entered by the flight operator or 
automatically derived by the flight management system. 

JPDO Joint Planning and Development Office 

Layered The security system will be constructed in “layers of defense” to 
detect threats early and prevent them from meeting their objectivAdaptive e 
while minimally affecting efficient operations. Aerodromes and 
aircraft will be designed to be more resilient to attacks or 
incidents. Building on the “net-enabled information access” and

Security 

 
“performance-based services” capabilities, risk assessments will 
begin well before each flight so that people and goods will be 
appropriately screened as they move from the “aerodrome” curb 
to the aircraft, or as they support aerodrome/aircraft operations. 
As technology matures, screening will be unobtrusive and more 
transparent to the individual. All people and cargo that “touch” or 
are carried by an aircraft will be positively identified. Responses to 
anomalies and incidents will be proportional to the assessed risk 
of the involved individuals or cargo. 

A group of two or more adjacent aerodromes whose arrival and Metroplex 
departure operations are highly interdependent. 

Mixed Low to moderate density, low-complexity airspace where demand 
Equipage is not high enough to drive the requirement for higher aircraft 
Airspace capability. A minimum set of aircraft capability is required to 

operate in this airspace. The function of tactical separation will be 
performed by ANSP personnel for some aircraft within this 
airspace, while other aircraft within this airspace may be engaging 
in (delegated) self-separation. 
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Term Definition 

NAS National Airspace System 

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

Near-Space Low-density, low-complexity airspace at very high altitudes that 
accommodates a wide range of special operations (e.g., high-
speed reconnaissance aircraft, aerostats, long-endurance orb

Airspace 
iting 

unmanned aircraft systems). 

Net-Enabled 
Information 

An information network that makes information available, 
securable, and usable in real time to distribute decision-making. 
Information may be pushed to known users and is available to be 
pulled by other users, including users perhaps not previously 
identified as having a need for the information. 

NGATS Next Generation Air Transportation System 

Non-managed Uncontrolled, low-altitude airspace where no ANSP services are 
provided, except as required to coordinate entry to a different 
class of airspace. 

Airspace 

ORD Chicago O’Hare International Airport 

OSTP Office of Science and Technology Policy 

Performance- Performance-based navigation specifies RNAV system 
performance requirements for aircraft operating along an ATSBased  
route, on an instrument approach procedure, or in airspace. 
Performance requirements are defined in terms of accuracy, 
integrity, continuity, availability, and functionality needed for t

Navigation 

he 
proposed operation in the context of a particular airspace 
concept. Performance requirements are identified in navigation 
specifications that also identify the navigation sensors and 
equipment that may be used to meet the performance 
requirement.  

Performance- Use of performance capability definition versus an “equipment” 
basis to definBased e the regulatory/procedural requirements to perform 

Operations a given operation in a given airspace. 
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Term Definition 

Performance- There are multiple service levels aligned with specified user 
Based Services performance thresholds to provide choices to users depending on 

needs, required communication, navigation and surveillance 
performance, environmental performance criteria, security 
parameters, etc. Services will be flexible according to the situation 
and consolidated needs of the users. Services vary from area to 
area in terms of airspace and “aerodrome” surfaces, and they 
vary with time as needs dictate. Preferences are established 
based on user capability, equipage, training, security, etc. The 
performance-based approach is used to analyze risks (safety, 
security, environment, etc.) instead of “equipment-based” 
approaches. The performance-based services capability will 
enable a definition of service tiers and allow the government to 
move from equipment-based regulations to performance-based 
regulations.  

PFD Primary Flight Display 

PRM Precision Runway Monitor 

RCP Required Communications Performance 

Required 
Navigation 
Performance 
(RNP) 

RNAV operations with on-board navigation containment and 
monitoring. 

RNAV Area Navigation 

RNP X A navigation specification that includes requirements for onboard 
performance monitoring and alerting. Specification 

A 3D path through space with no time component. Unlike Route 
corridors, aircraft can cross routes as operational need requires, 
with proper tactical separation provided to all aircraft. 

RSP Required Surveillance Performance 

Separation The minimum displacements between an aircraft and a hazard 
Minima that maintain the risk of collision at an acceptable level of safety.  

Situational Refers to a service provider’s or operator’s ability to identify, 
Awareness process, and comprehend important information about what is 

happening with regard to the operation. Airborne traffic situational 
awareness is an aspect of overall situational awareness for the 
flight crew of an aircraft operating in proximity to other aircraft.  
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Term Definition 

SOIA Simultaneous Offset Instrument Approach 

SUA Special Use Airspace 

Super-Density The specific airspace configurations or routes chosen in near-real
Flexible 
Airspace 

 
time to provide flexibility and maximize arrival and departure 
throughput. Is smaller than or lies within super-density protected 
airspace. 

Super-Density 
Protecte

The charted airspace protecting super-density terminals that is 
somewhat larger than the actual airspace used operationally. 
Statically defined for low-capability aircraft that do not have 
access to real-time updates of airspace definition. 

d 
Airspace 

Tactical The function of ensuring aircraft or vehicles maintain safe 
separation minima from other aircraft or vehicles, protected 
airspace, terrain, weather, or other hazards. The function ma

Separation 
Management y be 

performed by ANSP personnel, the flight operator, and/or 
automation. 

Tactical 
Trajectory 

ent 

The function of fine-tuning trajectories as required by the airspace 
plan or an active flow contingency management initiative to 

Managem minimize pairwise contention and ensure efficient individual 
trajectories within a flow. 

TFM Traffic Flow Management 

TMI Traffic Management Initiative 

Trajectory- The use of four-dimensional trajectories as the basis for planning 
and executing all flight operations supported by the air navigationBased  
service provider.  Operations 

Transition Tubes of airspace that allow aircraft to transition through 
autonomous airspace and ANSP flowCorridors -managed airspace to near-
space airspace. The tactical trajectory manager provides the 
transition, coordinates, and reserves times for aircraft traveling to 
near-space airspace. 

TSM Tactical Separation Management 

TSP Tactical Separation Provider 

TTM Tactical Trajectory Management 

UAS Unmanned Aircraft System 
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Term Definition 

Unmanned 
Aircraft System 
(UAS) 

A pilotless aircraft is flown without a pilot-in-command onboard 
and is either remotely or fully controlled from another place 
(ground, another aircraft, space), or programmed and fully 
autonomous. The UAS includes the pilotless vehicle, control 
system, and operator. 

U.S. United States 

VFR Visual Flight Rules 

Virtual Tower The ability to operate the surface and aerodrome without direct 
visual observation. 

VLJ Very Light Jet 

VMC Visual Meteorological Conditions 

WAAS Wide Area Augmentation System 
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